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City Council
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT:

ADOPTING THE 2002 ONE-YEAR ACTION PLAN FOR THE COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT, HOME INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM, HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES FOR PERSONS WITH AIDS AND
EMERGENCY SHELTER GRANT PROGRAMS; ADOPTING THE
ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION AND NEGATIVE DECLARATION
FOR THE ONE-YEAR ACTION PLAN FOR THE ONE-YEAR ACTION
PLAN; REPROGRAMMING OF PREVIOUSLY APPROVED COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT ACTIVITIES AND AMENDING THE
RESPESCTIVE ONE-YEAR ACTION PLANS

LOCATION & COUNCIL DISTRICT

City

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends adoption of the attached resolution which:
•

•
•

•

Approves the 2002 One-Year Action Plan for the Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG), HOME Investment Partnership (HOME), Housing Opportunities for Persons with
Aids (HOPWA), and Emergency Shelter Grant (ESG) programs;
Finds that the environmental documentation for the 2002 One-Year Action Plan is adequate
and complete, and that the negative declaration is appropriate and hereby approved;
Authorizes the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency's (Agency) submittal of the
One-Year Action Plan to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (full
document is available for review in the Agency Clerk's office), execution of the subsequent
grant agreement, and amendment of the Agency budget to receive CDBG and HOME grant
funds;
Authorizes the Agency and the City of Sacramento to execute contracts to carry out the
projects contained within the 2002 One-Year Action Plan;
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•

•

•
•

Authorizes the City Council to accept allocations stated in the Individual Project Agreement
(IPA) between the City and the Agency, and authorizes establishing appropriations for the
projects as detailed in the IPA upon receipt of the CDBG and HOME grant funds;
Authorizes the County Department of Human Assistance to administer the ESG and
HOPWA funds and execute contracts with the appropriate entities to carry out the projects
contained within the 2002 One-Year Action Plan without further action by the City;
Authorizes the Agency to amend the 2002 CDBG contingency and HOME budget in the
event that the final 2002 entitlement is more or less than that estimated in the application; and
Amends the CDBG program allocations by reprogramming funds from projects that will not
immediately use the funds or have been cancelled, and amends various One-Year Action
Plans accordingly.

A public hearing was scheduled at the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Commission on
October 17, 2001. Your Council's actions and consideration of staff recommendations will
constitute the final public hearing.

CONTACT PERSONS
Lisa Bates, Director - Community Development, 440-1357
Cynthia Cavanaugh, Redevelopment Manager - CDBG, 440-1322

FOR COUNCIL MEETING OF - October 30, 2001

SUMMARY
This report summarizes the City of Sacramento's 2002 One-Year Action Plan updating the
Consolidated Plan to be submitted to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD). The Consolidated Plan is a five-year planning document (covering the period 19982002) approved by the Sacramento City Council on September 16, 1997. In short, the
Consolidated Plan identifies the City's and County's housing and community development needs
and describes a long-term strategy for meeting those needs. In addition to providing a broad
policy framework, the Consolidated Plan specifically addresses four federally-funded housing
and community development programs: CDBG, HOME, ESG, and Housing Opportunities for
People with Aids (HOPWA). (HOPWA is funded through the City of Sacramento but serves
both the City and County of Sacramento.)
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HUD requires the annual submittal of a One-Year Action Plan describing proposed activities and
expenditures for the following year, using the goals and priorities of the Consolidated Plan as a
guide. In addition, the One-Year Action Plan describes all anticipated resources for the coming
year that could be used to address housing and community development needs and discusses
other actions that will be undertaken to address a variety of issues discussed in the Consolidated
Plan. For example, the One-Year Action Plan discusses actions that will be taken to remove
barriers to affordable housing and obstacles to meeting underserved needs. This report
recommends approval of the 2002 One-Year Action Plan. The approved One-Year Action Plan is
due to HUD on November 15, 2001.
Attachment I is the executive summary of the Consolidated Plan.
Attachment II provides summary descriptions of the federal entitlement programs covered in the
Consolidated Plan.
Attachment III presents an overview of the planned activities in the 2002 One-Year Action Plan,
including a description of the proposed activities, funding, and accomplishments.
Attachment IV presents the narrative description of other actions that the Sacramento Housing
and Redevelopment Agency (SHRA) will coordinate on behalf of the City of Sacramento to
further Consolidated Plan strategies.
Attachment V presents the Negative Declaration and other environmental documentation
necessary to implement the 2002 One-Year Action Plan.
Attachment VI describes the Federal, private and non-Federal public resources expected to be
available to address priority needs and specific objectives identified in the One-Year Action
Plan.
COMMISSION ACTION
A public hearing was held on October 17, 2001 by the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment
Commission. On that date the Commission adopted a motion recommending approval of the
attached resolution. The votes were as follows:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:

Amundson, Burns, Castello, Cespedes, Faust, Graham, Hoag, McCarty,
Newsome, Simon
None
Harland
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BACKGROUND
In September 1997, the 1998-2002 Consolidated Five-Year Plan outlining the priorities and
strategies for funding in Federal CDBG, HOME, HOPWA and ESG grant programs was
approved by your Council. This report represents the 2002 annual update to the Consolidated
Plan and presents proposed activities, funding recommendations and proposed accomplishments
for each activity. The 2002 annual update:
•

Satisfies HUD's statutory requirement for the submission of a One-Year Action Plan
for $6,570,780 in CDBG funds; $1,414,346 in CDBG program income; $392,000 in
reprogrammed CDBG funding; $3,382,390 in HOME funds; $161,872 in HOME
program income, $1,157,508 in reprogrammed HOME funding; $706,160 in
HOPWA funds; and $224,070 in ESG funds; and

•

Describes the components of the One-Year Action Plan including:
•$1,055,449 for infrastructure and public improvements;
•$358,000 for neighborhood stabilization and preservation activities;
•$6,760,135 for housing development, preservation and homeownership activities;
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•

$207,314 for commercial revitalization activities;

•$2,127,798 for public services predominantly administered by the County of
Sacramento's Department of Human Assistance, including $224,070 in ESG and
$706,160 in HOPWA funds for housing programs for persons with special needs
and administered by the County of Sacramento's Department of Human
Assistance;
•

$2,093,597 for loan repayments;

•$874,415 for grant planning and general program administration; and
•

$532,418 in CDBG contingency funds.

Amendment to Project Description in the 2001 Action Plan
Staff is requesting that the resolution adopted on May 29, 2001 be amended as follows:
Substitute "Marshall Park Lighting -$110,000" for "Marshall School Lighting - $110,000". The
project description and amount in the staff report were correct; however, the resolution project
name was incorrect.
Reprogramming Previous CDBG and HOME Allocations
The following reprogramming actions result from project priority changes as determined by staff
or requested by communities being assisted and from budgetary savings from completed
projects. Reprogrammed allocations previously targeted to specific districts are being reappropriated within the same district. A total of $695,000 in 2001 CDBG Capital Reserves and
prior year CDBG activities will be cancelled and reprogrammed; $303,000 are allocated to 2001
activities (described below) and $392,000 will be allocated to 2002 activities (described in
Attachment III).
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Allocations proposed for defunding are as follows:

Sources
Funding Year
Activity Name
District
2001 Capital
Reserve
Max Baer
Clubhouse
Improvements
/District 6

Meadowview Park
Lighting/District 8

1999 Single-Family
Rehabilitation
Program
New Construction
Rental Housing

Housing
Development
Assistance

Activity Description
Anticipated remaining unused funds at end of 2001.
2000 CDBG funds were originally allocated for the
expansion and renovation of Max Baer Clubhouse in
Avondale/Glen Elder neighborhood. Project cancelled due
to use of other funds for project. Funds to be
reprogrammed from 2001 contingency to District 6
activity.
2001 CDBG funds were originally allocated for the
installation of additional safety lighting at Meadowview
Park. Funds are no longer needed because a larger
expansion of Meadowview Park has been proposed as part
of a large new housing development currently being
reviewed by City staff. Funds to be reprogrammed to
District 8 activity.
The Single-Family Rehabilitation program will now be
funded from the CDBG Single-Family revolving loan fund.
These HOME funds will be used in the First-Time
Homebuyer Program and the Teacher Home Purchase
Program.
2000 HOME funds originally allocated to the funding of
new rental housing projects. These funds will be used on
the Franklin Villa Estates Acquisition and Rehabilitation
program.
HOME Revolving Loan Fund allocated to Housing
Development Assistance. Funds will be used on the
Franklin Villa Estates Acquisition and Rehabilitation
Program.
Subtotal CDBG
Subtotal HOME
Total

Reprogrammed
Funding
$600,000 CDBG

$55,000 CDBG

$40,000 CDBG

$157,508 HOME

$500,000 HOME

$500,000 HOME
Revolving Loan
Fund
$695,000
$1,157,508
$1,852,508
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This report appropriates $303,000 from 2001 CDBG contingency to the following activities:

Uses
Activity Name
George Sim
Expansion
Design/District 6
Franklin Villa
Security
Gate/District 8
Parker Homes
McClellan Heights
Infrastructure

Description

Funding

Architectural planning for the George Sim Center
expansion project.

$55,000
2001 CDBG

Construction of two security gates and one guard shack to
improve public safety on public right of way at Franklin
Villa Estates located at Morrison Creek/Brookfield
Drive/Caselli Circle and Franklin Boulevard.
A consultant will be hired to develop plans to assist in
prioritizing needs for an infrastructure and housing master
plan for Park Homes and McClellan Heights.

$60,000
2001 CDBG

$100,000
2001 CDBG

Master Plan

Greenfair
Development Initial
Planning
Analysis of
Impediments to Fair
Housing Choice

Early planning associated with redeveloping the HUDfinanced Greenfair development into a homeownership
community. Additional consultant services may be
required to restructure the homeowner's association.
A request for proposal will be issued for a consultant to
prepare this HUD-required planning document reviewing
impediments to fair housing choice in the public and

$30,000
2001 CDBG

$15,000
2001 CDBG

private sector.

Downtown Single
Room Occupancy
Supportive Service

Partial funding in 2001 and 2002; see Attachment III for
activity description.

$43,000
2001 CDBG

Subtotal to 2001 CDBG activities

$303,000

Funds to 2002 activities. See Attachment III.

$392,000

Funds to 2002 activities. See Attachment III.

$1,157,508

Total

$1,852,508
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Fair Housing Activities
The 2002 Action Plan funds two activities to further fair housing objectives. The first is the
annual allocation to the Human Rights/Fair Housing Commission. Over the past year, the
Agency has worked with the Commission to increase the focus of their CDBG-funded activities
on fair housing investigations using housing testers. The new work scope emphasizes timeliness
of housing testing, a fact-finding investigative work effort for an estimated total of 100 City and
County complaints; and offering a range of enforcement options to the complainant. The work
scope continues to include education efforts, and a proactive testing audit. The monthly
reporting format has been enhanced to capture more detail on fair housing investigations and
work.
The second activity will fund a consultant hired pursuant to a Request for Proposals to develop
the HUD-required update to the City and County's "Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing
Choice". This planning document will research the most significant barriers to fair housing
choice and outline specific steps for the City and County to address and overcome the effects of
any impediments. This plan will be considered by the City and County with the 2003-2007
Consolidated Plan next year.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Because Congress has not finalized its funding allocations for HUD as of this date, staff s
recommendations based on its best estimate of projected revenues in 2002, predicated on the
assumption that Congress will be reducing its funding allocations for the programs described in
this report by three percent. CDBG contingency funds, typically set aside for cost overruns
incurred by capital improvement projects, have served as a federal entitlement reduction reserve
in the event that the actual CDBG entitlements were less than anticipated. CDBG entitlement
funding allocations decreased in 1997 and 1998 at an annual compounded rate of three percent
per annum and the 1999 CDBG entitlement remained relatively flat. While the 2000 and 2001
CDBG entitlement increased slightly, staff is recommending a three percent reduction in
projected revenues in 2002. HOME entitlement was reduced by eight percent from 1999 to
2000. Therefore, staff is also recommending a three percent reduction in projected revenues in
2002.
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Allocations made in the 2002 One-Year Action Plan are based on an estimated 2002 CDBG
entitlement of $6,570,780 in CDBG funds; $1,414,346 in CDBG program income; $392,000 in
reprogrammed CDBG funds; $3,382,390 in HOME funds; $161,872 in HOME program income;
$1,157,508 in reprogrammed HOME funds; $706,160 in HOPWA funds; and $224,070 in ESG
funds.
The $532,418 contingency budgeted in the 2002 One-Year Action Plan provides approximately
eight percent CDBG reserve. If funding is less than projected, the reserve will be used to fund
budgeted projects. Alternatively, the reserve may be used for overruns in capital improvement
projects. Funding received in excess of projected revenues will be appropriated to contingency
until further Council action.
This report also authorizes the cancellation of $695,000 in CDBG contingency and activities
from previous years; and reprogramming of $303,000 to 2001 activities as described in this
report and the reprogramming of $392,000 to 2002 activities as described in Attachment III.
Multifamily Revolving Loan Fund
$400,000 is being transferred from the CDBG Multifamily Revolving Loan Fund to the FirstTime Homebuyer Program. CDBG funds have been more difficult to move in multifamily
rehabilitation projects than HOME funds, primarily because of the requi'rement that 51 percent of
the units be restricted to low- and moderate-income households and because of labor standards
requirements. The First-Time Homebuyer Program has primarily used HOME funds in the past,
however, in order to use CDBG funds for this program, the First-Time Homebuyer Program is
being modified by a separate staff report to be consistent with CDBG requirements. A revolving
loan fund will be established for the First-Time Homebuyer Program to collect future
repayments. The First-Time Homebuyer Program will provide assistance in the form of a
deferred payment loan for up to four percent of the sales price, maximum of $5,000. The loan is
zero percent interest, due upon sale or transfer, or at the end of thirty years. The loan may pay
for 50 percent of the down payment and allowable closing costs for owner-occupants.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
Recommended activities are in accordance with the federal regulations regarding primary benefit
to low- and moderate-income persons and neighborhoods. This plan is consistent with the 19982002 Five-Year Consolidated Plan adopted September 16, 1997.
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ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
All projects have been submitted for review under the requirements of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) per HUD regulations. No funds will be expended prior to
completion of environmental review and compliance.
The 2002 One-Year Action Plan has been reviewed to ensure compliance with the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The program level environmental analyses for CEQA
requirements are identified in the Initial Study and Negative Declaration, presented as
Attachment V. The approving body must find this documentation adequate and complete prior
to approval of the program application.

M/WBE CONSIDERATIONS
Minority and Women's Business Enterprise requirements will be applied to all activities when
required by the federal funding.
Respectfully submitted,

ANNE M. MOORE
Executive Director

13,
ROBERT P
City Manager

OMAS
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO
CONSOLIDATED PLAN
Executive Summary

Putting the Pieces Together
August 21, 1997

Submitted by:
The Sacramerito Housing and Redevelopment Agency

CONSOLIDATED PLAN FOR THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO'
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^e Five Year Consolidated Plan for Federal Housing and Community Development Programs
L- describes the policy framework for use of four federally funded grant programs which
benefit low income families. The plan is required by the U. S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development ( HUD) and covers the next five years or the period from 1998 to 2002.
The four major funding sources covered by the plan are:
Communit ._Development Block Grants (CBG)_ This is an annual federal I-IUD
grant to communities to primarily benefit low income persons through housing
improvement, public improvements, economic development and elimination of
blighting conditions. In the past, areas of Sacramento which are low income and
extremely. physically blighted have been selected for targeted CDBG assistance in the
areas of capital improvements, housing preservation and renovation, and economic
development and commercial revitalization activities. These funds, which must be
used to augment but not replace local funds and responsibilities, have had great
success in increasing the liveability and quality of life for residents in targeted areas.
Additionally, through improvement of deteriorated neighborhoods, the overall
economic environment for all of Sacramento has also been strengthened.
HOME Funds: These funds allow for the preservation and expansion of affordable
housing to very low and low income persons. Housing developers and sponsors (both
private and non-profit) apply to SI-IRA for funding. In the past, HOME funds have
assisted more than 300 families in purchasing their first home, renovated hundreds of
deteriorating housing units and assisted in special housing programs such as mutual
housing and family demonstration housing.
Housutst Opportunities for People with HIV/AIDS (HOPWA)• The HOPWA grant is an
allocation of federal funds to qualifying communities to create comprehensive strategies
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for meeting the housing needs of persons with HIV/AIDS. Eligible activities include: housing
acquisition, rehabilitation or development assistance for persons. These funds are
administered by the Sacramento County Department of Human Assistance for a multi-county
area designated by HUD ('rolo, Placer, El Dorado and Sacramento Counties).
Emergency Shelter Grants ESG : This is an annual competitive federal I-IUD grant
enacted in 1987 to assist communities in developing emergency shelters for homeless
individuals and families. The goal of the program is to improve the quality of existing
emergency shelters and to make available additional emergency shelters. Funds must
provide emergency housing for homeless persons through renovation and
rehabilitation of shelters; conversion of buildings to shelters; development of new
shelters; and supportive services to homeless persons in the shelter (child care, job
counseling, etc.) These funds are also administered by the County Department of
Human Assistance.
The Consolidated Plan has been designed to support the policies of the City and is specifically
an integral tool for the implementation of the City Element, the local redevelopment plans,
and the County's Contieiuum of Care Strategic Plan. The Consolidated Plan, while the content
and method of the assessment are prescribed by HUD, has been prepared to also be
responsive and integrated into the policy environment of Sacramento.
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SACRAMENTO AND THE NATION.... A BROADER
PERSPECTIVE

`'-h June 1997, the U: S Department of Houstng
vand Urban Development (H(JD) issued its
State of the Cities Report. The findings and
initiatives included in that report mirror the input
of Sacramento residents and elected officials.
Briefly HUD reports :',

IZe Sacramento Consolidated Plan has been designed to not only meet all federal
requirements, but also to capture emerging trends and policy initiatives both
locally and nationally. Among the issues and emerging trends the Plan seeks to
address are:
# How can housing funds be directed to meet multiple objectives including the need
to stabilize neighborhoods, increase homeownership, and increase housing affordability
and choice?
# 1 low can federal dollars be better coordinated to enhance the education of youth through
assistance to schools, after-school programs, tutoring and job skill development?
# What is the role of federal funds in the Welfare Reform process? And, most importantly, how can Sacramento contribute to the increased self-sufficiency and quality
of life for all residents by enhancing job opportunities and revitalizing the economic
base of deteriorating neighborhoods?
#I low can CDBG funding for public improvements address both pressing health and safety
issues and also address neighborhood enhancements desired by residents to improve the
liveability of low income areas?
# Flow can the allocation processes for public services be improved?
# How can the citizen participation process be more reflective of current trends and
expectations of the community and elected officials?

^k Over the last 25 years new jobs are increasingly
located m. suburban ^treas:, Jab growth in central,
citi es in falling far be hin.
tj
ak. Poverty is increasingly concentrated and

economically isolated from areas with new jobs:
^k Middle class flight to the suburbs has increased
the concentration of disadvantaged persons ut
or near central city areas.
7k Solutions focus on homeownership, transporta- ,
tion linkages to jobs, increased community
linkages between suburban areas endI. I central
city areas, enhanced computer literacy and
access in the schools, and community emp'owe'r-*
ment.
...we all know that the_key to a strong cityrs
strong neighborhoods = neighborhoods arre where
we live, where ourkids go to school and where we
connect with each other as one cornmunity" :;
Ed Kende11,1VIayor of Philadelphia
So too, the elected officials and residents of Sacramento have identified similar Issues and strategies.

Jobs and economic develop:riient, enrichment and
education for youth, and homeownership were
among the highest priorities identified by citizens
in the Consolidated Plan workshops:
_, .
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or to initiating the plan ning process, SI1RA sponsored 13 widely advertised workshops
on the program to seek the views, values and priorities of citizens, service providers and
community leaders. Based on the results of this early input the plan framework for the next
five years began to evolve.
THE COMMUNITY PROCESS

The highlights of the public workshops, attended by more than 400 persons, include:
*Children and Youth: Programs that support children and youth were identified as
an important issue at every meeting. This included extended school day programs, literacy
and enrichment programs and child care. Many residents were interested in how federal
community development programs could support schools and programs located at schools.

eofthemany workshops conducted by
^theSacrame.rttoHousingandRedecelopmentAgency to determine Sacramento's vrsion.

#E Concern that Welfare Reforms be Efficient, Humane and Successful:
Families, and persons participating in welfare reform were of concern to most
groups. This was most reflected in the budget emphasis on economic development programs which create or increase job opportunities.
# Jobs and Neighborhood Economic Development: Jobs and economic development
issues received high votes as an issue and a budget category in the majority of the meetings.
An expanded economic and employment base to serve our existing residents, and also
special populations (persons in welfare-reform, the-homeless and others) was-consistently
cited as'a key anti-poverty strategy.
# Undertake Physical Improvements in a Manner which Also Improves the Social
Environment_ Relative to overall approach to needs, the greatest majority or 46%.of
participants favored programs or projects which would improve the social environment.
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^ Capital Improvements for Both Health and Safety and Neighborhood
Enhancement Continue to Be an Important Need for Declining Neighborhoods
Throughout the City and County:-, Capital improvements for both health and safety
and neighborhood enhancements were highly ranked in most areas. An assessment
of pressing public improvement needs in low income areas of the, City and County was
undertaken by SHRA staff. Over $ 600 million of basic improvement needs remain.
Additionally, many low income areas require enhancements to increase the marketability,
stability and liveability of the neighborhood. Citizens recommended that CDBG funded
capital improvements include both a health and safety category of funding to be
coordinated with the overall Capital Improvement Plan process, as well as a neighborhood
enhancement category which would be neighborhood directed and initiated. This could
include parks, playgrounds, modifications to school sites for community services and
meeting areas.
# Continue to Develop Innovative Methods to Stabilize Neighborhoods
Through Increased Homeownership, and Service Enriched Housing: Housing
initiatives are a major component of the Consolidated Plan program funding.
Continuation of strategies to increase homeownership, preserve and improve
existing deteriorating housing stock; and development of "service enriched"
housing were identified. Service enriched housing includes housing linked to the
services that support the self-sufficiency of residents with special needs. This could
include seniors, persons and families with disabilities, women in crisis, and many
others.
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# Process: Move Toward a Sub-Regional Process for Funding Decisions in Order to
Link Neighborhoods and Develop Priorities by Logical Areas: The overwhelming
majority of citizens believe that funds (primarily CDBG) should be allocated on a
subregional basis (as opposed to either exclusively target areas or jurisdictional
wide). This is in keeping with the current management trends which acknowledges that,
as Sacramento grows as a metropolitan area, both regional and subregional (or more
community based) approaches are needed to the delivery of services. A subregional
process, would allow these clusters of neighborhoods to participate together in prioritizing
funding and programs, and coordinating resources.

5 Toiu^dertakehousmr}^arxf ctarttmtuuty enefap
^ctivitresmsvdia iuaydiattheaiaildn^resrir7yr^udr
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Road Reconstruction

Head Start Daycare Facility
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cramento is rich with history and promise. From the "boom and bust" Gold Rush days,
St he area has often had periods of rapid growth, and followed by periods of rapid
decline. Ten to fifteen years ago, Sacramento "boomed" with new housing starts, new
employers, and jobs. Over the last several years, the Sacramento area has felt the
impact of a major State wide housing recession, State and local government cutbacks,
and job losses as a result of the closure of three military bases. The economic impact of
these actions, and the job dislocations which they caused, are still "rippling" through
the local economy. As Sacramentans looks ahead, our community must also face,
with efficiency and humanity, welfare reform. Economic development and job
creation is therefore, high up on our five year community development agenda.
Sacramento is also struggling with maintaining the vitality and stability of our older
neighborhoods. The infrastructure in many areas has deteriorated or is deficient.
Many commercial areas have high vacancies and need restoration for lease-up in a
highly competitive market. In other areas, the housing is "older and more used" than
the newly developed areas of El Dorado and Placer Counties. Because of these
problems, and--other -social issues such-as-increased-crime--and-lack--of opportunities--for youth, many families with resources have moved up and out of Sacramento's older
ne^ghborhoods.
Based on the community outreach workshops, Sacramentans want a well thought out
community development program and process which will make a meaningful economic
change in their community, benefit the increasing youth population, and involve
neighborhoods and volunteers.
6
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Overall CommunityDevelopment_Strategy_._Eramework: The overall strategy for
Community Development Programming includes the following key elements:

# Explore the expansion of eligible areas for CDBG funding so that the program can reach
more persons. A broader approach would allow clusters of contiguous low income neighborhoods to work together to strengthen their overall area. We call this approach subregional
Emphasize economic development and job creation programs to support area and
neighborhood development, replace job losses in the region and support a successful
welfare reform efforts.
# Assist the City in providing and improving essential health and safety capital
improvement needs by coordinating and prioritizing CDBG eligible capital improvements as part of the annual Capital Improvement Program (CIP) processes.

"Fora rnetrowlitan region,togrowAndptosl?er, dies
and suburbs rri ust cooperate and cvo rrliriata We can
no longer afford to ha Ye canny unities comprtins with
oneanb,ther. tVeane aJlnej^ftbiorsrind wesllould work ,
together like nei^hlxizs."
f au1 tfeJmke, Mayor ofFort Wayne Indiana fn?m tfie
State of the CifiesReparY, June 1997:
ENTERPRISE ZONES AND 1OBS

# Set aside funding for Neighborhood Enhancements (such as paint and beautification programs, community facilities, or parks) to stabilize CDBG eligible areas and
allocate these funds on a broader basis through the use of subregional citizen committees.
# Establish a community application process for a portion of the CDBG funded public services to allow for a meaningful review of service priorities and also to encourage coordination and collaboration of service providers.
# Emphasize programs which strengthen the future opportunities of the area's youth
including job development, youth entrepreneur programs, collaborations with
- - -schools, and youth recreation and skill development.
These initiatives represent a logical change and evolution from past practices.
Historically, the CDBG program has assisted a few well-defined target areas of greatest
poverty and physical needs. In reality, poverty and need is nearly everywhere.
However, it is now apparent that subregions or clusters of neighborhoods need to be

`rheEntrrprise Zone prngram pmvides employment
V opporkuv6esforlowu7mmepersans with Fn&iprise
Zonebusirm..SSesandodTerlocalemployus: -- - --
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COMMERCIAL Ri-1-11ABILITATION PROGRAM

addressed. For example, the south area of Sacramento (Oak Park, Meadowview, Florin, Glen
Elder/Lemon Hill, City Farms, and Woodbine); the north area of Sacramento (Del Paso
Heights, East Del Paso Heights, Strawberry Manor, North Sacramento, Gardenland, Noralto,
Ben Ali, and other neighborhoods); and the Central City are relatively large areas of extensive
needs and contiguous poverty. Reorienting the program to subregions, is also in keeping with
recent management initiatives of the City of Sacramento. The Consolidated Plan proposes that
SHRA transition the process for community development programming to mirror these
subregional trends. In order to fully accomplish this transitional process, additional dialogue
with the community and institutional leadership is necessary to refine the approach.

Priorities and objectives for CDBG funding by program area have been developed to
be consistent with the community input process. Strategy highlights for each program
area are discussed below:
Housing Preservation and Rehabilitation: Housing rehabilitation activities funded
through CDBG should be administered on an area-wide basis by the SHRA. This will
allow any low income homeowner equal access to loan and grant programs. In this
way, both low income areas, and areas which need preventive attention can be
stabilized. Specialized targeted programs could also be developed in conjunction with
neighborhoods to address specific needs. (See also Housing Strategy).

After
FacadeKelk^te,inmmbrr^^^c^withprivate
A 6narrcir^helpe+dtc^r^estoretlvshistv,icstrvcturem

Health and Safety Capital Improvements: Throughout Sacramento there are low
income areas which lack basic infrastructure necessary for health and safety (parks,
streets, street lighting). The Consolidated Plan recommends that the City of
Sacramento be responsible the prioritization of CDBG eligible health and safety
improvements, as part of the annual Capital Improvement Programming and

theDplPasoBoulevatdComnrerrialRevitalizaticm Targ,et

Budgeting Process approved by the governing _ boards. In this way, critical health_ and

Area. OdrerhzrgetareasindudeOakPerlsSbckfon
Bouleva rrf, Ma rysvi/1e Boulevand, Frarrklin Boulevard
and 1P Sheet

safety needs can be more comprehensively coordinated and assessed.
Neighborhood Enhancement Improvements: As noted above, many neighborhoods in
Sacramento are declining or unstable. Community workshop participants consistently cited
the need for CDBG to be used as a flexible funding source for neighborhood initiated
improvement projects which increase pride and stability. These projects must be CDBG

8
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eligible, and it is recommended that these projects be reviewed and recommended for
selection by the proposed subregional community development committees.
Economic Development Loans and Programs: The proposed strategy for economic
development programming includes five major program areas. 1. Commercial and
Industrial Rehabilitation Loans; 2. Small Business Development; 3. Business Retention and
Expansion; 4. Job Development; 5. Technical Assistance and Response; and 6. Regional
Economic Development Strategy Implementation.
In the area of commercial/industrial rehabilitation loans, SHRA will continue the
rehabilitation and facade rebate programs for targeted commercial strips throughout
Sacramento. The intent of these programs is to increase the marketability and usability of
older commercial properties and to enhance the values and liveability in the neighborhoods.
Secondly, these programs assist in retaining critical commercial services and jobs in low
income neighborhoods.

YOUTH ENTREPRENEURIAL CLASSES

In the area of small business development, SIIRA is has in the past operated a comprehensive
program including trainilig, business incubation and lending. The start-up business program
is also part of both the Public Housing Comprehensive Grant and in the County's Strategic
Plan for Welfare Reform. SHRA has also piloted a successful youth entrepreneur program in
conjunction with the schools.
There are several program objectives related to business attraction and retention. First
is to continue to provide technical assistance and financial support to the Grow
Sacramento fund, a Small Business Lending Corporation (SBLC) sponsored by the SBA.
Second is to continue and expand the Business Incentives Program which includes
programs such as the Broker Incentive program to encourage lease-up of severely
distressed properfies. Related to business retention aiid expansion is the State
Enterprise Program which provides tax incentives for businesses which create new jobs and
hire program eligible employees.
Job development includes support of the Enterprise Program Job Batik, the SHRA Section 3
Program designed to link public housing and low income project area residents with
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COMMERCIAL REVITALIZATION
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Federally-funded job. opportunities, and the office of Equal Opportunity in Construction
(OEOC) which provides job development services to help place economically disadvantaged
minorities and women on jobs created through implementation of Executive Order 11246.

Arms
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Linking new jobs created in the region with qualified job seekers from Sacramento, is
also an important initiative of SI-IRA. While the primary mission is to create jobs within
Sacramento, realistically, job growth continues to be in the outlying area. Transportation,
training, and other support to help unemployed persons access and compete for these
jobs is one of the strategic planning goals for the next five years.

PRIVATE PUBLIC PARTNERSHIPS FOR CAPITAL AND
JOBS

Specific CDBG Economic Development objectives include:

rSMZA ta^trsericuiberofphip
^ pit^mssuchastlteS[ttteEn tprpnse Pmgraat,
andjo6&n ^eCanivS^raa meitnFurxi^end^e .
ConunerrralBmkerlrtcriniiveFurxl hr^grapiti3l
I 16rirtt^shn^tlsanda^ggri°ssive^bdevi;lppznei:itw111
^ cranfrrtue td faehi^li ort if^eag^rtde

Where the New Jobs Are..
1990-95 Percentage Job and Population Growth

*Approve 10 major commercial/industrial rehabilitation loans per year
# Process 20 facade improvement loans per year
# Through the Enterprise Zone, the Section 3 Program, the Pre-Apprenticeship Construction
Program and OEOC, develop and place a minimum of 100 new jobs per year for low
income persons.
# Provide support to enhance the development capability and sophistication of CDC's and
CBO's.
# Provide support for micro-enterprise programs for youth (Youth Entrepreneur
Program), public housing tenants and welfare reform participants.
#-Assistreuse -plans for the Army-Depot ; Mather-Fieldand McClellan Air-Force Base and solidify opportunities for local hire and local suppliers.

El Dorado

Placer

Yolo

Sacramento

Job Growth

# Continue to administer the Grow Sacramento Fund and aggressively develop new
sources of leverage capital to support economic development.

Population Growth

5_
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# Develop regional programs which help link Sacramento job seekers with new jobs in the
region.
CDBG Public Services: In the recent past, CDBG public service funds have been used to
support senior nutrition, youth employment, programs for special populations such as
transitional housing and battered spouse shelters, and crime reduction. SI-IRA, as a joint City/
County agency, has had the advantage of coordinating City and County CDBG public services
funds to achieve greater service coverage and efficiency. Welfare reform is expected to
increase the need for transitional programs including housing, job training and child care.
Similarly, Sacramento has ,a_ growing population of youth and an increasing need to
address education and enrichment for low income youth. Recommended priorities and
objectives are:

ELDERLY hIUIRITION PROGRAM

# Public services funding should continue to serve low income people on a community-wide level with an emphasis on providing services in the area of housing,
economic development, special populations and youth programs.
# Consideration should be given to developing an application process for a portion of the
public services funding. As an initial pilot project, it is recommended that approximately
four or five percent of the public service funds over the next five years be competitively
allocated to programs which benefit low income youth.
# Regional service programs which provide direct benefit to low income persons will be
encouraged.

^ rer4,5GQ7persons areprovrded meals atmore 6an
/^
l. /60sites d2roughoutthedlyand muntyduvugh the
Seru"orNuttri6an 13vgram.

ME101 PROGRAM

.

# Funding for services which benefit special or extremely disadvantaged populations
(such as persons with HIV/AIDS and homeless transitional programs)_will be coordinated
with the County Department of Human Assistance (DI-iA) to ensure coordination of all
available funds such as HOPWA and ESG which are also administered by DHA.
# Finally, it is recommended that a portion of the public service funding be set aside for
special service enhancement funding. This will allow for the community to respond to
matching fund requests for major grants, meet unforeseen and emergency needs or other
unforeseen but critical needs.
11 ^
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TRANSITIONAL HOUSING FOR THE HOMELESS
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ccording to the California Board of Realtors, Sacramento is the most affordable housing
A area in the State. Nonetheless, it is estimated ( 1990 U.S. Census) that:
^ Mcire than 83% of very low income households, 4 S% of low income households and nearly
20% of moderate income households in Sacramento are "overpaying" for rent. Approximately, 47% of the households in the City of Sacramento are low income.
^ I-lousing for large families on limited income is in short supply. Approximately
three quarters of all renters who are large families on limited incomes, live in overcrowded conditions.
*More than 60% of very low income families and more than 40% of moderate income families live in substandard conditions.
# In the City of Sacramento, more than 60%, of the housing stock is more than 30 years
old. This is commonly the age of housing which requires improvements to major building
systems. It is estimated that more than 24% of the housing units are substandard, but still
suitable for rehabilitation, in the Sacramento area overall.
# Despite the housing recession, rents are beginning to increase. Vacancy rates for
multifamily units have dropped in the last five years from 9% to 3.9% indicating increased
demand.

Tearn ofavmmunitybased orgarvTabvts mon:fi^nates tlus unique transibcenalhousirtgprogram
whid7 provides esseJttralservices for dtrarvcallyhomeless
&vtili'es to sucmessfurlytransihm &em bark into the
Mauwha2tn.

^ Homeownership rates in the.City decreased substantially since 1980. The 1990
Census reported 5 l% of the City households own homes. African American and
Native American families have a much lower homeownership rate than the community overall.
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-f--101-AsiVIg So1tAi-iovAs...
he Consolidated Plan proposes an overall housing strategy for the Sacramento which
^emphasizes the preservation and enhancement of the existing housing stock and

SACRAMENTO PARTNERS IN HOMEOWNERSHIP

homeownership. Both of these strategies provide affordable housing and also stabilize
declining neighborhoods. Sl-IRA's five year housing objectives revolve around four
priority program initiative areas.
First is acquisition and rehabilitation of deteriorated properties. This is of increased
importance since the real estate boom of the 1980s have left many complexes over
encumbered, and therefore, lacking in maintenance and reinvestment. Located
throughout the Sacramento area, these apartments contribute to neighborhood social
problems and blight. Continued emphasis on acquisition and rehabilitation to not only
preserve and enhance affordable housing, but also improve neighborhoods, is a key objective.
Secondly, the strategy emphasizes homeownership programs. The rapid decline in
homeownership rates in Sacramento stunned the community and led to a partnership
of builders, academics, public officials, lenders, atld non-profit and private developers, to
work together to reverse the trend. SI-IRA has developed new tools, primarily down payment
assistance, which operate through a network of 150 mortgage bankers and lenders. The
program gives families freedom to find affordable housing in areas of their choosing.

June 9,1997theSaorameniaPartnersin
Fibmaowraershrp (5PHO) waslbr»leef to developarad
implementa str.7tWy tnmcrmsehvrnencmaship m the
S7oramenfnrxgCan.

1'tRsf 7"IME UIONIL13UYI-R PROGRAM

tmugfi SF1RA's Fust Time Homabuyer
Third, service enriched housing is emerging as one of the solutions to welfare reform by
providing decent, safe housing with regular supportive services -- often emphasizing human
development and community capacity building for both residents and the community.-_
__
Finally, as Sacramento's economy improves, building affordable housing in new growth
areas will rise in importance. While the State wide housing recession has chilled
housing starts, Sacramento has recently seen a dramatic decline in vacancy rates
indicating pressure on the housing market. The City and County Housing Elements both
identify how the area can meet projected housing needs in the future. In both cases, the tools

,
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and expertise of SHRA will be pivotal. Major portions of the Sacramento are already
predominantly low income with a high percentage of rental households. Construction of new
publicly assisted housing in these areas, results in the further impaction. As such, construction
of new publicly assisted housing is guided by SHRA's policy, designed to prevent impaction of
new low income multi-family housing development on distressed neighborhoods.
Housing Preservation and Development Objectives
#F Provide affordable rehabilitation financing to 70 low and moderate income
homeowners per year.
# Rehabilitate 225 units of multi-family housing per year. This program should be available
to rental units with housing deficiencies and code violations located anywhere in the City
or County. Priority may be given to projects which also support a community development
objective of revitalization and stabilization of a low income or blighted neighborhood.

HOUSING OBJECTIVES

Piveyearcab*Ctives
Smgle FarxulyRel^alir^tlon
Mcr1Ei F'amilyRel!iabilitatian
Homvowraerd*:9ssisbruLTo1a1

350 units..
2 25. unit3 1

^ Increase home ownership rates in Sacramento through down payment assistance,
acquisition of blighted homes and resale to first time home buyers. The objective is to
assist 150 -- 180 new first time home buyers' per year for the next five years.

900 units
1,475 units.

^ Support new affordable rental housing development in "non-impacted" areas,
through gap financing to developers who meet construction and management
standards.

*Support service enriched housing projects as a key anti-poverty strategy.
# Outreach to under.served.populations to_ensure_that.SHRA'shousinglendingand assistance
programs are well advertised and easily accessed.
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Sre-cial JNeFJs avAcI Port41afiovAs, . .
SPECIAL NEEDS

e strength of our community relies, in part, on supporting all persons to reach their
best capacity, including persons with special needs such as people with disabilities,
people without housing; the frail elderly and others. Sf-iRn will continue to serve as an
important partner with the City, County, SETA and not-for profit service providers in
providing a reasonable continuum of care for persons with special needs. Tools SHRA call
provide include: administration of publicly assisted housing, support for the development of
service enriched housing and diversified economic development opportunities. In
undertaking these efforts, the involvement and partnership of othergovernment agencies and
non-profit organizations and citizen participation will be required. Priority groups include:

p prox r m a t e l y 1 D'^ of the Co u r i t, y's p o p u la t r or i
ty'spqpule^on.isov^rdie
^.and 13% oftheC^
ageof65 Oftht's, lfis eslimeted thrit30'^ ofpexs^s
are h;4ilelderly.ivguvzrWsupportrvre servrc.ps tbr
health arxd housirW. .:
"are
^rer150Gt7perszgas, mcludmgfamilies;
L. homelessinSaerarner^triC'oiuity^. tlnadaG6c^id
1 5,0CXIpeopleare cz^tphoused, but t^^witlt
homesl^stessfara veriefyofi^.^cuts, sudr as .
^»amicdisk^rahienierd^r^icmerzwilhhm:
YOU'rH RECREATION PROGRAM

Flderly,and Frail Elder ly: The concern here is an adequate supply of affordable and
accessible housing that promotes independent living.
Families Currently on Public Assistance: More than 200,000 people currently
receive some form of public assistance (not including food stamps). Because of welfare
reform, these families will be facing a future with the prospect of very limited public
assistance to meet their financial needs. Within this special need group, particular attention
needs to be paid to single heads of households and those families living in public housing.
Adequate job training, job placement, child care, housing and transportation will be the
challenges.
Low Income Children and Youth: Input from community _forums stressed this group
as a priority population in need of attention and assistance. Analysis of welfare
statistics show that as of November 1996, approximately 100,000 children were living in
households receiving AFDC or foster care payments. Approaches to assist these low income
youth could maybe extend school programs, diversion projects and exposure to the
entrepreneurial spirit and business development.
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Persons with Disabilities: The California Disability Survey (CDS) estimates that 12.4% of
the population in the County is disabled in some way, of these 8.2% are severely disabled. It
is estimated that there are more than 12,200 persons in the Sacramento area with severe
mental illness which requires special housing and supportive care.

W0114EN ESCAPING A VIOLENT ENVIRONMENT

Individuals with Limited English Proficiency: Because of the high number of foreign
born individuals living in the Sacramento area and because of the recent high number of
immigrants to the area with a limited proficiency in English, sensitivity to their language
needs must be built into all programming that addresses the problems confronted by the

various special needs groups.
Homeless persons and families: Where a household head or member has a severe
mental health problem, has been diagnosed with AIDS/IiIV, or is a person with a
physical or developmental disability there is a special need. Homeless individuals,
including those suffering from chronic substance abuse, mental health problems, those
dually diagnosed as both chronic substance abusers and suffering mental illness, victims of
domestic violence, persons diagnosed with HIV/AIDS and those people with physical or
developmental disabilities will require special attention.

B^ thehelp ofan annualgrantfmm SHRA
WW.E.A.IlThisbemmecuaeofSacrauienfo'smost
respec.^dand cheris(Ted oigarvz,atiarm. W.E.A. V.E. has
filledag7pinourcnmmunitybyprotidvWinr .Wuab%
services, support, and shelter to women and
children escaping a violent domestic environment, a critical step on the road to a less violent
Cali^rnla.-------
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Special Needs including the Homeless Objectives:
^ Increase the supply of affordable and accessible housing for the elderly and disabled as
financing permits. Support affordable "age in place" senior projects and provide other
service enriched housing (which might be inter-generational) to serve special needs.
^ Coordinate job_ training and job placement to individuals currently on public assistance, especially single heads of households and those living in public housing
through SHRA.
#Assist the County in implementing the Continuum of Care Strategy to prevent and
respond to homelessness through emergency, transitional and permanent housing.
* Assist in the transition of families currently residing in SHRA public housing who at
16
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present receives public assistance into self-sufficiency.
# Work with local school districts to offer community-based youth programs within
schools, (includ'utg SHRA's Entrepreneurial Program), extended school programs and other
diversion projects, emphasizing career choices.

SACRAMENTO EMERGENCY HOUSING CENTER

# As resources allow, provide child care for families transitioning from welfare to job
training and permanent employment.
# Provide all services with a sensitivity to needs of persons with limited English
proficiency and providing varied bilingual assistance.
# Ascertain the effect of welfare reform on the low cost rental housing market, and
develop responsive strategies.

-711a^f widrrisi^ighomelessness, d^eSarnamento BmergencyHous*Cenlerdssists over650
f^nuliesandsirWe womertyearlyin bivdi d7ed1yand
amur7ty,providu;gdiem w4d7shelterand transiticansl
seryces.
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s the Capital of the State of California, Sacramento has always been a leader in
A government innovation, and an agent for developing new collaborations and
coordinating procedures. Implementation of the Consolidated Plan will rely on, the
concerted efforts of a consortium of agencies, service providers and citizens.
Key
organizations include the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency, the City
of Sacramento, particularly the Neighborhood Services Division and the County of
Sacramento, particularly the Department of Human Assistance, and the Sacramento
Employment and Training Agency.
The Sacramento Housin and Redevelopment Agency_ (SHRA) has been the lead
agency for both the City and County in matters related to housing and community
development and revitalization of depressed areas. The Sacramento Housing and
Redevelopment Agency (SI-IRA), serves both the City and the County and combines the
functions of the County Housing Authority, the City I lousing Authority, the City
Redevelopment Agency, and the County Redevelopment Agency into an integrated
management structure. SI-iRA administers the Federal Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) program, public housing operations and new housing development programs, a
variety of tax increment-funded redevelopment programs, economic development programs,
and enterprise zone programs_(designated-b.y_the.State_of California).._A variet.y_of_non_profit_
organizations extend the work of SI-IRA including the Sacramento Valley Certified
Development Corporation (CDC), the Mutual Housing Corporation, the Nehemiah Progressive
Housing Development Corporation, Sacramento Neighborhood Housing Services (NI-IS),
Sacramento Valley Organizing Committee (SVOC), Rural California Housing Corporation
(RCIIC), I tabitat for Humanity and many others.
110
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SHRA is directly governed by the City Council and Cou nty Board of Supervisors for
consistency in policy and administration. As a joint City/County agency, SHRA can
address a number of cross jurisdictional or regional problems.
For example, housing
policies and development..can , be coordinated and managed by a single agency which is
responsive and responsible to both the City Council and the County Board of
Supervisors.
The City of Sacramento is a major partner in affecting the quality of life in the region.
The City of Sacramento, recently undertook a massive reorganization to provide
integrated urban services on a neighborhood basis. The new Department of
Neighborhoods, combines several functions (code enforcement, certain planning
functions, drug and gang abaiement^parks.and recreation, certain revitalization
programs, tree services, etc.) into a single department, which has four geographic
sectors. Each of the four areas has a multi-disciplinary team of staff headed by an Area
Manager to work directly with citizens and neighborhood-based organizations in the
area. Recently (1997), the City's planning functions will also be coalescing with the four
geographic areas to allow coordination of land use issues in coordination with neighborhoodbased. strategies. The SHRA supports the City Neighborhood Services Department by
providing SHRA fu tided and experienced community development specialists to assist with the
work in the four neighborhood areas. These specialists work on both SI-IRA and City
Neighborhood Services projects and provide key linkages between the City and Agency for
both citizens and the City Council.
Similarly, the County of Sacramento, has been a leader in the "reitivention" of human
service delivery systems. The County recently reoriented the Welfare Department (now
Department of Human Assistance) to have a more holistic approach to public assistance by
strengthening linkages with mental health, child care, job training and other programs.
----Additionally,-the-C-ountyhas-received-national acclaim for their pilot Social Services Model
Project (a multi-disciplinary consortium of service providers co-locate at neighborhood sites
to allow direct access to services by residents). An addition to tlle model is the Mutual
Assistance Network, developed by the Center for Integrated Family and Neighborhood
Services, which develops and networks the capacities of poverty neighborhoods, through
volunteer actions such as child care coops, foster grandparents, and peer counseling
programs. For the Consolidated Plan period, an important SHRA and County issue will be
19 -1
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coordination and collaboration on a successful welfare reform strategy. Substantial
collaborative planning has occurred in this area already. Additionally, the County serves as
the lead agency for ESG.and 1-IOWPA funds.

CDBCi REVITALIZATION COMMITTEES

Sacramento Employment and Training A ency (SETAZ also serves the City and
County, and combines Job Training Partnership Act activities with Private Industry Council
(PIC) activities. SETA administers a range of programs including JPTA, re-employment act
funding, and Community Services Block Grant (CSBG). Non-profit partners which work in
collaboration with SETA/PIC include organizations such as Urban League, La Familia, Asian
Resources Project, and many others. SETA also collaborates with SHRA on job development
strategies related to administration of tlle State Enterprise Zone and large commercial
development loans. Additionally, SETA will be a key partner with the County, City and SHRA
in the welfare reform strategy.
Citizen Partnerships and Participation is a significant component of the
Consolidated Plan.
Involvement of many points of view and many voices creates
effective partnerships that respond to a variety of community needs. Local volunteers provide
the manpower necessary to breathe life into social services. Much of SHRA's success can be
linked to its ability empower people to help themselves. Enthusiastic citizen committees help
guide the Agency by suggesting policy changes, neighborhood projects, and funding
programs. Self-help neighborhood groups and public participation workshops allow citizens
to work together for a better community.

nmiittres are fvrnied toassistandguide theSHRA
Cmmnrunitydevelopmentspecralistmtheplann*
andintplementa6bn oftyieprvjects, and to undeitake
rnJaWactions to improve theirneighlvrlaaads.

SHRA sponsors a variety of opportunities, both formal and informal for participation
of citizens in the planning and implementation of the program. Key formal groups include:
Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Commission (SHRC): The SHRC is
appointed by the Board of Supervisors and City Council. It is the oversight committee
of the Agency which provides recommendations to the governing boards regarding
SF IRA activities and policies'. The St 1RC also includes residents of public housing as
part of the Housing Authority citizen involvement mandate.
Redevelopment Project Area Committees (PAC's): These committees comprise local
xesidents and businesses residing in redevelopment project areas pursuant to State
Law. The PAC's review and make recommendations on housing, community
120
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development and redevelopment activities in their area. The City Council and the Board of

Supervisors (depending on the jurisdiction) have final authority for redevelopment decisions.
SI-IRA works closely with PAC's which serve the following City redevelopment areas: Del Paso
Heights, North Sacramento, Richards Boulevard, Oak Park, Alkali Flat, Stockton Boulevard,
Franklin Boulevard and the Army Depot.
CDBG Revitalization Committees: During each Consolidated Plan process and
Annual Action Plan, areas are selected for CDBG project funding. Committees are
formed to assist and guide the SHRA community development specialist in the
platniirlg and implementation of the projects, and to undertake related actions to improve
their neighborhoods. To the extent possible, these committees "capacity build" so that
neighborhood-based leadership and coordination will go beyond administration of a
CDBG funded program. Revitalization or Target Area Committees have been established
throughout the City as part of CDBG programming. Active areas include: Avondale/Glen
Elder, Ben Ali, Strawberry Manor, East Del Paso Heights, Franklin Villa, and Meadowview.
Past areas include: Woodbine, GarderLland, and Noralto.

REACHING LOW INCOME PERSONS

Ex^anding_Our Reach Re-Orientation of the Citizen Participation and
Coordination Structure:

As a result of the Consolidated Plan Communi ty Worksho s
p,

it is recommended that the Agency explore the idea of engaging citizens at the

subregional level for purposes of community development programming. A. Sacramento

grows

and becomes more complex, logical subregional areas are emerging. Both the
City and the County of Sacramento have made efforts to respond to the need to be botli
neighborhood responsive and regionally consistent in the delivery of services. The County for
example, uses the Conununity Planning Advisory Council (CPAC's) and the City has

established four subregions of the City for planning and service coordination.
The Consolidated Plan analyzed all census tracts which have more than 50% low
income residents.
What is revealed by this analysis is that, while the targeted approach to
CDBG funding has been successful and coin prehensive, this approach is not reaching all
areas of deep contiguous poverty. For example, approximately 41 % of all low income persons in the City reside in targeted areas currently receiving CDBG assistance. An additional
33,000 low income persons low income persons in the City reside in eligible Census Tracts
which are not currently desi,gnated target area. -Most importantly, the analysis revealed that
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TOTAL NUMBER OF LOW INCOME PERSONS

® LOW INCOME PERSONS IN CDBG ELIGIBLE CENSUS TRACTS

®

^DBG PERSONS IN DESIGNATED REDEVELOPMENT OR TARGET AREAS

SACRAMENTO HOUSING AND REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY

the location of eligible census tracts is clustered in "subregional" areas. In other words,
Sacramento has subregional areas of deep, pervasive and contiguous poverty. In the City of
Sacramento, there are major areas of pervasive contiguous poverty. As we explore new ways
to re-orient the programs, a balance between specific neighborhood needs and needs of the
overall area in which the neighborhood is located needs to be developed. We believe that
citizens, target area advisory committees and redevelopment advisory committees, neighborhood associations, merchant associations, non profits and elected officials working together
can develop the best strategies for these subregional areas.

I'ROPOS .D AR e:.tyrt^c rCl r*^rrrc^-.
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^ Create approximately three to four "committees
r.epresenhng t}ie comrrtottly identified subregions-..
of the Sacramentoarea: Each Committee would
i. to assist in developing a Commuriity Developtrient and Housing Strategic: Plan for their area
and advise annually on the priority for neighborI hood enhancement projects in their area. The .
Committees could help. coordinate individual
:neighborhood and interest groups in their area
and hrik. resources;
C'OMMITTFF c•pA^*p0 ITIO ^ A T*^
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W

Additionally, subregional committees would better mirror the current organizational trends in
the City. For example, the City of Sacramento has recently re-organized major City functions
into four subregional areas of the City to better address community issues.

Each Committee would consist of between 13
and 17 members wtth. the majortty of representa
tives from lower income areas including4 1
delegates from ezistrng PAC's, business associati'ons, artd neighborhood associations lnvolved in

In keeping with these trends and the citizen's input, this Consolidated Plan proposes that SHRA
transition the process for community development programmirg to mirror these subregional
trends. Subregional committees would be more inclusive and responsive to the needs of the
overall area including the needs of targeted redevelopment and revitalization areas. These
committees may also facilitate the linking of resources within the area.

low income or distressed areas. The balance of .
1membership may reflect broader interests from
1 ,the area including civic leaders, housing experts,
persons representing Community Planning
Councils, or City. Neighborhood. Services Leade

ship Groups, business and service leaders.
To the extent possible, youth would be :`
solicited and recruited to serve ontlieCominittee.
The Governing Boards would appoint the
Committee members fo1lowing an advertised`
solicitation and interview nrocess..
I

i

In order to fully accomplish this transitional process, additional dialogue with the community
and institutional leadership is necessary. Additionally, in the first few years of this
Consolidated Plan, existing commitments to smaller targeted areas need to be completed to
the extent feasible to allow for an orderly transition. Therefore, it is recommended that the
Citizen Participation Plan be amended in Year 2 of this Plan to allow a full discussion of the
concept during the coming year.

AD^TANTAGpg pOR OORDINATiC^1`,
ANDSTRFAMI.I1`tII ►C^
# The process niirrors' current geographically
based service irutiatives in t. City
County:
^ Provides a more inclusive citizen structure
Existing targeted groups can be included along
with other area representahves: This allows _for
greater coordination and dtalogue between
neighborhood busaness and community interest

^ groups relative to strategtes and priorities for
. fundtng i;i tl^eir are a
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1--.)NOS rec-Ft,A s , , ,

e Consolidated Plan represents both a continuation of the quest for excellence in the
V acramento region, as well as, fresh initiatives for the continued revitalization of
neighborhoods and assistance to persons with special needs. Change is inevitable,
and the Plan is designed to provide for responsiveness to the dynamism of our region.
While the Plan sets forth a general framework for use of Federal funds, it is hoped that
new initiatives and programs appropriate to changing circumstances will be

THF RESULTS OF GOOD hLANNING,
COORDINATION AND HARD WORK

entertained throughout the planning period. The annual Action Plan for CDBG funds

El

provides an opportunity for detailed participation in the allocation of funds. Similarly, it is
hoped that the Consolidated Plan provides some cornerstones for a lasting community
development framework. For example, the housittg and commercial rehabilitation loan
programs of SHRA have evolved from more than 20 years of experience and thought. These
programs will continue to be part of the essential framework of community development.
At the conclusion of each Consolidated Plan cycle, Sacramento has always achieved more
than it anticipated both in the areas of change and program response. For example, the last
Consolidated Plan prepared in 1992, could not fully anticipate the impact of military base
closures on our community or the advent of nation wide welfare reform. Yet, during that
planning period, substantial progress was made in meeting both planned goals as well as
responding effectively to unplanned changes. Change shapes the community, elicits dialogue
and new partnerships... it is a part of the spirit of Sacramento. With this in mind, we can
look to these next five years with the promise that our community will capture the energy of
change to its best advantage.

,A crJebratican ofcneofmfuutysumesses...
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EXAMPLES OF CITIZENS WORKING TOGETI-IER ALL ACROSS SACRAMENTO

tdges Jitl.yr cluthSactarriQntQ...:. Stockton Boulevard crosses through many neighborhoods
Oak Park, Tahoe Park; Colonial Heigiits 'F1 ortn
Area. The Boulevard p rovides essenhal neighborhood
rnmmercial goods, services, iand Jobs for the diverse
area it Serves --- 17ut;.it also has become a
threat to.
stability of neighbars and businesses ag an increasing, number of nuisance businesses locate on the Boulevard Citizens and merchants
from bothCltV and CountV are68 hAVA r.,ma in"o4^t,a.. "__L: _ c_
eva
k.
e 5YA commi ttee has active
"r
-"
J' ,,.. . alUcKton
par ca a ton from the Stockton Boulevard p ect
^ : Area
. . ^
, , , . .and Merchants Association th e Oak Park ProJect Area Committee,
p
Committee
Tahoe Park Nei g11=
Association,
Florin Road parMershxp, Colontal FJe^ghts neghborhood, and the Oak, Park Business Association Corn munity development
specialist of
d City
Neighborhooc[ Services help support this neighborhood initiated process Together, community experts and professionals
are developing

a coxnprek,ensive ordsnance for public review and adopticm.
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jn>l994arid1995;thecornmunityofNorthHighlatidsadJacenttoMcClellanAl~Breeled along with

e nation as the Base Realient and closure Comtnittee delibe' ated With the cloud of uncertaut t y
?gover the rnnunurut,3'business closed and =
be gan selhn ho
3' as a^
:..g
s and rnoving.. real estate values fell and confidence in North High ands
community was undenruned. Gathering a
t

diverse group of comrnur,u
leaders front the business comimuruty,J'.
arks
-:h and recreation officia
groups, civic activists, school
and
a NlcClellati Air Force Base representahves; te ^sion Project held well,netghborhood.watch
attended Workshops designed to uncover the assets of
,
North Highlands
indesen
Sl
p
ent of the tnilitary base the community had historica1 ly relied on Inspirational and realistic, the vision plan is now being
implemented including revitalization of Watt Avenue`; erihance_
d youth services through the Children's Coalition funded by Sierra Health Foundaon,
tl
and work with SHRA on the development of a"town center". Mc Clellan AFB is a.ssung a new role with ari SHRA sponsored Business Incubator,
bator,
and..
new relatianships between the base and the corrtinunity are being forged
CzrsdteL De1 Fa-gc^ Hgi'IlLts Ai" _ N o ^on r i h
ge
P-^4.; ltioy^-Togefhe as tjrie The North Area
of Sacramento has historically
poor neigh
horhoods with many, needs --often stru 1'
.. had many
.

with one another for fund.n
,
Throu
City
g,..
^^ .
gh..the combined work of the commui-ti ty^ SHRA : the
-;. .
.
and services.
Neighborhood Ser,vices Departrnent,.;a^d the County, new positive and inclusive
a#htudes are being developed on behalf of both the community and.
g^ vernmer
► tal ptirhiers. A.
testunoriial to this is the Title V Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Program, a multi-year, com prehensive
P^nrtu?g process, neighbors and service providers from all areas came: to8 etHer
., . . for the eommonttussion of helping youth Now the Ge ater Del Paso^e
Heights area' comPrised ofdistinct ne^ ghborh
oods and also a larger oornmuruty area withcommon values, visions, and c6mmuni tl' linkages
L^ancllo_C^tdQYd=._-_yY^l^fean B1<-^ss
^sin
. Ltke North
Highlartds, the comrnuruty of Rancho Cordova faced community instabihty after the closure of
Mather Air Force Base. Seeking assistance
from
,..,._SHRp the Cordova Chamber sanctioned a comprehensive econotYUC development study Now eli' °blefor CDBG funded oc^mmercial
development loans^ the area is headed for strong revitalization: This community however; went beyondgovrnerit^
money exclusively...
merchants
to a furid to support addltional comtnunity oriented policing in their commercial areas. The program `,`We
Mean Business" is a Communityrnntribute
initiated and conununity financ;ed part af tlie revitalization
of the area
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ATTACHMENT II

BACKGROUND ON
HOME, HOPWA, ESG AND CDBG
BACKGROUND ON THE HOME PROGRAM
HOME Investment Partnership (HOME) - The HOME Program was enacted under Title II of
the Cranston-Gonzales National Affordable Housing Act of 1990. Its primary purposes are: to
expand the supply of affordable housing, primarily rental housing, for very low-income and lowincome residents; to increase the capacity of state and local government to provide such housing;
and to encourage innovation in meeting affordable housing needs through such means as publicprivate partnerships, particularly with non-profit organizations. All housing assisted with HOME
funds must be occupied by households with incomes less than 80 percent of the regional median
adjusted for family size. The allocation of HOME funds to large jurisdictions, such as
Sacramento City and County, is determined by a needs-based formula.
Administering Entity - Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency.

BACKGROUND ON THE ESG PROGRAM
Emergency Shelter Grant (ESG) - The ESG Program was enacted under the Stewart B.
McKinney Homeless Assistance Act of 1987. The program authorizes HUD to make grants for
the renovation, major rehabilitation, or conversion of buildings for use as emergency shelters for
the homeless, and for the payment of certain operating and social services expenses in
connection with emergency shelters.
The purpose of the ESG Program is to help improve the quality of emergency shelters for the
homeless, and to make available additional emergency shelters, so that these individuals have
access not only to safe and sanitary shelter, but also to the supportive services and other types of
assistance they need to improve their situations.
Administering Entity - Sacramento County Department of Human Assistance (DHA)
Contracting is directly between HUD and DHA.

BACKGROUND ON THE HOPWA PROGRAM
Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS (HOPWA) - Prior to the 1995 funding year, all
HOPWA funds for this region were within the oversight of the State Office of AIDS. Current
legislation changes jurisdictional authority for HOPWA funds from the State Office of AIDS to
local eligible Metropolitan Statistical Area's (EMSA) that are entitlement jurisdictions under the
Community Development Block Grant Program where the number of HIV/AIDS cases exceeds
1,500. The jurisdiction of this EMSA includes Sacramento, Placer, and El Dorado Counties with
Sacramento City receiving the EMSA formula allocation, as the largest city in the EMSA with
housing activities consistent with a Consolidated Plan.
City of Sacramento
(36)
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The HOPWA Program was authorized by the AIDS Housing Opportunity Act to provide states
and localities with the resources and incentives to devise long-term comprehensive strategies for
meeting the housing needs of persons with AIDS and related diseases. The primary goals of this
grant are to house the HIV/AIDS homeless and/or to prevent homelessness.
Administerin g Entity - Sacramento County Department of Human Assistance.

Please note that the allocation of HOP WA funds is part of the City of Sacramento s' One-Year
Action Plan.

BACKGROUND ON THE CDBG PROGRAM
The CDBG Program was authorized under Title I of the Housing and Community Development
Act of 1974. Its primary objective is to develop viable urban communities through the provision
of decent housing, a suitable living environment, and economic opportunity principally for lowand moderate-income persons. The allocation is based on a needs-based formula (overcrowded
housing, population, and poverty). Historically, in Sacramento, funds have been utilized for
capital improvements, housing preservation and renovation, and economic revitalization in low
income, blighted areas as well as direct public services to low- and moderate-income persons.
Administering Entity - Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency.

City of Sacramento
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City of Sacramento
ONE-YEAR ACTION PLAN ACTIVITIES
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) requires a consolidated
planning process for the federal Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), HOME
Investment Partnership (HOME), Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS (HOPWA), and
Emergency Shelter Grant (ESG) programs. This process consolidates multiple grant application
requirements into a single submission. The concept of the Consolidated Plan was developed to
further HUD's statutory goals through a collaborative process involving the community to
establish a unified vision for future community development actions.
The Five-Year Consolidated Plan outlines proposed strategies for the expenditure of CDBG,
HOME, HOPWA, and ESG funds for the period 1998-2002. In general, the mission of the
Consolidated Plan is to revitalize selected lower-income neighborhoods and to assist
disadvantaged populations by providing adequate public facilities and services, generating
affordable housing opportunities, and stimulating economic development.
The One-Year Action Plan is the annual update to the Consolidated Plan. A key component of
the One-Year plan is the allocation of funds to proposed activities. This portion of the plan
describes activities the jurisdiction will undertake in the coming year, including geographic
locations and proposed accomplishments. Proposed activities address the priority needs and
specific objectives of the 1998-2002 Consolidated Plan, adopted by the Sacramento City Council
on September 16, 1997.
The 2002 One-Year Action Plan is based on the following estimated revenues:
Revenue Source

Estimated Revenue

CDBG Entitlement

6,570,780

CDBG Program Income

1,414,346

CDBG Reprogramming

392,000

HOME Entitlement

3,382,390

HOME Program Income

161,872

HOME Reprogramming

1,157,508

HOPWA

706,160

ESG Entitlement

224,070
Total Revenues

$14,009,126

City of Sacramento
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The following summarizes proposed activities for 2002. A complete description of each activity
is included in the application to HUD on file with the Agency Clerk. Activities are organized
into the following categories; funding totals for each category are indicated.
Funding Category

Estimated Funding

Infrastructure and Public Improvements

$1,055,449

Neighborhood Stabilization and Preservation

358,000

Housing Development, Preservation, Homeownership

6,760,135

Commercial Revitalization and Economic Development

207,314

Public Services (Includes ESG and HOPWA)

2,127,798

Loan Repayments

2,093,597

Grant Planning and Administration

874,415

CDBG Contingency

532,418
Total Funding

$14,009,126

INFRASTRUCTURE AND PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
The following are recommended capital improvements of public or community-based facilities
and public rights-of-way. These activities, when appropriate, will be coordinated with other City
Departments to maximize leveraging with the City's capital improvement plans.

Council District 1(6.68%)
Reprogrammed

$67,000
$0

Council District 2(23.75%)

$238 , 000

Reprogrammed

$0

Gardenland Park Improvements

$67,000

Dixieanne Lights Phase III

Total

$67,000

Del Paso Blvd. Streetscape Improvements

$150,000

Total

$238,000

Council District 3 (12.98%)
Reprogrammed

$130,000
$0

Council District 4 (9.48%)

$45,000

Southside Park Clubhouse Improvements

Grant Park Lighting

$85,000

Phase II

$130,000

$95000
,

Reprogrammed

Marshall Park Lighting

Total

$88000
,

$0
$95,000

Total

$95,000

City of Sacramento
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Council District 5 (19.42%)
Reprogrammed
Colonial Heights Sidewalk Improvements

$194,000
$0

Council District 6 (12.12%)

$0

$120,000 advanced to Fruitridge Rd in 2001
mid-year reprogramming

$194,000

$0
Total

Total

$194,000

Council District 7 (0%)

$0

Council District 8(15.11%0)

Reprogrammed

$0

$20,000 advanced to Franklin Villa in 2001

Total

$0

Meadowview Road Urban Design Plan

$50 , 000

Huston Estate Park Master Plan

$10,000

Healthy Start Modular - Goethe

$70,000

$130,000

Total

S.130,000

Gardenland Park Improvements (District 1): Acquisition of two-acre vacant
parcel on northwest corner of Gardenland Park for park expansion project. Funds
will be used for acquisition, associated soft costs and site preparation work.
Anticipated completion date is December 2003.

$67,000

CDBG

Dixieanne Lights Phase III (District 2): Design and installation of
approximately 25 post-top style streetlights in residential neighborhood in North
Sacramento. Boundaries are Del Paso Boulevard, El Camino Avenue, railroad
tracks and Arden Way. Anticipated completion date is September 2002.

$88,000

CDBG

Del Paso Boulevard Streetscape Improvements (District 2): Implementation of
Del Paso Boulevard Streetscape master plan between Highway 160 to Lampasas
Avenue. Improvements include street and pedestrian improvements, street
lighting, landscaping (sidewalks and medians), signage and other beautification
elements. Work may include water and sewer upgrade or replacement.
Anticipated completion date is March 2003.

$150,000

CDBG

$85,000

CDBG

$95,000

CDBG

Grant Park Lighting (District 3): Install approximately 16 streetlights around
neighborhood park (park side of street). Grant Park boundaries are B and C
Streets (21 St to 22"d Streets); 21 St and 22"d Streets (B to C Streets). Anticipated
completion date is December 2002.
Southside Park Clubhouse Improvements Phase II (District 4): Improvements
to pool and pool house located at 2115 6th Street, to include replacing fencing
around pool; landscaping; pool house upgrades including painting,-doors,
windows and office heating. Anticipated completion date is March 2003.

City of Sacramento
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Colonial Heights Sidewalk Improvements (District5): Construction of pedestrian
improvements in residential area, including curb, gutter, sidewalks, street
pavement, and associated minor drainage improvements. Precise location to be
scoped within funding parameters; project vicinity is 50th, 52°a, and 53rd between
14th and 15th . Anticipated completion date is March 2003.

$194,000

CDBG

Healthy Start Modular - Geothe (District 8): Installation of modular for Healthy
Start resource center at Charles Goethe Middle School located at 2250 68th
Avenue. Services to include tutoring and mentoring, mental health counseling,
adult education, dental screenings, and referral resources. Anticipated
completion date is December 2002.

$70,000

CDBG

Marshall Park Lighting(District 3): Install approximately ten of the 48
streetlights for the Marshall Park Lighting Project to improve pedestrian safety I
Street (27th to 28th); 27 th Street (I to K) and 28th Street (H to J). ($50,000- Blue
Diamond; $45,000 District 3)

$95,000

CDBG

$211,449

CDBG

Project Delivery Costs: Funding for staff costs to support public facilities and
infrastructure projects.
Total Infrastructure and Public Improvements

$1,055,449

NEIGHBORHOOD STABILIZATION AND PRESERVATION
The following are recommended activities that increase the marketability and livability of
neighborhoods.
City Code Enforcement: Fourth of four-year commitment to provide funds for
City code enforcement staff addressing boarded/vacant, substandard, and crimeridden properties (typically housing) in low income areas. Outcomes include
improved response time, reduced complaint backlog, and improved collection of
fines.

$250,000

CDBG

Neighborhood Housing Service (NHS) - Rehabilitation PI: Program
rehabilitation assistance provided to low- and moderate-income owner-occupied
and owner investor households through Sacramento Neighborhood Housing
Services. Low- and moderate-income is defined using the Census Bureau
definition of less than 80 percent of the median family income for the metropolitan
statistical area (MSA).

$35,000

CDBG
PI

$73,000

CDBG

Neighborhood Paint Program: Sacramento Neighborhood Housing Services
operates a program which provides free paint and paint supplies to low- and
moderate-income homeowners in Meadowview, Oak Park, Avondale/Glen Elder,
Alkali Flat and Gardenland.
Total Neighborhood Stabilization and Preservation

$358,000

City of Sacramento
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HOUSING DEVELOPMENT, PRESERVATION, AND HOMEOWNERSHIP

The following are recommended activities to increase, improve, and preserve affordable housing
opportunities.
Multi-Family Housing Acquisition and Rehabilitation: Funds are provided as
loans for the acquisition and rehabilitation of multi-family housing projects.
Residents of HOME-assisted units must have household income not greater than
60 percent of the area median income. Anticipated accomplishments from 2002
funds are 35 to 50 units depending on the required rehabilitation and the presence
of lead-based paint.

$54,798

$250,181

CDBG
PI
HOME

35,788

CDBG

$1,042,492

HOME

Single-Family Housing Rehabilitation Program: Single-family owner-occupied
rehabilitation program for low- and moderate-income households. Low- and
moderate-income is defined using the Census Bureau definition of less than 80
percent of the median family income for the metropolitan statistical area (MSA).

$101,880

CDBG
PI

First-Time Homebuyer Assistance: This program is available to first-time
homebuyers whose maximum annual income is 80 percent of median. The firsttime homebuyer cannot have owned a home within the last three years. Loans for
four percent of the purchase price up to $5,000 are available for down payment
and closing costs. No loan payments are required until the home is sold. Loans
are forgiven proportionately over ten years. If the client lives in the home 10 years
or longer, the entire loan is forgiven.

$147,156

HOME
PI

Multi-Family Housing New Construction: Funds are provided as loans for the
construction of multi-family housing projects.

$425,000
$100,000

CDBG
HOME

First-Time Homebuyer - Teacher Home Purchase Program: Funds provide
deferred/forgivable 10-year loans of $5,000 for down payment and closing cost
assistance to teachers who agree to teach in low-performing schools for five years.
Anticipated accomplishments with 2002 funds are ten units.

$57,508

HOME

Homebuyers Assistance Program: Forgivable loan to assist low- and moderateincome homebuyers with down payment and closing costs. This is used together
with the down payment assistance program mentioned above.

$25,000

CDBG

Supportive Housing Loan Program - Technical Assistance: Funds are provided
as operating assistance to a Community Housing Development Organization
(CHDO) to provide technical assistance to develop housing for the Supportive
Housing Loan Program.

$25,000

HOME

City of Sacramento
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Boarded & Vacant Rehabilitation Incentive: This program provides an incentive
to developers who have successfully acquired, rehabilitated, and sold a programeligible boarded and vacant single-family home in targeted areas of the City to a
low- and moderate-income owner-occupant. Anticipated accomplishments from
2002 funds are up to four homes depending on the presence of lead-based paint.

$50,000

HOME

$676,478

HOME

Home Assistance Repair Program for Seniors (HARPS): Funding for
administrative staffing providing technical assistance and referral services for
seniors in addressing their home repair problems. 295 low-income households (50
percent of area median) to be served.

$16,000

CDBG

Franklin Villa Estates Acquisition and Rehabilitation Program: Funding for the
acquisition and rehabilitation of condominiums located at Franklin Villa Estates.
The Housing Authority of the City of Sacramento or a to-be formed non-profit
entity will acquire and rehabilitate property. Criteria for property selection will
include ability to purchase at least the majority of units in the subdivision. Once
rehabilitated, units will be rented to the existing pool of Section 8 qualified
families.

$700,000

CDBG

$1,500,000

HOME

$500,000

HOME
RLF

Emergency Repair Program: Grant program of up to $3,500 (plus $1,000 in leadbased paint reduction grant) in assistance to low- and very low-income persons for
emergency residential repairs to a client's home or mobilehome. Eligibility
requirements for this program are that the client must own his/her own home,
repairs must be an emergency, health or safety hazard, and household income (50
percent of area median) cannot exceed income limits as established by HUD. 114
low- and very low-income persons to be served in 2002.

$200,000

CDBG

Retrofit Grant Program: The Retrofit Grant Program provides assistance up to
$5,000 (plus $2,000 in lead-based paint reduction grant) to pay for handicap
accessibility improvements such as wheelchair ramps, widening of doorways,
bathroom modifications, grab bars, etc. The assistance is in the form of a grant
and is available to low-income owner-occupants as well as renters.

$160,000

CDBG

$10,500

CDBG

$247,056

CDBG

$82,343

CDBG
PI

Supportive Housing Loan Program-Acquisition and Rehabilitation: Funds
provide interim and permanent loans for acquisition and rehabilitation of multi-

family housing for use in service-supported housing programs. Anticipated
accomplishments from 2002 funds are approximately 15 units.

Rebuilding Together (formerly Christmas in April): Funding for administration
of volunteer program which provides rehabilitation assistance to low- and
moderate-income homeowners. Twelve units to be served.
Single Family Rehabilitation Delivery Costs: Staff and operating expenses to
deliver programs for single-family loans and grants.

City of Sacramento
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Project Delivery and HOME Program Administration Costs: Staffing, services,
and supplies costs for implementation of HOME-funded activities including prior
year allocations.
Total Housing Development, Preservation and Homeownership

$338,239

HOME

$14,716

HOME
PI

$6,760,135

COMMERCIAL REVITALIZATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The following are recommended activities to provide financial and technical assistance to
revitalize distressed business communities and military bases.
Commercial Rehabilitation Program Delivery Cost: Funding provides staff
support services for administering the revolving loan fund of the commercial
rehabilitation program, providing fagade improvements and correction of code
violations to approximately 20 commercial projects. Staff activities include
marketing and technical assistance to applicants, loan underwriting, project
implementation, coordination of work with construction consultant, payment
processing and project close out.

$105,010

CDBG

$5,908

CDBG
P1

Job Creation and Microenterprise Delivery Cost: Provides staff support and
services for economic development and implementation of Grow Sacramento job
creation program. Staff activities to include: marketing, application preparation,
underwriting, loan disbursement, and collection of progress reports. Also provides
staff for oversight of microenterprise program providing loans and technical
assistance to very small low-income startup business owners.

$78,396

CDBG

Commercial Rehabilitation Program Consultant: Provides construction
monitoring/inspection support for commercial rehabilitation program. Activities
include plan review, site inspections, payment processing, and closeout of project.

$18,000

CDBG

Total Commercial Revitalization and Economic Development

$207 ,314

PUBLIC SERVICES
The following are recommended funding allocations to support human assistance programs.
Firehouse Operating Fund: Administration of Community Crime Resistance
Grant provides crime prevention education, volunteer recruitment for police
report writers, and youth diversion activities. Fourth of ten year commitment.

$10,000
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Detox Facility: Provides for shelter, food, tuberculosis screening, medical
assessments, detoxification, and recovery programming for public inebriates and
homeless. Operated by the Volunteers of America, facility provides 80 beds for
72-hour hold, 20 beds for 10-day detoxification, and 20 beds for 60-day recovery
programming. Approximately 1,675 served.

$324,122

CDBG

Senior Nutrition Program: Provides more than 393,000 meals to 1,800,seniors' at
18 city and county sites, including 16 driver routes to homes of seniors.

$191,972

CDBG

InfoLine: Information services that links callers with organizations which
provide assistance in housing, legal services, transportation, health and consumer
affairs in order to improve the connection between services and users. Satellite
offices are established in low/moderate income areas in public facilities.

$63,000

CDBG

Lemon Hill Skill Center: Operational support to this community-based
employment skills development center. Skill center is open Monday through

$77,361

CDBG

$46,000

CDBG

$224,070

ESG

Lutheran Social Services: After-care services provided by Building Bridges and
Mather Community Campus programs of Lutheran Social Services for child care
and case management to transitional housing participant graduates after family or
individual obtains permanent housing to promote and strength family selfsufficiency.

$16,113

CDBG

Franklin Villa Resource Center - City: Resource Center operations cost for
after-school activities, food and clothes closet

$62,500

CDBG

Franklin Villa Resource Center - Housing ,4uthority: Support to the resource
center operations for after-school activities, food and clothes closet. Homeowner
association dues and office expenses.

$37,500

CDBG

Workreation: Summer youth program includes neighborhood beautification
projects, field trips, and educational opportunities. Funds cover nine to ten teams
of eight to ten youth. Program is administered by City Neighborhood Services.

$250,000

CDBG

$17,000

CDBG

Saturday, 8:00 AM to 9:00 PM. It offers a variety of job training and
development activities. Onsite daycare is provided. Fifth of 10 year
commitment.

Winter Overflow: Provides additional shelter and services for homeless persons.
during inclimate months from December through March. Emergency Shelter
Grant funds used to pay for a portion of the winter overflow program costs at the
shelter located on Exposition Boulevard. Total estimated person/beds is 3,978.

Intel Kids Club: First of three proposed payments for Center for Fathers and
Families for lease payments for computer room offered to children in area. The
Intel Computer Clubhouse creatively uses technology to promote computer and
problem solving skills for under-served youth.
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Hands on Books-Connecting Children, Families and Teachers through Native
Language Storybooks: Pilot literacy intervention program to be offered to 40-50
preschoolers and their families in four classes at state funded preschool at Noralto
Elementary school. Goal is to increase literacy of low-income, non-native
speakers by offering classic storybooks in native languages, providing guidance
in family storybook reading through literacy nights and coaching, and
coordinating with preschool teachers for onsite follow-up with families.

$17,000

CDBG

Downtown SRO Supportive Services: Continued funding for case manager,
coordination and referral for health and human services, crisis intervention,
independent living skills, access to drug and alcohol recovery services and
community building activities for an estimated 40 persons living in four
downtown hotels. $43,000 in 2001 CDBG funds will be allocated to this
program. Increased funding is for leasing and office expenses of new storefront
space to be located downtown.

$25,000

CDBG

HOPWA Acquisition of Transitional and/or Permanent Housing: Funds will be
used for the acquisition of housing for persons with HIV/AIDS.

$77,000

CDBG

HOPWA Long Term Housing: Funds provide long-term housing for 26 persons
(and families) with HIV/AIDS. Program administered by CARES, through
County Department of Human Assistance. Assisted housing designed to prevent
homelessness.

$249,717

HOPWA

HOPWA Short Term Housing: Funds provide short-term housing assistance in
Sacramento County for 104 low- and moderate-income persons with HIV/AIDS.
Program administered by CARES, through Department of Human Assistance.

$10,000

HOPWA

HOPWA Supportive Services: Funds provide professional case management and
referrals for drug treatment, transportation, mental health counseling, and food
assistance in Sacramento County to 130 persons with HIV/AIDS. Program
administered by contractors, through the Sacramento County Department of
Human Assistance.

$107,205

HOPWA

$38,566

HOPWA

HOPWA Program Administration: Grant management and program
administration for three-county region by County Department of Human
Assistance. Grant management and program administration for a three-county
region by contractor.
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HOPWA Housing Information: Funds provide housing referrals to prevent
homelessness for persons with HIV/AIDS. Program administered through the
Sacramento County, Department of Human Assistance.

$21,185

HOPWA

$49,431

HOPWA El Dorado County Program: Funds provide for short-term housing and
supportive services for 38 persons with HIV/AIDS. Administered by Sacramento
County Department of Human Assistance.

159,440

HOPWA

HOPWA Placer County Program: Funds provide for short-term housing and
supportive services for 49 persons with HIV/AIDS. Administered by Sacramento
County Department of Human Assistance.

$35,308

HOPWA

Total Public Services

$35,308

HOPWA

$2,127,798

LOAN REPAYMENTS

The following are debt service payments for HUD Section 108 loans and internal Agency loans
for public housing development, commercial revitalization, and job creation.
Public Housing Section 108 loan: Annual debt service on Section 108 loan funds
used to develop public housing. Payment nine of nine payments.

$127,728

CD

Del Paso Neuvo Section 108 loan: Annual debt service on Section 108 loan funds
used to develop infrastructure in the Del Paso area for new neighborhood single=
family homes and commercial property. Fourth of 20 payments.

$476,395

CD

Blue Diamond Section 108 loan: Annual debt service on Section 108 loan fund's to
remodel the Blue Diamond processing plant and retain jobs. Blue Diamond
Corporation provides $1,041,019 toward payment. Seventh payment of 10
payments.

$157,692

CD

$1,031,400

CDBG

$99,447

CD

.$73,663

CD

Business Incubator Section 108 loan: Annual debt service on Section 108 loan
funds used to develop the Florin Road Business Incubator. Eighth of nine
payments.
North Sacramento Section 108 loan: Annual debt service on Section 108 loan
funds for commercial loans in the North Sacramento Redevelopment Area.
Payments are from borrowers to provide $32,952 towards this payment. Seventh of
nine payments.
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North Sacramento Section 108 loan: Annual debt service on Section 108 loan
funds for commercial loans in the North Sacramento Redevelopment Area. Nine of
nine payments.
Grow Sacramento: Loan repayments for a $179,000 loan made by the Sacramento
Housing and Redevelopment Agency in 1996 to capitalize a SBA 7A guaranteed
loan program, created in partnership with the City of Sacramento and the
Sacramento Municipal Utility District, to create jobs for low income persons.
Seventh payment of 21 payments. Seventh of eleven payments.
Total Loan Repayments

$24,255

CD

$50,253

CDBG

$52,764

CDBG

$2,093,597

GRANT PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION
The following are related to immediate/intermediate term CDBG program planning, community
participation and general program administration. For CDBG, HUD limits funding for planning
and administration to twenty percent of the total amount of entitlement and program income. For
HOME, the limit is ten percent.
General Grant Administration: Program administrative support for staffing,
services, and supplies for general program administration, including preparation of
annual application and report, and monitoring of CDBG activities to ensure
compliance with federal regulations.

$523,638

CDBG

Program Planning: Planning costs and services for program/activities associated
with CDBG-eligible activities.

$149,374

CDBG

Meadowview Urban Design Plan: Consultant will work with community to
develop conceptual document to identify specific projects on Meadowview Road
from Freeport to Brookfield, such as, fencing, streetscaping and pedestrian
improvements (part of District 8 infrastructure allocation). Anticipated completion
date is February 2003.

$50,000

CDBG

Huston Estates Park Master Plan: Master plan for Huston Estates, including park
features, detailed cost estimate, and phasing (Park staff) (part of District 8
infrastructure allocation). Anticipated completion date is December 2002.

$10,000

CDBG

$92,903

CDBG

4.

Human Rights and Fair Housing: General administrative support for fair housing
activities, including complaint investigations, referral, and mediation. Services also
include outreach, education, and fair housing audit.
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CDBG Special Projects (early planningfor CDBG eligible projects: Consultants
to be used for early planning activities (e.g., initial planning, cost estimating,
conceptual design) for CDBG-eligible projects. Location and scope to be
determined by an internal process of requests on first-come, first-served basis.
CDBG staff to determine eligibility of activity. Approximate size per request is
$2,500.

$25,000

CDBG

DHA Administration: Administrative funding for one Homeless Program
Specialist to provide implementation of homeless program activities.

$23,500

CDBG

Total Grant Planning and Administration

$874,415

CDBG CONTINGENCY

Contingency: Fund reserve account for overruns in capital improvement activities
and to fund budgeted activities if 2002 CDBG entitlement is less than anticipated.

$532,418
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OTHER ACTIONS
TO FURTHER CONSOLIDATED PLAN STRATEGIES ,
This attachment summarizes the narrative portion of the 2002 One-Year Action Plan. In
accordance with HUD regulations, the plan describes other actions that the jurisdiction will
undertake during the next year to address the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reducing the number of households in poverty;
Reducing lead-based paint hazards;
Improving the institutional structure for carrying out housing, and community
development activities, including monitoring objectives for CDBG activities;
Fostering public housing resident initiatives;
Enhancing coordination between public housing and social service agencies;
Removing barriers to affordable housing;
Removing obstacles to meeting underserved needs;
Fostering and maintaining affordable housing; and
Removing impediments to fair housing.

Additional narrative requirements related to the HOME program include:
•
•
•
•

Description of how matching requirements will be met;
Description of other forms of investment that are not described in federal
regulations;
Homebuyer guidelines for resale or recapture of subsidy; and
Refinancing (subordination) guidelines.

This narrative also addresses homeless and other special needs activities as prescribed in federal
regulations.
REDUCING THE NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS IN POVERTY
1) Describe policies and procedures for reducing households under the poverty
line.
Creation of jobs is a key component of the City and County's anti-poverty strategy. To that end,
over 13 agencies and programs in Sacramento have joined forces to facilitate economic
development and jobs through the Sacramento Training and Response Team (START).
Signatories to a START Memorandum of Agreement (MOU) include the City of Sacramento
Economic Development, County of Sacramento Economic Development, Sacramento Area
Commerce and Trade Organization (SACTO), California Employment Development
Department, California Employment Training Panel, Sacramento County Depart merit of Human
Assistance (DHA), Sacramento Employment & Training Agency (SETA), Sacramento Housing
& Redevelopment Agency (SHRA), California State University Sacramento, Los Rios
Community College District, University of California at Davis, Central Labor Council, the
Sacramento Federation of Program Operators and others. This MOU facilitates the coordination
City of Sacramento
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between entities serving businesses/employers and those serving the job seekers/workforce
participants. The implementation of this partnership policy occurs within each agency and this
coordination facilitates the use of partner agency resources. The City and County set the stage
for job growth through their Economic Development Departments activities and the economic
development recruitment efforts of Sacramento Area Commerce and Trade Organization.
Because many of these agencies serve low-income persons, START participation insures that
persons in poverty are always included for employment opportunities. SETA, DHA and SHRA
play an important role in serving low-income persons.

SETA is the Local Elected Official responsible for facilitating and implementing the new federal
Workforce Investment Act that replaced the Job Training Partnership Act. Local businesses and
various agencies participate on a Workforce Investment Board (WIB) to set policies for serving
job seekers and businesses. SETA is involved with convening the WIB to, among other goals,
engage the business community, educators and workforce professionals in creating a workforce
that attracts high-wage jobs and identifying resources and income supports for workers in low
wage jobs. Low income and public assistance recipients have a priority for all intensive services
within this new employment construct. Additionally the WIB is seeking to identify critical
industries which offer an upward mobility path which may include more than one industry by
transferring skills to a higher paying position/industry.
In the WIB Strategic Five-Year Work Plan, SETA describes these partnerships which are
involved in the Sacramento Works (One Stop) Career Centers throughout the county. These
Centers offer job seekers resources from numerous co-located partner agencies. DHA has staff
at each Center to insure that welfare recipients can receive vocational assessment and services.
SETA also partners with community-based organizations that serve specific populations such as
migrant/seasonal farm workers, women, minorities, veterans and individuals with disabilities.
Individuals who are non-English speaking also receive the benefit of multilingual staff.
Sacramento is the second largest refugee county in California; most of the refugees have been in
the US less than 5 years and they are provided with a variety of services related to cultural
adjustment services, translations and linkages for employment to assist them in becoming
economically self sufficient.
The City and County of Sacramento, through their Economic Development Departments, and
SACTO have missions to recruit businesses that provide for employment opportunities for a
wide range of skill levels. One implementation action is to support the efforts of regional
employment service providers to educate, train and prepare local residents for employment
opportunities. Because education provides a pathway out of poverty, there is emphasis on
working with the school districts to make technology a priority.
Efforts to establish an economic vision and strategy for the Sacramento area resulted in
identification of key of regional business clusters which include electronics manufacturing,
information services, health services and agriculture/food processing. Knowledge of these key
clusters has led to an overlay of efforts to develop these business niches ;and continue to link
low-income people to employment and economic self-sufficiency.
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SETA has teamed with Los Rios Community College District to offer Customized Training for
Informational Services because of the growth in call centers in the area. Some of the training
slots are reserved for low income and public assistance recipients. In the health services field,
SETA has developed a Caregiver Initiative aimed at training long-term welfare recipients to
receive training at Los Rios Community College or local adult schools for entry level health care
occupations.

Sacramento County DHA has involved citizens and other agencies in the implementation of
welfare reform and partners with individual START members and others to strengthen
employment services, provide child care and training to prepare welfare recipients for
employment. DHA is utilizing teams of staff, recipients and community members to change the
way DHA delivers services. It is expanding employment, substance abuse, mental health and
domestic violence services and developed a Community Work Experience program to place
recipients into unpaid jobs with government agencies. DHA is working with the community and
employers to find new jobs and developing opportunities for recipients to.become self-employed.
The DHA Employment and Supportive Services Branch Work Plan for 2002 identifies 18 goals
which relate to one or more of five strategic issues; strategic issues are workforce, collaboration,
customer service, economic growth and technology. One goal includes reaching or exceeding
the federal work participation rate for public assistance recipients. Reducing the ongoing cycle
of poverty is addressed under the following goals-continue support of the mentoring program,
increase the number of Opportunity Knocks sites and the number of students enrolled, increase
the number of teen pregnancy prevention workshops presented and teens served, identify and
refer all pregnant and parenting teens to Cal Learn and award scholarships funded by fundraisers
SHRA, as the provider of affordable housing and redevelopment activities, has adopted strategic
goals which include partnering with the City and County in community development to revitalize
neighborhoods, providing a continuum of affordable housing opportunities, revitalizing
commercial corridors and military bases and providing employment and business opportunities
for low income persons.
Redevelopment activities at the closed military bases are growth sites for job generation as these
areas are heavily marketed. Mather Field ( formerly Mather Air Force Base) is focused on
attracting companies that need space for back office functions and for telephone call centers. A
large percentage of entry-level workers are hired by these types of businesses. It is anticipated
that the Mather Field workforce will grow by 2,500 in 2002 with 10%-1 _5% of the positions
available for entry level employment. This will be significant for the poverty level individuals
that find employment there. McClellan Park ( formerly McClellan Air Force Base) is also
focused on attracting companies as it transitioned to private development in July 2001. It is
estimated that the workforce will grow by 3500 employees next year with 75% of jobs new to
the region.
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The County of Sacramento with SHRA, applied to the California Technology, Trade and
Commerce Agency to designate both Mather Field and McClellan Park as a Local Agency
Military Base Recovery Area (LAMBRA). This LAMBRA designation provides various state
tax incentives to spur economic development at closed military bases and includes a hiring credit
for employing persons from targeted populations including low-income persons and public
assistance recipients.

SHRA has completed expansion of the areas designated as Enterprise Zones, which will allow
additional businesses to realize tax credits when they employ unemployed and poverty level
individuals. A five-year time extension was granted for one of the zones.
Enter-Fund, a micro enterprise program, designed to create jobs and increase the skill levels of
individual entrepreneurs, was implemented in 2000. Eight loans (four CDBG eligible) have
been made and technical assistance has been provided to over 25 low and moderate-income
individuals. A new Individual Development Account Program was initiated in 2001. These
activities will continue to pick up momentum in 2002.
The Agency will continue with its economic development loan programs, such as Grow
Sacramento, which require loan recipients to create a specific number of jobs for every dollar in
loan funds they receive. Filling of these jobs can be done through the coordinated resources of
Sacramento Works Career Centers.
The Agency's multi-family housing programs do not specifically require that developers provide
housing affordable to poverty level households but their typical clientele are low and very lowincome households. Many projects use a combination of CDBG and HOME funds with other
revenue sources such as Affordable Housing Program ( AHP) funds and rederal and state tax
credits to make the rents affordable to poverty level households. The Agency's Section 8 and
conventional housing programs are more successful at assisting individuals in poverty as they
allow the individuals to pay rent that is proportional to their income thereby giving them more
flexibility with the remaining income they have. Other ongoing programs that assist people in
poverty are the transitional housing programs, such as Transitional Living and Community
Support (TLCS) and the Mather Transitional Housing Program. These programs allow poverty
level individuals and families to remain in a housing unit for a longer period of time than a
typical homeless shelter and also provide them with a wide variety of services to address issues
that may tend to keep them in poverty such as alcohol or drug addiction, poor job skills, and
mental illness. Finally, the Family Self-Sufficiency Program works to assist public housing
residents acquire job skills and find employment.
Many very-low income households have benefited from the Agency's First-Time Homebuyer
Program. Of the 3,218 households that have been assisted since the program inception in 1996,
818 households have had incomes of 50% of median income or less. Of that number, 114 have
had incomes of 30% of median income or less. This program provides funds for down payment
and closing cost assistance and has helped many households achieve homeownership.
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2) Elaborate on how many households will be helped as a result of programs and policies
for producing and preserving affordable housing as described in the CP housing
strategy.
Approximately 300 of the 1000 units produced by the Agency multi-family housing programs in
2002 are expected to be occupied by poverty level households earning at or below 50 percent of
median income. Approximately 11,335 poverty level households benefited from the Section 8,
and Public Housing programs in 2001. The Section 8 program is currently assisting 8,319

households and Public Housing is assisting 3,016 households. An estimated 2000 individuals
will participate in transitional housing programs.
3) How will the jurisdictions housing programs and policies be coordinated with other
programs or services over which the jurisdiction has control so that poverty is reduced.
Every effort is made to involve Public Housing and Section 8 residents in various programs
that will improve their quality of life and help reduce poverty. The Resident Services Division
of SHRA has coordinated and sponsored activities for families, senior and disabled since the
early 1980's. SHRA's Residents Services Division provides linkages for job opportunities and
other referrals to eliminate barriers to employment. In keeping with the objective to reduce
poverty through additional skills and education, this Division also coordinates tutoring for
children and has developed a computer training class to assist with obtaining basic and needed
skills. Coupled with these efforts, the Grants Management Division will continue to seek out
funding sources to generate programs and services for public housing residents. It is anticipated
that impediments to employment will be reduced through these programs thus reducing poverty.
The Welfare Reform Act made it necessary to focus even more attention on moving residents
into full employment than in the past, and a variety of job training and employment programs are
offered each year. In particular, the Family Self Sufficiency Program operated by Resident
Services concentrates on employment, education and job training. The transitional housing
programs also expose participants to job training and other employment programs.
A Resident Paint Training Program will be initiated within the Central Maintenance Division to
train four public housing residents per year for the next several years. These trainees will learn
basic painting skills to enable them to become journey level painters upon completion of the
program. Obtaining skills to be gainfully employed thus reducing poverty is the intent.
SHRA's Section 3 Program provides linkages for construction employment opportunities during
HUD funded projects. Contractors are informed at pre-construction conferences of the goal of
hiring public housing residents and low-income persons. Linkages are made to Sacramento
Works Career Centers; one Career Center is in proximity to the two largest Public Housing
developments of nearly 1,000 rental units.
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SETA, as a partner to SHRA has included public housing residents within local guidelines for
Workforce Investment Act as customers needing intensive or training services. Public housing
residents are specifically mentioned under the category of "unable to obtain/retain employment,
and in need of additional services". This policy provides recognition of public housing
residents' need to connect with employment to reduce poverty and identifies these residents as
part of the target population to be served.
The Public Housing Homeownership Program will continue in 2002. This program provides an
opportunity for public housing residents to purchase a home from within SHRA's housing stock.
It provides both an incentive and assistance to achieve homeownership by structuring
homeownership counseling and encouraging employment to achieve this goal.
REDUCING LEAD-BASED PAINT HAZARDS
1) Outline actions the jurisdiction is taking or proposes to take to evaluate and reduce
lead-based paint hazards.

The County of Sacramento's Lead Poisoning Prevention Program (CLPP) will continue to
participate in Sacramento County's state-funded childhood lead poisoning elimination through
the following, 1) identifying and caring for lead burdened children, 2) preventing environmental
exposures to lead, and 3) educating the public about lead hazards. Currently, there are two
Environmental Management Department (EMD) staff that are trained as Certified Lead
Inspectors/Assessors. A Public Health Nurse (PHN) in collaboration with a Registered
Environmental Health Specialist (REHS) will initiate follow-up on all children up through six (6)
years of age with one venous blood lead level > 20 µg/dl, or two (2) consecutive venous blood
lead levels of 15 µg/dl, or higher for the purpose of environmental assessment, health education
and referral to care. In addition, these children will receive on-going case management services
by the PHN. The County department of Health Education also has a public health educator who
informs parents in high-risk areas about the dangers of lead poisoning and also attends health
fairs to distribute information and answer questions. County Code Enforcement staff are also
provided training through CLPP to assist during code inspections provided to tenants and
owners, and to help educate occupants about the dangers of lead poisoning.
In addition, childcare providers, Women Infant and Children (WIC) Nutrition Program staff
members, and foster care providers are educated about the hazards of lead poisoning division
staff are also are educated to review a unit for chipped paint or other signs of a situation where
lead poisoning could occur when conducting reviews of substandard units. Additional funding is
needed to assist landlords with abatement efforts where a child with an Elevated Blood Level has
been identified.
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Agency and DHA staff is implementing the new HUD lead-based paint regulations in all
programs receiving federal funding. The new regulations were issued under sections 1012 and
1013 of the Residential Lead-Based Paint Reduction Act of 1992, which is Title X ("Ten") of the
Housing and Community Development Act of 1992. Generally, the regulations were issued to
protect young children from lead-based paint hazards in housing that is financially assisted by
the Federal Government or sold by the government. The regulations emphasize the evaluation of
dwellings, the reduction of lead-based paint hazards and the notification of occupants in HUDassociated units, including those assisted by the Consolidated Plan programs.
The new regulation became effective September 15, 2000; however, the City and County of
Sacramento applied for and received a six-month extension ending March 15, 2001 and a second
extension ending September 10, 2001. Over 400 jurisdictions requested similar extensions. To
receive the extensions, the City and County of Sacramento submitted to HUD a Lead Transition
Implementation Plan (TIP) which demonstrated both the lack of capacity to implement the
regulations and a training plan to build that capacity. The Statement of Inadequate Capacity
characterized local need in two areas: 1) interim control workers trained. in accordance with
HUD regulations; and 2) trained or certified lead-based paint abatement workers. Additionally,
the TIP highlighted the ongoing confusion engendered by a multiplicity of state and federal rules
and governing entities. Entities include: HUD, OSHA, Cal-OSHA, Environmental Protection
Agency; State Department of Health Services, state Department of Toxic Control Substances and
the Department of Community Services and Development. These entities have oversight
responsibilities with differing perspectives in some areas for the following: worker safety, health
reporting, lead accreditation and certification requirements, lead hazard reduction activities
(including definitions for abatement and interim controls, submission requirements for reports
and notifications; clearance testing levels, disposal requirements.
The general approach to develop capacity has been to increase the number of workers available
to CP programs who can work lead safe, whether they are HUD-trained or California-certified.
Because of similar problems in other jurisdictions, HUD sponsored free training in 150 locations.
"Lead-Based Paint Maintenance Training" was offered in Sacramento on June 251h and July 12th
"Lead-Based Paint Renovation and Remodeling Training" were offered in Sacramento on June
26`h and July 13`h. The Agency performed outreach to its program's contractors and developers
to attend these free HUD training seminars. In addition, the Agency surveyed of 35 of the 60
local abatement contractors to ascertain the number of employees that were risk assessors,
certified workers and certified supervisors. We also inquired about their contractor's license,
liability insurance, and their interest in projects under $5,000. Twenty-eight responded
favorably.
The requirements of the regulation vary depending on the nature of the Federal involvement, the
type, amount and duration of financial assistance, the age of the structure and whether the
dwelling is rental or owner-occupied. The regulations are organized into subparts applying to
each type of program; however there are three relevant "subparts" for the Consolidated Plan
Programs: Subpart K (Acquisition, Leasing, Social Services, or Operation); Subpart J
(Rehabilitation) and Subpart M (Tenant-Based Rental Assistance). The following summarizes
the status of several housing programs administered by the Agency and its partners.
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Subpart K
First Time Homebuyer
Program
Housing Assistance
Program

Program procedures implementing new regulations have been followed
since September 15, 2000.
• Seller provides information and disclosure notice.
• Visual assessment is conducted by either agency or FHA appraiser
(trained in visual assessment). FHA provides certification of visual
assessment inspection results.
• If deteriorated paint is found (in excess of de miiaimus, agency
provides information on paint stabilization and safe work practices.
Cost is negotiated between seller and buyer. Seller/buyer can decide
to paint test. If lead-free, regulations do not apply.
• Clearance performed by certified risk assessor. Cost of clearance, up
to $350 may be included in FTHB or HAP loan.
Program has facilitated contractors attending HUD-sponsored remodeling
training ( working lead safe).
Of the 769 commitments issued from September 15 to September 12,
2001:
• 466 (or 60% of the total units) were built before 1978;
• 411 of these were HUD-financed and visually inspected for defective
paint;
• 93 (or 22% of the HUD-financed units) had defective paint;
• 61 (or 66% of those with defective paint) met the de minimus limit;
• 32 (or 34% of those with defective paint) needed stabilization and
clearance
• Total costs of clearance obtained was $10,225 or $320 per loan

Subpart M
Section 8 Housing
Program

Program is implementing requirements for units built prior to 1978 that
are occupied or will be occupied by families with a child under age six, or
with a pregnant woman in the household.
• Information pamphlet is given at application by housing authority and
disclosure is given by owner.
• Visual assessment is conducted by Agency's HQS inspectors (trained
in visual assessment) prior to move-in and at annual inspection.
• Owner is notified of any HQS issues or deteriorated paint issues. At
move-in, owner given option of repairing or finding another tenant.
• Owner given instructions on working lead safe. Repair work is paid
by owner. Presume lead, unless paint tested.
• Clearance performed by certified risk assessor. Cost of clearance, up
to $350, will be reimbursed by Section 8 upon lease-up to Section 8
tenant. Owner will provide copy of clearance to tenant.
• When child with EIBLL is identified, administering agency must
conduct a risk assessment and eliminate lead-based paint hazards.
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Subpart J
Single Family
Rehabilitation
Programs (including
Senior/Flexible Loan
Programs, Emergency
Repair Program, and
Retrofit Program)

Subpart J
Multifamily lending
programs

Program is implementing requirements for units built prior 'to 1978:.
• Lead Hazard Information pamphlet is given to owners as part of
application.
• Assessment is conducted by certified risk assessor/inspector as
follows:
• Under $5,000- Paint testing (paid as part of program costs)
• Over $5,000- Paint testing and risk assessment (paid from loan)
• Lead reduction costs and the cost of clearance may be paid from the
Lead Assistance Program which provides grants up to $5,000 for the
rehab loans, $2000 for the retrofit program, and $1,000 for the
emergency repair program).
• Notice is given to owners/occupants of results of assessment.
• For lead hazard reduction work, program is using general contractors
who, in turn, will subcontract portions of the work involving lead
hazards with abatement contractors
• General contractors are provided information on working lead safe
For $5,000 to 25,000- must use either HUD-trair_ed worker or workers
supervised by certified supervisor.
For over $25,000 abatement level certifications required.
• Hazard reduction work will match regulations:
• Under $5,000- repair surfaces disturbed during rehabilitation in a safe
manner
•$5,000 to 25,000- Interim controls on hazards identified in risk
assessment and paint disturbed during rehabilitation must be repaired.
Interim controls include paint stabilization, dust removal, preventative
maintenance, treating some or all friction and impact surfaces and
covering contaminated bare soil.
• Over $25,000- Abate surfaces painted with lead-based paint that are
disturbed during rehabilitation and hazards identified in risk
assessment. Abatement includes removing lead-based paint from
surfaces, enclosure methods, removing and replacing components
painted with lead, and removing and replacing contaminated soil
• Clearance inspection is performed by certified risk
inspectors/assessors; owner/occupant is informed on results.
Agency is currently reviewing program policies and procedures to
determine whether and how lead-based paint regulations can be
implemented in a cost efficient manner. Until procedures are evaluated
and revised, program will assist and implement lead regulations in pre1978 housing only on a case by case basis and, likely, limited basis.
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Subpart J
Neighborhood Housing
Services (NHS) Paint
Program

NHS is implementing the lead-based paint regulations in its homeowner
paint program.
• Coordinator conducts a general inspection to determine general
condition of the home. Property history submitted with application,
including age and repair history. Notices are provided to homeowner
and lead safe work practices are reviewed in homeowner interview.
• Homes built prior to 1978 are categorized as to risk:
Low risk - no children under 7 and home maintained; presume lead
Moderate Risk- disturbed paint surfaces or children under 7; presume
lead
High Risk- structural disrepair and children under 7 present; presume
lead
• Notice of lead hazard presumption given to homeowners.
• Lead Reduction Work varies according to risk assessment:
• High risk homes referred to rehab programs.
• For others: Homeowner provided a starter kit and given instructions
on working lead safe. Kit includes with spray bottles, gloves, safety
notice, paint scrapers, plastic sheeting and paint scrapers.
•

Moderate risk homeowners also trained in paint stabilization (video
course).

•
•
•

Coordinator monitors work for compliance with safe work practices.
Notice of Lead Hazard Reduction is provided by coordinator.
Clearance is provided at end of job by certified lead inspector (on
staff).

2) How will the reduction of lead-based paint hazards be a regular part of the
jurisdiction's housing policies and programs?
SHRA's public housing modernization program routinely abates lead from all older
units whenever structural improvements are made. Approximately 73 units are
expected to be abated during 2001 with 52 units expected in 2002. If a unit is deteriorating,
housing authority staff will immediately arrange to have lead abated if it is determined to be
hazardous.
Agency staff will continue to refine its housing programs and policies to comply with the leadbased paint regulations. In truth, these refinements may lead to recommendations to terminate or
sharply curtail some of the smaller housing programs run by the Agency due to the increased
cost associated with compliance with the rule and the difficulty of securing owner's cooperation.
Staff will seek training for Agency staff in the regulations, as well as in some of the technical
risk assessment and clearance activities. The Agency will seek additional
HUD funding for leadbased paint activities, as it becomes available.
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IMPROVING THE INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE FOR CARRYING OUT HOUSING
AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
1) Describe actors involved in housing and community development that will be used to
carry out the housing and community development strategy in the Consolidated Plan.
Include non-profits, private industry and public agencies. Describe the strengths and
weaknesses of this system and describe what will be done to close the gaps so that
priority needs can be met.

A variety of actors are involved in the implementation of activities described in the Consolidated
Plan. Public agencies involved include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Sacramento
County of Sacramento
City/County Human Rights/Fair Housing Commission
Cities of Folsom, Isleton, Citrus Heights, Elk Grove and Galt
Sacramento Employment and Training Agency
State Employment Development Department
Sacramento City Unified School District
University of California Davis Medical Center, and many others.

Non-profit partners include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sacramento Mutual Housing
SHOC Housing Development Corporation
Mercy Housing
Sacramento Habitat for Humanity
Nehemiah Progressive Housing Corporation
Rural California Housing Corporation
Sacramento Valley Organizing Community
Sacramento Home Loan Counseling Center
Sacramento Neighborhood Housing Services
Human Rights Fair Housing Commission
Sacramento Area Emergency Housing Center
Lutheran Social Services
Sacramento Urban League
Sacramento Certified Local Development Corporation
Volunteers of America
Transitional Living and Community Supports
Pacific Housing, Inc.
ACLC, Inc.
Sacramento Cottage Housing, Inc.
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Private industry partners include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Washington Mutual Bank
US Bank
Bank of America
Wells Fargo Home Mortgage
California Bank and Trust
Cal Fed Lending/First Nationwide Mortgage
River City Bank
Farmers and Merchants Bank
USA Properties Fund, Inc.
St. Anton Partners, LLC

•
•

Pacific American Properties
Fairfield Residential

•
•
•
•
•
•

Bay Development Group
EPO Development
Jon Berkley Management
Wasatch Property Management
Sares-Regis Group of N. California
Holliday Development

•
•
•

SKK Development
Grupe Development
PAM Companies

•
•
•
•

Preservation Properties
Stamas Corporation
New Faze Development
And many other individual developers that participate in the Agency's
Boarded and Vacant Homes and Investment Home Improvement
programs.

Because the missions of these organizations are diverse and locations are geographically
scattered, coordination is difficult. However, the majority of the players with common interests
belong to organizations (such as the California Reinvestment Consortium and various Homeless
and affordable housing coalitions) that bring them together periodically so that they can interact
and discuss the services being provided. Agency, County, and City staff members also attend
these meetings and stay abreast of recommendations for service changes or other fiscal changes
that may affect service delivery. This interagency collaboration results in better coordination of
funds and technical assistance from multiple sources to support the highest priority projects.
One example of collaboration with many partners is a multidisciplinary team created to provide
comprehensive social services to families in Franklin Villa. The team consists of representatives
from SHRA, DHA, DHHS, Police Department, Probation, Parole, SETA, Visions, City of
Sacramento, and Child Protection Services. Franklin Villa, for which CDBG is funding a
security gate, is an area that commands a lot of attention by social service providers because the
residents have many needs and concerns. The Resource Center located at Franklin Villa and
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funded by CDBG offers various activities for residents and youth which include recreation,
tutoring, tiny tots programs, lunch programs, food bank, clothes closet, drug and alcohol
counseling, volunteer services program, workshops, and County Human Assistance staff.
Thus, there are many different providers offering services to the residents of Franklin Villa,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sacramento County Department of Human Assistance
Sacramento County Department of Health and Human Services
Sacramento County Probation Department
Sacramento County Unified School District
Sacramento Employment and Training Agency
Visions Unlimited, Inc.

Another example is the Agency's collaboration with Sacramento Mutual Housing to replace
blighted multi-family housing in the North Sacramento Redevelopment Project Area and to
rehabilitate existing housing. Community oversight on this proposal was provided by the
Uptown Community Development Corporation and the Dixieanne Area Neighborhood
Association (DANA), organizations which the Agency helped to establish. Evergreen Estates is
a 57-unit multifamily property in the Dixieanne neighborhood of North Sacramento. In 1992,
Sacramento Mutual Housing Association purchased and rehabilitated the property, and has
successfully owned and managed it ever since. The 1992 rehabilitation included a reduction in
density of this previous problem property by two buildings (from 65 to 57 units). In June 2001
the City Council and Redevelopment Agency approved a plan to complete work items that were
not critical issues in 1992, or were otherwise outside of SMHA's financial capacity at that time
The former Lexington Apartments site is on the opposite corner from Evergreen'. Before the
Agency purchased and demolished the property in 1999-2000, it was a 67-unit boarded and
vacant apartment complex that had a long-standing history of property mismanagement and
nuisance problems. In 1995, due to owner default, the lender foreclosed. The City, after
numerous attempts to work with the lender to repair the property and contain drug and gang
activity, initiated court actions and filed a permanent injunction against the bank'in 1997.
SVOC Affordable Homes (SVOC), a nonprofit organization, submitted an offer to the then
current owner, Washington Mutual, to purchase the property in 1998 and requested Agency
funding for rehabilitation. Because of the functional obsolescence of the property and serious
code deficiencies, the Agency, SVOC, and the community determined that the best immediate
course of action was to purchase and demolish the property, which eliminated the continuing
nuisance it was causing the surrounding neighborhood, In June 1999, the Agency entered into an
owner participation agreement with SVOC to provide funds to purchase the property. Because
the lender received tax benefits for selling the property to a nonprofit organization, Washington
Mutual discounted the purchase price.
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Through a double escrow, SVOC then sold the property to the Agency to demolish and hold for
future development. The source of funds for the property acquisition, asbestos abatement, and
demolition was the City Housing Trust Fund, which obligated the Agency to use the site for
housing. On February 8, 2000, the Agency adopted a Replacement Housing Plan for Lexington
Apartments, which further required the Agency to replace the 67 units (or equivalent of 102
bedrooms) at the same level of low-income affordability, either on-site or otherwise within the
North Sacramento Redevelopment Area.
SVOC, still interested in developing the property, partnered with Sacramento Mutual Housing
Association in late 1999. SVOC, SMHA, and their respective membership and resident strategy
teams jointly developed a housing concept for the Lexington site comprised of 21 three-and fourbedroom townhouses around a central courtyard, with a multipurpose building to be shared with
the adjacent SMHA-owned Evergreen Estates.
•

As a result of intensive community input, SMHA and SVOC redesigned the original
project proposal to better meet the community's desires for a more urban-style
development that faces the street, does not have perimeter fencing, and offers varied
architectural treatments on the street elevations that complement the historic styles found
elsewhere in the neighborhood. Furthermore, SMHA and SVOC agreed to share the
multipurpose building, with its meeting room, computer training lab, kitchenette, and
other features with the neighborhood association. This meets DANA's needs to have a
permanent meeting location for its Board, a location to host senior and youth activities,
and a place for special neighborhood events. SMHA, SVOC, and DANA also developed
informal partnerships to tackle other joint needs such as a day care center, neighborhood
clean-up days, and fundraising activities for the Dixieanne Tot Lot. In addition, Agency
staff agreed to pursue new programs for North Sacramento to better stimulate home
ownership, rehabilitation of boarded and vacant homes, and development of single-family
owner-occupied housing. SMHA will share the use of the multipurpose building with
DANA in order to facilitate its meetings and programs, as coordinated through the
programming committee. The Agency provided $530,000 in HOME funds for this
project.

2) Describe the relationship between the jurisdiction and the public housing authority.
In Sacramento, the housing authority is combined with the redevelopment agency to form the
Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency (SHRA). SHRA administers the
Consolidated Plan for the City and County of Sacramento, so coordination between the
jurisdiction and the housing authority is much easier, Commissioners of the housing
authority governing board are appointed by the City Council and the Board of Supervisors,
and final decisions are made at City Council and Board of Supervisor meetings. Hiring,
contracting, and procurement are carried out by employees of the SHRA for the housing
authority.
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In January 2000, the HUD required Comprehensive Plan for public housing authorities was
approved for the period from October 1, 1999 to September 30, 2004. Annual updates to this
plan are presented to the governing boards for review. If the housing authority wishes to
develop new public housing, the City or County governing boards review and approve, or
deny, these proposals. Since funding for the construction or purchase of new public housing
units has not been available in the past few years, development of new housing is not
expected to occur in 2002. The City and County also review any proposals by the housing
authority to demolish or sell projects. There are no plans to demolish any properties in 2002.
In 2002, the housing authority is continuing with their program to sell individual Agency
owned single-family units to qualified buyers. The Agency has sold 45 public housing units
to Section 8 participants, conventional housing residents, and low-income members of the
public to date, and anticipates selling a total of 20 units in 2001.
3) Consolidated Plan Administration and CP Program Administration
SHRA continues to serve as the lead agency for administration of the Consolidated Plan
application and reporting. Approximately four full-time staff work on City and County
Consolidated Plan and CDBG administration. In addition, two half-time administrators are
assigned to the HOME program.
Staff continues to work on improving the administration of the CDBG and HOME programs
in 2002. Performance monitoring is conducted throughout the funding and implementation
cycle using such methods as upfront technical assistance, ongoing rev iew of bills and reports,
and onsite monitoring.
First, CDBG staff continues to provide technical assistance to Agency staff as they develop
projects and programs for funding. Internal forms document key features of projects such as
location, scope, timeframes, implementing entities, and intended beneficiaries. 2020 mapping
is done by CDBG staff to ensure compliance if the national objective is area benefit.
Also, CDBG administrative staff offers two half-day annual training sessions in CDBG
basics, including eligible activities, federal overlays such as labor standards and procurement,
and administrative and financial requirements. Recordkeeping is emphasized (CDBG
conducts an annual review of activity files according to a file checklist and staff are notified
of deficiencies). One training is geared toward Agency staff responsible for implementing or
overseeing implementation of CDBG-funded activities. The second is for nonprofit and
governmental subrecipients receiving CDBG funding. We have offered this training during
the months of December and April in the past, but intend to move up the subrecipient
training from April by several months to coincide with the contract cycle. Additionally, we
will provide a greater emphasis on financial management using the information gained at
recent HUD training on the subject.
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Improvements have been made to agreement scopes and bill processing. Prior to contracting
with nonprofit subrecipients, Agency staff ensures non-profit status, fiscal responsibility as
accounted for in the applicant's most recent financial audit, and proper insurance. All
subrecipient agreements include overall goals and objectives; specific tasks; line item budget;
implementation time frame; federal regulatory requirements; and monitoring/reporting
requirements for that specific program. Subrecipients are required to submit quarterly reports
that include the number of low-and-moderate income clients and their ethnicity and
significant accomplishments (such as client outreach, follow-up or referral to other
programs, education seminars, and marketing efforts). Quarterly reporting updates from
subrecipients provide cumulative analysis for each activity implemented in the current year
and track the collective efforts of the City and County to achieve the priorities in the
Consolidated Plan. Staff has created a standard billing invoice form with authorized
signature and provides subrecipients with standard billing.

A significant effort to improve coordination with city departments carrying out CDBG
activities was begun in 2001 and will continue in 2002. Meeting regularly with Public
Works and Parks and Recreation departments in particular, Agency staff have worked to
improve communication and processes related to project approval, agreement processing,
billing documentation, project implementation and closeout. With greater coordination and
communication, it is expected that project scopes will be clearer; cost estimating more
accurate; timelines mutually agreed upon; more timely expenditure of funds; and better
documentation of compliance with federal requirements. Agency staff is planning a special
training for City staff on federal rules related to procurement and labor standards and this
will be regularly offered. Internally, SHRA's own Design and Construction Department will
play a greater role in construction management of CDBG processes, including review of
plans, change orders, and billing and will facilitate the close out of construction.
Subrecipient monitoring is conducted by CDBG staff throughout the year. A monitoring
schedule and log ensures an on-site monitoring visit at least once every two years for
subrecipients. Monitoring visits consist of reviewing implemented activities for compliance
with the relevant administrative and regulatory requirements. Technical assistance is
emphasized and any deficiencies are noted in a corrective letter. If appropriate, future funds
may not be released until the subrecipient has shown that deficiencies have been corrected.
Finally, staff has devised an Excel spreadsheet that tracks all CDBG expenditures against the
overall program's 1.5 expenditure requirements. Activities that are slow moving are
identified to determine if funding should be switched to another activity. This is
accomplished in a mid-year reprogramming. The spreadsheet indicates expected
expenditures, and beginning in June or so, CDBG staff work with project leads and managers
to identify slow-moving activities or activities where billings need to occur. Subrecipients
have been very cooperative in responding to this concern.
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FOSTERING PUBLIC HOUSING RESIDENT INITIATIVES
Describe the actions that the jurisdiction will take to encourage public housing residents
to be more involved in the management of their projects.
Sacramento's public housing authority continues to involve residents in management in
several ways. The main vehicles for resident involvement are the Resident Committees that
are organized at each of the large public housing developments located in the city such as,
River Oaks and New Helvetia. In addition, an overall Resident Council is organized to
oversee the operations as a whole. These groups are similar in nature to a neighborhood
council where residents can raise concerns about the management of the development with
housing authority staff and work to resolve problems. In addition, a ,separate group is
organized to help administer and develop priorities for the funds that the housing authority
receives for the modernization of public housing units. Two public housing residents also
serve on the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Commission.
In addition to the above, the housing authority contracts with residents to serve in the
capacity as caretaker for their housing development when there is no on-site management.
Their duties include serving as an emergency contact, policing the grounds, light cleanup,
and informing management of any problems related to their development.

ENHANCING COORDINATION BETWEEN PUBLIC HOUSING AND SOCIAL
SERVICE AGENCIES
The Resident Services Division of SHRA has coordinated and sponsored activities for
families, seniors and persons with disabilities since the early 1980's. Programs are reviewed
on an annual basis and new programs are added or deleted based on requests from residents
or in response to legislation. For example, the Welfare Reform Act made it necessary to
focus even more attention on moving residents into full employment than in the past.
Resident Services Staff endeavor to stay knowledgeable about what services are available in
the community to assist residents and to bring the services to the developments whenever
possible. The following programs are currently available to residents in the family and
senior/disabled developments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
City of Sacramento

Family Self Sufficiency Program (concentrating on employment, education
and job training)
After School recreation and tutoring programs - in partnership with Boys and
Girls Club of Greater America and Sacramento City Parks and Recreations
Computer Training Center (River Oaks development)
Neighborhood Policing
Youth sports leagues
Sacramento County service programs (drug and alcohol counseling, TANF
eligibility, family counseling)
California State University Student Nursing Program (preventative health
maintenance clinic)
Senior Nutrition Program
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•
•

Grocery shuttle bus for seniors/disabled
Senior companion program

•
•

Senior telecare program (daily telephone contact for at risk seniors)
Public Housing Homeownership Program

•

Summer recreation and lunch programs

REMOVING BARRIERS TO AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Low-income families face many obstacles when trying to become a homeowner. The
Agency provides a variety of homebuyer programs designed to assist low and moderate
income people to achieve homeownership. The Agency offers Mortgage Credit Certificate
(MCC) program that provides 15 percent federal income tax credit based on the mortgage
interest paid. For first-time homebuyers, the First-Time Homebuyer Program provides up to
four percent of the sales prices in the form of a deferred loan for down payment and closing
cost assistance. In certain redevelopment areas, the program has additional incentives to
encourage purchase in these areas. The Agency also offers the Teacher Home Purchase
Program which provides an MCC along with down payment assistance in the amount of
$7,500 in exchange for the teacher agreeing to teach in a low-performing school for five
years.
The Home Loan Counseling Center and the Sacramento Neighborhood Housing Service
assists low-income families with homeownership education services. The Agency requires
potential first-time homebuyers to attend the classes provided by the Home Loan Counseling
Center in order to be eligible for the down payment assistance programs.
The Multifamily New Construction Loan program addresses the need to provide additional
affordable housing by providing gap financing necessary to produce new units with
affordable rents. It also reduces the housing cost burden for tenants by placing long-term
restrictions on rent of subsidized units; and reduces overcrowding by allowing production of
3+ bedroom units at affordable rental rates. The Agency provided funding for 608 new units
under this loan program last year. The Agency anticipates completing approximately 554
units in this program in 2002.
The Multifamily Rehabilitation Loan Program reduces a housing cost burden for tenants by
placing long-term restrictions on rent of subsidized units, and reduces overcrowding by
allowing rehabilitated units to be enlarged to 3+ bedroom units at affordable rent rates. The
Agency provided funding for 794 rehabilitated units for low-income families under this loan
program last year. The Agency anticipates completing approximately 825 units in this
program in 2002.
REMOVING OBSTACLES TO UNDERSERVED NEEDS
HUD defines underserved needs as follows: 1) housing overcrowding, 2) overpayment for
housing, and 3) substandard housing. The Housing Authority has in the past and continues to
address all three issues by providing affordable, habitable and non-crowded housing to lowincome residents. The Housing Authority's Section 8 program enables individuals and
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families with housing choice vouchers (vouchers) to rent housing anywhere in the city or
county. The Section 8 program is currently assisting 4,225 residents in the city and 4,094
residents in the county. The Housing Authority will continue to seek additional vouchers, as
they become available. It is anticipated that during the last quarter of 2001, the Housing
Authority will offer a homeownership program to Section 8 participates. The Housing
Authority's Public Housing program provides 3,614 housing units for low- and very lowincome residents. Of the 3,614 units, 2,105 units are in the city and 1,106 units are in the
county. There are an additional 403 units that are not part of the Public Housing program,
but are available for rent to low-income persons residing in the city or the county.
Also, SHRA continues to offer loans to developers, non-profits and property owners for the
rehabilitation of substandard housing and for the development of new affordable housing.
Code enforcement programs operated by both the City and County of Sacramento, and the
cities of Elk Grove, Folsom, Citrus Heights and Galt will also continue to address the
problem of substandard housing.
FOSTERING AND MAINTAINING AFFORDABLE HOUSING
The Agency's Boarded and Vacant Programs provides incentives to developers to purchase,
rehabilitate and sell boarded and vacant single family homes to qualified low-income
families. The Agency targeted distressed neighborhoods with high incidence of boarded and
vacant housing. Of the 112 units purchased by developers, 88 have been sold to low to
moderate-income families. Forty-five of the units were on the City's dangerous building list.
The Agency will continue to work with developers and neighborhoods to bring substandard,
inhabitable properties back into use as owner-occupied housing.
Financial incentives continue to be available for developers who wish to develop or
rehabilitate affordable housing in the City and County, and long-term rent restrictions are
part of all loan criteria. Due to the long-term restriction of current HUD loan agreements,
there is an increasing tendency for multi-family owners to "opt-out" of offering affordable
units once their HUD agreement expires, thereby reducing the supply of affordable housing.
The Agency is continuing to support efforts by partnering with community organizations to
encourage those owners to accept Section 8 voucher tenants at these units so that they are not
forced to move if rents are raised once the agreements expire. The Agency is increasing the
number of Section 8 vouchers available to qualified low-income families. The Agency has
implemented a free credit check program for owners willing to accept Section 8 clients and
will implement a Section 8 Voucher Homeownership Program. The Agency will also begin
entering into contracts with owners to use vouchers for Project Based Assistance. The
Section 8 Housing and Applications Division is continuing its efforts to streamline some of
its processes through a pilot program that will afford more one-on-one contact with owners
and provide informational workshops for current and potential owners in an effort to
encourage owner participation in the Section 8 program.
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SHRA has been successful in obtaining $1,400,000 in CalHome funds from the State
Department of Housing and Community Development. These funds will provide
homeownership assistance, owner-occupied rehabilitation loans, and a program for the repair
of manufactured housing.
SHRA continues to operate homebuyer programs including the First-Time Homebuyer
Programs, the Mortgage Credit Certificate Program, and the new Teacher Home Purchase
Program. These homebuyer programs provide down payment and closing cost assistance in
the form of deferred payment loans and grants. The MCC program provides a 15% federal
income tax credit which reduces the homeowner's income tax and increases buying power.
The Teacher Home Purchase Program provides both down payment assistance and a
mortgage credit certificates to teachers who agree to teach in low-performing schools for five
year.

REMOVING IMPEDIMENTS TO FAIR HOUSING
The Consolidated Plan requires the jurisdiction to certify that it will affirmatively further fair
housing, which means that it will conduct an analysis to identify impediments to fair housing
choice within its jurisdiction and take appropriate action to overcome the effects of any
identified impediments. In February 1996, SHRA published the "Analysis to Impediments
and Recommendations to Eliminate Impediments" which identified 23 impediments to fair
housing and recommended actions.
As part of the 2002 Action Plan, the City and County will continue to address three
impediments to fair housing, listed below, that were identified in its 1996 Analysis of
Impediments to Fair Housing Choice. Impediments 1 and 2 were included in the two-year
action plan for 1996 and 1997. Progress in ameliorating identified impediments to fair
housing choice have been reported in the annual Consolidated Annual Performance and
Evaluation Reporting (CAPER) report. Staff will continue to do more work in these areas as
described below.
SHRA will also begin developing a process for updating the Analysis of Impediments to Fair
Housing Choice in conjunction with development of a new five-year Consolidated Plan (the
current Plan expires in 2002). SHRA will contract with a fair housing consultant through a
request for proposal process. The consultant, in conjunction with SHRA, will develop the
methodology for the analysis within the context of federal and state fair housing law
requirements, HUD regulations and case law decisions. The analysis will be structured to
provide an overview of Sacramento's demographic, employment, income, social services,
transportation, educational and housing profiles. Additionally, the scope of the analysis will
provide information about, among other things, relevant public policies/practices regarding
zoning and building codes and their possible impact on fair housing choice and institutional
practices in all aspects of the real estate industry that may impact fair housing choice.
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Impediment 1.
Sacramento lacks an effective, systematic method for information collection on issues
such as racial steering, and housing discrimination complaints.
The 1996 Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice identified the Human Rights
Fair Housing Commission (Commission) as the responsible entity for addressing this
impediment. The Commission is the only local entity engaged in tracking and
investigating housing discrimination complaints and thus serves as a statistical
clearinghouse for the greater Sacramento area on fair housing issues.
During 2000 and 2001, SHRA conducted an assessment of the Commission's activities
with respect to fair housing. The results of the assessment have enabled SHRA to
redefine the scope of services and reporting documents for fair housing activities that the
Commission will undertake in 2002. It is expected that the new and improved reporting
documents and implementation of best practices in fair housing investigations will
facilitate development of a comprehensive data collection base that identifies and tracks
discriminatory practices against groups protected under the Fair Housing Act. Data
collection and analysis will be ongoing with cumulative monthly updates and can be
easily summarized in an annual report so that year-to-year comparisons can be made.
The data will be available to both the private and public sectors. Some of the information
that is included in the new reporting format are: identification of protected classes
affected; investigation, testing and outcomes; location of suspected discrimination; and
patterns of home purchases by protected classes in various neighborhoods. The
information can now be mapped so that remediation measures can be targeted to areas
where discriminatory practices appear concentrated.
Impediment 2.
Sacramento lacks a regional approach to fair housing planning.
To begin establishment of a regional fair housing planning effort, SHRA plans to
coordinate with other service providers in the fair housing arena. SHRA intends to hold
three meetings during the 2002 Action Plan year to develop a coordinated approach to
information collection and delivery of fair housing services. Some of the organizations
that SHRA will solicit for participation in these meetings include Legal Services of
Northern California, Protection and Advocacy (advocate for the persons with
disabilities), the Fair Housing Hotline Project in Woodland (operated by Legal Services
of Northern California), the Sacramento Housing Alliance, the Human Rights/Fair
Housing Commission, and the Northern California Fair Housing Coalition.
These meetings will be timely in that coordination and information exchange with other
fair housing services providers will be essential for development of the Analysis of
Impediments document during 2002.
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Impediment 3.
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data revealed a pattern of lending which
disproportionately under serves applicants from low-income and/or predominately
minority communities.

Last year, the Human Rights Fair Housing Commission began a collaboration with the
California Reinvestment Committee to participate in a statewide audit of predatory
second mortgage lending patterns. The audit focused on major urban centers in
California including San Diego, Los Angeles, Oakland, San Francisco and Sacramento.
The elements of the audit, the training of the persons who will be interviewing
respondents and the development of the questionnaire for those who may have been
victims of unfair lending practices have been completed. The Human Rights Fair
Housing Commission has completed the mailing of questionnaires and is currently in the
process of interviewing potential victims of predatory lending. Ii is expected that the
entire statewide audit will be completed by the end of 2001 with a report of findings to be
released shortly thereafter.
During 2002, this data will be used to determine how pervasive second mortgage
predatory lending is in California (and for purposes of the Action Plan, in Sacramento)
and the segments of the population that are victimized by and most vulnerable to these
practices. Drafting legislation to address this issue in a comprehensive way will begin.
The results of this audit will be extremely useful in preparation of SHRA's Analysis of
Impediments to Fair Housing Choice.
HOME MATCH PLAN
In Sacramento, HOME funds primarily provide loans for multi-family housing projects, and
assistance to homebuyers. It is the practice to provide HOME funds sufficient to fund the
gap not met by other sources of financing (i.e., HOME is the source of last resort).
Therefore, all projects have additional sources of financing that may contribute to the
required HOME match. At the time of loan approval, and again at loan setup in the
Department of Housing and Urban Development software package called, Integrated
Disbursement and Information System (IDIS), the sources of financing for each project are
reviewed to determine eligible match contribution.
Sacramento is fortunate to have many sophisticated developers which regularly use potential
match funds such as state tax credits, bond financing, grants, and below market rate
financing from private financial institutions. As a result, the ability of each project to bring
matching funds has never been a problem.
The use of relational databases enables Sacramento to track match contributions throughout
the year. Any concern about a shortfall would be predicted early leaving sufficient time to
work with developers to cure the condition.
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OTHER FORMS OF INVESTMENT NOT DESCRIBED IN 24 CFR 92.205
SHRA does not offer programs that use forms of investment not described in the HOME
regulations (CFR 92.205.)
RESALE OR RECAPTURE GUIDELINES FOR HOME FIRST-TIME
HOMEBUYER PROGRAM
Homes receiving assistance from the First-Time Home Buyer program funded with HOME
Funds are subject to a ten-year regulatory restriction. For ten years from the date of
execution of loan documents, the home must be occupied by buyers whose qualifying
household income does not exceed eighty percent (80%) of the median income for
Sacramento Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) as determined by HUD. The income
limits are adjusted for household size.
If the borrower conveys any interest in the property, one of two things must happen:
The regulatory restrictions shall pass to the buyer. These restrictions arc:

1)
•
•

•

2)

The buyer's household income must not exceed eighty percent (80%) of
the median income for the SMSA;
As a condition of sale, the buyer shall assume the loan, shall agree in
writing to by bound by the provisions of the Loan Agreement, shall
execute all instruments necessary to effectuate such assumption and shall
record such instruments as the Agency shall reasonably request. The
buyer shall receive credit for the time during which Borrower resided in
the property; and
The purchase price and the appraised value (including any rehabilitation
and improvements required as a condition of the loan) for the property
shall not exceed ninety-five percent (95%) of the median purchase price
for the type of single-family housing for the jurisdiction as determined by
HUD.
Or
The borrower must repay the amount then due on the loan, including all
principal and accrued interest determined at the rate of five percent (5%)
simple interest, which principle and interest has not otherwise been repaid
or forgiven.

MULTIFAMILY REFINANCING GUIDELINES
The Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency (SHRA) will permit the use of
HOME funds to refinance existing debt on a multifamily housing development under the
following conditions:
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1. Purpose

a)

Refinancing shall maintain current affordability and/or create additional
affordable units.

b)

Refinancing shall achieve management practices that will ensure the
housing's long term habitability and sound financial operations.

II. General Eligibility Rules
a)

Refinancing will be eligible for multifamily developments within the City
and County of Sacramento. Priority will be given to developments in
lower income neighborhoods and designated revitalization areas.

b)

HOME funds may not be used to refinance multifamily loans made or
insured by any federal program. Projects with nonfederal first position
loans that are the subject of the restructuring may have subordinate loans
entered into by SHRA with HOME or other sources of funds, which are
not being refinanced.

c)

Applications for refinancing will be subject to SHRA's Multifamily Loan
Process and Policies. Applications are accepted every two months and are
reviewed according to the standards outlined, including requirements for a
rehabilitation scope of work and cost estimates. The SHRA Housing
Division's loan underwriting standards will be used to determine the
feasibility of the refinancing plan.

III. Rehabilitation Requirements
Rehabilitation must be a component of any refinancing activity. Eligibility for
refinancing will be determined by the greater of• a minimum of $5,000 per unit in rehabilitation costs, or
•

rehabilitation expenses equal to or greater than 40 percent of the refinancing
cost.

Rehabilitation costs shall be used primarily for health and safety improvements,
correcting code violations, replacing and repairing deteriorated fixtures, and
extending the useful life of building systems. Replacement reserve studies may
be required based on useful life calculations of major systems; if carried out, they
will form the basis of capitalizing a replacement reserve as part of the
rehabilitation eligible for funding
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IV. Affordability Requirements
Housing preserved through refinancing and rehabilitation shall carry a 30-year
regulatory agreement that carries income and rent restrictions consistent with
HOME program rules. At least 20 percent of all assisted units must be affordable
to persons earning less than 50 percent of the area median; the balance of assisted
unites shall house persons earning no more than 80 percent of the area median
income.

V. Management Practices
A thorough review of management practices and financial records will be part of
the application process to determine that no distributions or withdrawal of equity
have taken place, and that the property's operating costs are reasonable and
comparable to similar projects. The project's income and expense statements and
owner's tax returns will be required as part of the application package.
If deficiencies are found in the property's management systems (financial,
maintenance, work order efficiency, tenant screening, etc.), SHRA may require
the replacement of the property manager or place other conditions to ensure that
the physical and financial needs of housing will be met.
VI. Single-Family Housing
Refinancing of existing debt is eligible for single family (one to four units)
owner-occupied housing when CDBG funds are used to rehabilitate the housing
and CDBG funds are used to reduce the overall housing costs to the borrower and
make the housing more affordable.
REFINANCING (SUBORDINATION) GUIDELINES FOR OWNER-OCCUPIED
PROPERTIES
To the extent permitted by federal loan programs administered by the Agency and current
loan underwriting standards, refinancing of senior debt to achieve an interest rate
reduction or conversion from adjustable to fixed at the same rate or less, may be
considered unless excluded by program guidelines or loan documents. Inclusion of credit
debt or junior secured debt will not be allowed. Inclusion of funds for additional home
repair and elderly medical expenses may be considered, however, taking a junior position
to a reverse mortgage will not be allowed.
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HOMELESS AND OTHER SPECIAL NEEDS ACTIVITIES
Emergency Shelter Needs
The Sacramento City and County community is committed to meeting the emergency
shelter needs of its homeless individuals and families. The shelter system currently in
place provides the basic housing and supportive service needs of this population. A new
social services complex, providing consolidated services to the homeless, was completed
at North A Street in Sacramento in 2001. This property houses an 80-bed shelter
(administered by Salvation Army), a homeless mentally ill health treatment center, drug
and alcohol treatment, employment services, and County Department of Human
Assistance (DHA) administration offices. A 120 bed homeless shelter will be added to
this location within the next 2 years.
1.
Each year the Department of Human Assistance (DHA) Homeless program contracts for
the implementation of a Winter Overflow Shelter Program. This program is located at
California Exposition grounds (Cal EXPO). The 2000/2001 Winter Overflow Program
began one month early providing shelter and meals for women and children, due to a cold
spell and reports from homeless providers of the large numbers of women and children
being turned away from existing emergency shelters.

Because of the lack of available shelter and the continuing numbers of homeless women
and children needing shelter after the close of the Winter Overflow Program, DHA
contracted with Francis House to provide shelter for up to ten families from April 16,
2001 through October 31, 2001.
Transitional Needs of Homeless Individuals and Families
Sacramento County continues to fund Transitional Housing Programs (THP) such as the
VOA readiness program and the Family Transitional Program, Lutheran Social Services
THP, the Mather THP program, Quinn Cottages, and Traveler's Aid's Families Beyond
Transition. Transitional housing programs include services to address client's barriers to
stable and productive lives such as employment and training, life`skills, health and mental
health treatment, and drug and alcohol treatment.
Prevention of Homelessness of Low-income Individuals and Families With Children
Traveler's Aid Emergency Assistance Agency and Lutheran Social Services formed a
collaborative project called Families Beyond Transition that serves families with
moderate to severe barriers to end the cycle of homelessness, such as substance abuse,
mental health problems or domestic violence.
DHA and St. John's Shelter for Women and Children will continue to work together in
2001 to find a new facility for the shelter, as the current facility is severely overcrowded
and inadequate for the needs of the families and staff.. DHA also works through the State
of California Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) program to provide
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assistance to the homeless. DHA and Volunteers of America have developed the
CalWORKs Transitional Housing Program designed to provide safe and stable housing
with supportive services to 12 TANF eligible, working or ready-to-work families. Once
they find permanent housing, recently homeless families are also given assistance to pay
utility bills through DHA.
Transition to Permanent Housing and Independent Living
The need for permanent housing with supportive services for those afflicted with
HIV/AIDS is a national as well as local priority. In an effort to address the need for
permanent housing with supportive services for homeless individuals and families, living
with HIV/AIDS, Sacramento County DHA has aggressively pursued the acquisition of
appropriate housing units for this population during this fiscal year. Four important steps
have been taken which will dramatically increase the number of permanent housing units.
These include the Breaking Barriers Shelter Project, the purchase of Steven Place by
AIDS Housing Alliance, the issuance of an RFP for additional property acquisition and
the setting aside of 25 Shelter Plus Care Section 8 Certificates to be used by homeless
individuals and families with HIV/AIDS.

The Breaking Barriers Shelter Program was funded in September 2000, through a Special
Projects of National Significance (SPNS) grant from HUD. The project will provide an
emergency shelter for up to 90 days. In addition, after successfully completing one of the
Transitional Housing Programs (24 months), the project will provide 120 Section 8
vouchers, which will be used in conjunction with supportive ser,'rices, provided to
facilitate independent living. The project should be in full operation by November 2001.
The purchase of Steven Place by AIDS Housing Alliance in July 2001 was completed, in
part, with the use of HOPWA funds. This facility will provide a total of 15 apartments
for individuals and families with HIV/AIDS. The project will provide not only
permanent housing, but will include on site case management for residents.
Sacramento County DHA has also issued a Request for Proposals for $750,000 to fund a
minimum of 5 permanent housing units and associated supportive services to individuals
and families. This proposal is funded using HUD/HOPWA dollars, which Sacramento
County/City receive as a formula grant.
Sacramento County DHA administers the Shelter Plus Care Program, which offers a total
of 325 vouchers to eligible applicants, 25 of which are dedicated to individuals or
families with HIV/AIDS. The remainder is distributed according to general eligibility
criteria. At this time, 270 of the 325 vouchers have been issued, and it is expected that
the remainder will be issued soon. Sacramento County DHA intends to seek an
expansion of this program in the 2002 HUD Super NOFA application process. The
Shelter Plus Care Program requires the involvement of an assigned Case Manager for
each eligible resident, thereby providing the supportive services i equired for continued
eligibility for this program.
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These acquisitions will increase the total number of available permanent housing with
supportive services units by a minimum of 165. This is a significant increase in the
number of units available to homeless individuals and families with HIV/AIDS. These
units are being funded using a combination of HOPWA and other private and
public/grant funds.
Permanent housing with on-going supportive services is also available through Shelter
Plus Care program and the Transitional Living and Community Services Co-op
apartments. Shelter Plus Care is a program, funded by HUD, where the primary focus is
the provision of permanent housing in conjunction with supportive services. The housing
component is accomplished through the use of vouchers issued to eligible homeless
applicants. These vouchers remain in effect as long as the client/applicant complies with
the specific terms of their eligibility. One of these terms is their on-going involvement
with case management services, directed at addressing the issues that contribute to the
individual's homelessness.

Transitional Living and Community Support (TLCS) currently offers a total of 49
permanent housing units through the Co-Op apartment program. These are available at
two different sites: The Bell Street Co-Op apartments (29 units) and Cordova Village (20
units). These units provide permanent housing with supportive services to homeless
individuals and families with mental illness. The Co-Op apartments are funded through
grants from federal and state sources, as well as client fees paid for share-of-cost rent.
The focus to commitment and improvement in this area is twofold in the coming yearexpanding and maintaining. The recent Super NOFA contained as its top priority a
permanent housing program with supportive services for individuals living with mental
illness.
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sAcRAMENTO HOUSING AND REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
NEGATIVE bECLARATION
Purzrf;t3Y t.a DiVlSiOn G, Titfa I4,Cf;aptet-33; lartic!cari, Sc-cikorr;:.l5ui0 nod 150 "I of tht3^^fiforr^ a ArfiTr3ni ,tr^i^ug

-,j-)[jptNr;a_%aritto tho

ProCUdu.:3., for'Prrr , rztEon<tnd F'roceairq ofEnvirorunentJ DocumonLS Woptfld bytho S v:rr^n^^iltc^ f•luusinq 'ared Red^veiopr
Age rv_v f,i,r ftrant to ResokAian N,iratbQr SHR.C xL(r 3'l, tho Envirorunortt'l Coordin m,or of rho SacrsrnLr^!o Hcxasirigont3 Radavrjtoprtont
r^^rrcy ot.:^^CSrn^'r^tn C unty ;iz^+; r^f C afirorniti; J a,;r; tYrc4,aa°ia.
dv;.1^ro, publish, cenrS cau,e,(o lae fFlcad'with the County Cicrkof
Sacramemo County, Stv,a otCr,lil urnra.this ^ t.;qa ve La oration . ',he Project is doscrib.:•d.ssfollows:

1. F'ROip-erT77`Le AND Strorrri]FSC:RiPr,pt+f: ADOPTION OF THE SACRAMENTO CITY AND COUNTY 2002
CONSOLIDATED PLAN ONE YEAR ACTION PLAN FOR: COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
(CDBG); HOME iNVE,5TME-NT PARTNERSHIP (HOME): EMERGENCY SHELI-CR-GRANT
AND
HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES FOR PEOPLE WITH AIDS (HOPWA)PRQGRA.MS.The proposed project
cnnsists of the approval of the City and County's submittal for receipt of 2002 funds from the U. S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development for federal CDBG, HOME, ESO ant1.H©PWA programs.
2. P/2t7JL-"CTLOCA7TO9VANf3ASSESSt?R'sPARCEL NU,Wf3FI2. TY1eprdjleC,tCC7nSi5t:;QF numerous StYtallprGty@cts
andprograms to be implemented throughout tt3eCity:antl County of Sac-ramentoi

3. PROJECT PROPONEINT. Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
4. SA1bPi4'0JkC7° WJ1.1_ Nor tf.AVE;4 SlC*.AftF1CAFeCT EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT FOR THE FOLLOMNG REASONS:
a: it does:not have the potential'to degrad e-the quality of the environment, substantiality. reduce : the habitat
.of afish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below self sustaining levels,
threaten to eliminate a.plartt or animal community, reduce the number or.. restrict the rartge^af a.rare
or endangered plant or animal or ekiminate important examples of the major Obriods of California
history or prehistory,
b.

It does not have the potential to achieve short-term, to the disadvantage of long4erm, environmental
goals

c_

It will not have impacts that are individually limited, but cumulatively considerable.

d. It will not have , environmental effects that will cause substantial adverse effects on human beings,
t^itherdir^-,Ctly or indirectly,
As a result thereof, the preparation of an Environmental Impact Report pursuant to the Environmental
t2+avfity Act (Division 15 of the Public Resources Code of tht: State of California) is not required.
6. This Initial Study has been pzrforrnedby the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency in-support
of this Negative Dectarat3on. For additional information, contact the Agency at 630 I .Street, Sacramento,
California, 95814, {915} 440-1330,
SACRAMENTO HOUSING , AND REnEVELOPMENT AGENCY
Sacramento County, State of California
I,

GAIL M. ERVIN. GAIL E4<viN CONS(;_ t tNG for the
Sacramentca Hcsur,ing and Riedevelc prri-ent Age-ncy
SHRAJCG}Bt'>.z0D2r=2 CDBG Na
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SactalM+^nt
Housing &

Redevelopment
Agency

PUBLIC . NOTICE OF INTENT TO ADOPT A
NEC A TTt!E' I71E(j'LARATIC}14
NOTICE is hereby. Wven that a Negative Declaration has been, prepared by the: 'Sacraniento
Housing and itedevc:fopnnertt Agency and is available for public review piarsualit to California
Envrtroniriental t:?iislity Act Guideli[tt^.
TTTLE;

r1IK11'TI()N Of lTIE StS.CR)"4ENTD CITY AND COUNTY 2002
t't)NSOI.Ii)ATF D PLAN {a)tirl° YC.t1R ACTION PLAN FOR: CONIMUNrl'Y
INVESTMENT
l)I;VI~I.OI'h9i=.NT
131.QCK GRANT (C:DBC3), I1Ull31]
PARTNERSHIP (HC?ttF); i---.Tti11::RGr?,Nf:v SI1T^;( `t'klt .GIiANT (FSC'x); AND
1-i()tJ51N{i O[?P0RTUNITIE'4 i'Qlt PI-1ZS()NS W11-11 AIDS (ROPWA)
PR()(ittAfvfS.

LOCATION: `I`tte project consists ol' nunrerous small capital inrliroveiinunt, housing and public
service projects to be implemented throughout the City and County of Sacramentra.
Ct:.NF[tAl, [)1;SC[tlt'`I`tON: T he, proposed rroject consists of the approval of:the City and
County's subnlitta1 for rcccipt qf'2W2 iiznds horn the U.S, DepLuonzent df- Housittg and Urban
Develt:^n^ent t^ ar le^ieral C1313G,ItC)41t', ESCi ,^nd 1[OP^A.;pto^^a

The Ne`,ative t)ecl,.tr-atioii and documents referenced in the proposed Negative
RFVlE't'V:
Ue.^:.(aration n.ay be, tevte«Cd at the 16llovntg location betwctm 9:00 Am and 5:00 p.m.:
Sacramento I Iorrsing anti Redevelopment Agency
Legal Department
630 t Street. Third Floor
Sacranicntu, California 95814

Questions or comment,: rcl,arding the proposed prAjeet and Negative Declaration should be
directed to the Saeram^nto Housing and Redevetnpntettt Agency at the above address, or by
phone at (916)440-1 330 The cctrnmetit period begins October S, 2001 and comments must he
received no later than S^ilt} P.M., October 29, 2U01
Public hearings will be held on this project etn October 1.7, 2001 by the Sacirwriento Housing and
1Ledc+,x.1oppicnt t:'oinmissiott, 6 ,00 p nt at WO I StrcL^^t;.om Octo ber 30, 2001 by the Sacranit;nta
City Council, 2i00 p.nt. at City 11a1?. 915 I Sncet; anil on Ncrvertltier 6, 2001 bv the Sacramento
Gounty1`30ard 01'St.ipcrViscirs, 1'1,{)0 in at 700 If Street. Putsliccomut&iitst6ll be mtsidi.redat
these times.
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SACRAMENTO HOUSING AND REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY

INITIAL STUDY
CONTROL NO.:
NAME:

100-CDBG-02

ADOPTION OF THE SACRAMENTO CITY AND COUNTY 2002 CONSOLIDATED
PLAN ONE YEAR ACTION PLAN FOR: COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK
GRANT (CDBG); HOME INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP (HOME); EMERGENCY
SHELTER GRANT (ESG); AND HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES FOR PEOPLE WITH
AIDS (HOPWA) PROGRAMS.

LOCATION: Citywide and Countywide
ASSESSOR'S PARCEL NUMBER:
APPLICANT:

1.

Not Available

Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
630 I Street, Sacramento, California 95814

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The 2002 CDBG One Year Action Plan would provide assistance to low income persons, households,
neighborhoods and businesses throughout urbanized areas of the City and County of Sacramento. All
activities would occur within city limits or within County urbanized areas. All proposed activities are
consistent with existing land use designations.
II.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The proposed project consists of the approval of the City's and County's submittal for receipt of 2002
funds from the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) for federal CDBG,
HOME, ESG and HOPWA programs. In September 1997, the 1998-2002 Consolidated Plan and
Strategy outlining the priorities and goals for funding in the federal CDBG, HOME, ESG and HOPWA
programs was approved. In short, the Consolidated Plan identifies all of the County's housing and
community development needs and describes a long-term strategy for meeting those needs. In addition
to providing a broad policy framework, the Consolidated Plan specifically addresses four federallyfunded housing and community development programs: CDBG, HOME, ESG, and Housing
Opportunities for People with Aids (HOPWA is funded through the City of Sacramento but serves both
the City and County of Sacramento.)
The One-Year Action Plan is the annual update to the Consolidated Plan, and it includes all
modifications necessary to fully comply with HUD Consolidated Plan regulations. HUD requires an
annual submittal of a One-Year Action Plan describing proposed activities and expenditures for the
following year using the goals and priorities of the Consolidated Plan as a guide. In addition, the One(80)
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Year Action Plan describes all anticipated resources for the coming year that could be used to address
housing and community development needs and discusses other actions that wilt be undertaken to
address a variety of issues discussed in the Consolidated Plan. For example, the One-Year Action Plan
discusses actions that will be taken to remove barriers to affordable housing and obstacles to meeting
under-served needs.
The proposed action consists of approval of the projects outlined in the One-Year Action Plan. The
County Action Plan identifies projects funded by $7,004,370 in CDBG funds; $396,600 in CDBG
program income; $3,363,360 in HOME funds; $420,000 in HOME program income; $11,125 in
reprogrammed CDBG funding; and $57,941 in reprogrammed HOME funds, for total County revenues
of $11,253,396. The City Action Plan identifies projects funded by $6,570,780 in CDBG funds;
$1,414,346 in CDBG program income; $3,362,390 in HOME funds; $161,872 in 'HOME program
income; $435,000 in reprogrammed CDBG funding; $157,508 in HOME reprogrammed fund..,
$224,070 in ESG funds, and $706,160 in HOPWA Entitlement funds, for total City revenues of
$13,032,126.
Pursuant to the federal requirements, the City and County must consolidate multiple grant application
requirements into a single submission. The HUD grant programs set forth three basic goals which are
closely related to the major commitments and priorities of HUD. Each of these goals must primarily
benefit low- and very low-income persons (defined by HUD as those earning less than 80% and 50%
of the regional median income adjusted for family size). The three goals are: 1) the provision of decent
housing, 2) the provision of a suitable living environment for low-income individuals, and 3) the
expansion of economic opportunities. The concept of the Consolidated Plan was developed to further
HUD's statutory goals through a collaborative process involving the community to establish a unified
vision for future community development actions.
The purpose of the consolidated plan is to assess the need for housing, neighborhood improvement and
economic development of low income households; establish priorities for assistance; and generally
describe how federal funds and other resources will be used to address those priorities. The CDBG
section of the Consolidated Plan has been prepared with the assistance and advice of interested citizen
and organized groups who participated in workshops. The Five Year Strategy focuses on: (1)
neighborhood revitalization, (2) commercial revitalization and economic development, (3) housing
services, and (4) public services.
Continuing Projects. The approval of the 2002 One Year Action Plan includes the continuation of
several ongoing programs and projects, as well as several new projects. The continuing projects that
have been previously reviewed and approved are identified in Table 1.
New Projects. New projects being funded in 2002 are also identified in Table 1. The table identifies
the appropriate California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines section number or required
documentation for each new project, and identifies National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
requirements, as outlined in HUD regulations per 24 CFR Part 58, by section number or required
documentation.
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Table 1- 2002 Action Plan
Project/Program Description
New,
Continuing, Name
Exempt
Continuing

Continuing

Continuing

$95,000
$0
install approximately 10 of the 48 streetlights for the Marshall Park
Blue Diamond
Lighting Marshall Lighting Project. Location is J Street (27th to 28th / business
portion); I street (27th to 28th); 27th St (I to K) and 28th St. (H to J)
Park (7 of 10)
(seventh of ten year plan).
$0
$0
This program provides an incentive for developers who have
Boarded and
successfully
acquired,
rehabilitated,
and
sold
a
program
eligible
Vacant
boarded and vacant single-family home in targeted areas of the City
Rehabilitation
to
a low/mod owner-occupant. Homes constructed prior to 1978
Incentive
must be evaluated for presence of lead-based paint hazards, and
hazard response if needed. Homebuyers must have household
income not greater than 80 percent of the area median income.
Anticipated accomplishments from 2002 funds are 0-9 units
depending on the presence of lead-based paint and the resulting
required rehabilitation.
Staffing, planning, services, and supplies to deliver, administer and $1,439,174 $1,650,133
CDBG Staffing
monitor CDBG activities in accordance with federal regulations
Cost

NEPA

CEQA

County
HOME
Funded
Amount

City
HOME
Funded
Amount

County
CDBG
Funded
Amount

City
CDBG
Funded
Amount

$0

$0

NA

NA

$50,000

$50,000

NA

NA

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

City Code
Enforcement

Fourth of four-year commitment to provide funds for City code
enforcement staff addressing boarded/vacant, substandard, and
crime-ridden properties (typically housing) in targeted low income
areas. Outcomes include improved response time, reduced
complaint backlog, and improved collection of fines.

$250,000

$0

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

Code
Enforcement &
Legal Actions

Provides for County code enforcement staff including District
Attorney staff, addressing boarded/vacant, substandard, and crimeridden properties (typically housing) in targeted low income areas.

$0

$575,000

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

Commercial
Rehabilitation
Consultant

Provides construction monitoring/inspection support for commercial
rehabilitation program which provides facade improvements and
code violations to businesses that serve low/moderate income
persons and slum/blight areas. Activities include: plan review, site
inspections, payment processing, and close out of project.

$18,000

$18,000

$0

$0

NA

NA
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Table 1- 2002 Action Plan
Continuing

Continuing

Continuing
Continuing

Commercial
Rehabilitation
Loans and Grants
DHA Detox
Facility

Grants and Loans to Business owners serving low/moderate income
families or in a designated Slum/Blight Area.

$0

$200,000
$30,195 PI

$0

$0

NA

NA

Volunteers of America provides shelter, food, TB screening, inhouse recovery programming, clothing, medical assessments, AA
and NA meetings exclusively to homeless indigent, chronic
alcoholic population. Providing 80 beds for 72 hours hold, 20 beds
for 10 day detoxification programming, and 20 beds for 60 day
recovery programming.
Administrative costs for homeless program delivery.

$324,122

$324,122

$0

$0

NA

NA

$23,500

$23,500

$0

$0

NA

NA

$16,113

$17,080

$0

$0

NA

NA

$191,972

$188,358

$0

$0

NA

NA

$0

$60,518

$0

$0

NA

NA

$46,000

$58,100

$0

$0

NA

NA

$200,000

$200,000

$0

$0

NA

NA

DHA Homeless
Administration
DHA Lutheran S. After-care services provided by Building Bridges and Mather
S. of N. CA
Community Campus programs of Lutheran Social Services, for
child care and case management to transitional housing participant
graduates after family or individual obtains permanent housing in
order to promote and strength family self-sufficiency.

Continuing

DHA Senior
This program operates at 18 sites throughout the City and County
Nutrition Services of Sacramento providing hot meals and activities. Sixteen driver
routes deliver meals to homes of seniors.

Continuing

DHA TLCS

Provides shelter, counseling and supportive services for ongoing
transitional program. More than 100 homeless mentally ill served
throughout year.

Continuing

DHA Winter
Overflow

Program operation of winter overflow shelter and counseling
services along with services for drug and alcohol related problems
provided by the Salvation Army. Shelter has capacity of 140 beds
available for men and 60 beds available for women and children
during inclimate months from December 2001 through March 2002.

Continuing

Emergency
Repair Program

Grant program of up to $3,500 assistance to very low- to lowincome persons for emergency residential repairs to a client's home
or mobile home. Eligibility requirements for this program are that
the client must own his/her own home, repairs must be an
emergency, health or safety hazard, and household income cannot
exceed income limits as established by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. 114 low-and moderate-income persons to
be served in 2002.
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Table 1 - 2002 Action Plan
Continuing

Firehouse
Operating Fund

Administration of Community Crime Resistance Grant provides
crime prevention education, volunteer recruitment for police report
writers, youth diversion activities.

$10,000

$0

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

First Time
Homebuyer
Program - Citrus
Heights
First Time
HomebuyerTeacher Program

Funds provide deferred loans to homebuyers in the City of Citrus
Heights. Loan may cover up to one-half of the down payment, and
all closing costs.

$0

$0

$0

$200,000

NA

NA

Funds provide deferred/forgivable 10-year loans in the amount of
up to $5,000 may be used to cover down payment and closing costs.
Anticipated accomplishments with 2002 funds are 12 units.

$0

$0 $ 57,508

$57,940

NA

NA

Continuing

Franklin Villa
Acquisition
Rehabilitation
Program

Funding for the acquisition and rehabilitation of condominiums
located at Franklin Villa Estates. The Housing Authority of the City
of Sacramento or a to-be formed non-profit entity will acquire and
rehabilitate property. Criteria for property selection will include
ability to purchase at least the majority of units in the subdivision.
Once rehabilitated, units will be rented to the existing pool of
Section 8 qualified families.

$700,000

$0

$
2,000,000

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

Franklin Villa
Res. Center City
Franklin Villa
Res. Center Housing
Authority
Grant Park
Lighting

Resource center operations cost for after-school activities, food and
clothes closet.

$62,500

$0

$0

$0

NA

NA

Support to the resource center operations for after-school activities,
food and clothes closet. Dues and office expenses

$37,500

$0

$0

$0

NA

NA

Install approximately 16 streetlights around neighborhood park
(park side of street). Grant park boundaries are B and C Streets (21 st
to 22nd Streets); 21st and 22nd Streets (B to C Streets).

$85,000

$0

$0

$0

NA

NA

Grow Sacramento Loan repayments for Agency internal securitization of Commercial
loan portfolio to capitalize SBA 7A guaranteed loan program,
created in partnership with the City of Sacramento and the
Sacramento Municipal Utility District, to create jobs for low income
persons. Seventh payment of eleven

$52,764
PI

$25,805
PI

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

Continuing

Continuing

Continuing
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$16,000

$0

NA

NA

$0 $338,239 $336,336
$14,716 $42,000 PI
PI

NA

NA

$0

$0

NA

NA

$92,903

$0

$0

NA

NA

$75,000

$0

$0

NA

NA

$70,000 $250,181 $1,679,353
$378,000
PI
PI

NA

NA

$500,000

NA

NA

$16,000

Continuing

HARPs

Funding for administrative staffing providing technical assistance
and referral services for seniors in addressing their home repair
problems. Low-income households (50 percent of area median) to
be served.

Continuing

HOME
Administration

Staffing, services, and supplies costs for implementation of HOMEfunded activities including prior year allocations.

Continuing

Homebuyer
Assistance
Program

Forgivable loan to assist low-income homebuyers with
downpayment and closing costs. Estimated homebuyers to be 5
assisted in the City and 5 assisted in the County for 2002.

$25,000

$25,000

Continuing

Human
Rights/Fair
Housing
Commission
Administration
InfoLine
Sacramento

Funds for general administrative support for fair housing activities,
including complaint investigating, referral, and mediation. Services
also include outreach, education, and fair housing audits.

$92,903

Information service that links callers with organizations which
provide assistance in housing, legal services, transportation, health,
and consumer affairs in order to improve the connection between
services and users. Satellite offices are established in low/mod income areas in public facilities for access with clientele.

$63,000

Continuing

$0

Continuing

$35,788
Funds are provided as loans for the acquisition and rehabilitation of
Multi-Family
$54,798 PI
multi-family housing projects. All buildings constructed prior to
Housing
Acquisition/Reha 1978 must be evaluated for presence of lead-based paint hazards,
and hazard response if necessary. Residents of HOME-assisted
bilitation
units must have household income not greater than 60 percent of the
area median income. Anticipated accomplishments from 2002
funds are 35 to 50 units(City) 160-to 390 units-(County) depending
on the required rehabilitation and the presence of lead-based paint.

Continuing

Multifamily
Housing New
Construction

(85)

Funds are provided as loans for the construction of multi-family
housing projects. Residents of HOME-assisted units must have
household income not greater than 60 percent of the area median
income.

$0

$0

$0

$
1,042,492
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Continuing

Continuing

Program rehabilitation assistance to low-moderate income
Neighborhood
Housing Services households through Neighborhood Housing Services.
(NHS) - Rehab PI
Program which provides free paint and paint supplies to low- and
Neighborhood
moderate-income homeowners in the City of Sacramento
Paint Program
Meadowview, Oak Park, Avondale/Glen Elder, Alkali Flat and
Gardenland neighborhoods and in the County South Sacramento
neighborhood.

$35,000 PI

$7,600 PI

$0

$0

NA

NA

$73,000

$30,000

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

North Highlands
Town Square

Improvements to F.C. Joyce Elementary School and North
Highlands Community Center. Improvements include: creation of
new park, relocation of parking lots, improvements to bus and
passenger lounge areas, and relocation of outdoor physical
education areas. This allocation will complete the project.

$0

$250,000

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

Rancho Cordova
Neighborhood
Center Lease

Payment of lease for multi-service Rancho Cordova neighborhood
center located at 10665 Coloma Road

$0

$100,000

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

RC Grange Bldg
Historic
Preservation
Rebuilding
Together
(formerly
Christmas in
April)
Retrofit Grant
Program

Augment existing project by $10,000 for cost overruns.

$0

$10,000

$0

$0

NA

NA

$10,500

$10,500

$0

$0

NA

NA

The Retrofit Grant Program provides assistance up to $5,000 to pa,for handicap accessibility improvements such as wheelchair ramps,
widening doorways, bathroom modifications, grab bars, etc. The
assistance is in the form of a grant and is available to owner
occupants as well as renters.

$160,000

$160,000

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

SCUSD Lemon
Hill Skill Center

$77,361

$77,361

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

Section 108 Ln.
Auburn Blvd.
Commercial
Revitalization

Skill Center is open Monday through Friday 8am-9pm and offers a
variety of job training and development activities. On site child care
is also provided.
Loan repayments for a $1,000,000 Section 108 loan for commercial
revitalization activities in the Auburn Boulevard Redevelopment
Area.

$0

$109,290

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

Continuing
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Funding for the administration of volunteer program that provides
assistance to low/mod income homeowners with rehabilitation
needs.
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Annual debt service on Section 108 loan used to remodel the Blue
Diamond processing plant and retain jobs. Blue Diamond
Corporation provides $1,041,019 toward payment. Seventh
payment of ten.
Annual debt service on Section 108 loan funds used to develop the
Florin Road Business Incubator. Eighth payment of nine.

$157,692
$1,031,400
P1

$0

$0

$0

NA

NA

$99,447

$0

$0

$0

NA

NA

Section 108 Ln.
Del Paso Nuevo

Annual debt service on Section 108 funds used to develop
infrastructure in the Del Paso area for new neighborhood of single
family homes and commercial property. Four of twenty payments

$476,395

$0

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

Section 108 Ln.
N. Sacramento
1994

$24,255
Annual debt service on Section 108 loan funds for commercial loans
$50,253 PI
in the North Sacramento Redevelopment Area. Payments from
borrowers provide $32,952 towards this payment. Ninth payments
of nine.

$0

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

Section 108 Ln.
N. Sacramento
1996

$73,663

$0

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

Section 108 Ln.
Public Housing

Annual debt service on Section 108 loan funds for commercial loans
in the North Sacramento Redevelopment Area. Seventh payments
of nine.
Annual debt service on Section 108 loan funds used to develop
public housing. City - Ninth payment of nine. County - 17th of 17.

$127,728

$303,354

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

Single-Family
Rehabilitation
Program
Southgate Park &
Rec. Community
Enrichment

Single Family Owner-Occupied Rehabilitation program for lowmoderate income households

$101,880
PI

$154,000
PI

$0

$0

NA

NA

Provides various recreational and vocational services to low and
moderate income youth. 35,000 youth to be served. Delivered
through Southgate Recreation and Park District

$0

$100,000

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

Southside Park
Clubhouse

Improvements to pool and pool house, to include: replacing fencing
around pool; landscaping; pool house upgrades including painting,
doors, windows and office heating.

$95,000

$0

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

Supportive
Housing Loan
ProgramAcquisition and
Rehabilitation

IDIS Code 14G-Funds provide interim and permanent loans for
acquisition and rehabilitation of multi-family housing for use in
service-supported housing programs. Anticipated accomplishments
from 2002 funds are 12-20 units(City and County each)

$0

$0 $697,478

$672,672

NA

NA

Continuing

Section 108 Ln.
Blue Diamond

Continuing

Section 108 Ln.
Business
Incubator

Continuing

Continuing
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Supportive
Housing Loan
ProgramTechnical
Assistance
Walnut Grove
Senior Center
Services

Funds are provided as operating assistance to a CHDO to provide
technical assistance to develop housing for the supportive Housing
Loan Program.

$0

$0

$25,000

$25,000

NA

NA

Operational support for recreational programs (physical fitness),
educational classes (health, long-term health care, taxes, legal
planning), social activity programs provided to seniors at the Jean
Harvey Community Center, in Walnut Grove.

$0

$5,000

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

We Mean
Business - R.C.

$0

$25,000

$0

$0

NA

NA

Continuing

Workreation

$250,000

$0

$0

$0

NA

NA

New

Delta Courtland
Library Bates
Elementary
School

Two off-duty law enforcement officers patrolling business area
along Folsom Boulevard to enforce curfew, enhance safety, and to
deter vandalism.
Summer youth program includes neighborhood beautification
projects, field trips, and educational opportunities. Funds cover nine
to ten teams of eight to ten youth. Program is administered by City
Neighborhood Services.
Purchase and installation of 1,425 sq ft.modular building to house
joint use library located at 180 Primasing Ave near Bates
Elementary School in Courtland. Library will be jointly operated by
school district and the Courtland Volunteer Library.

$0

$200,000

$0

$0

Exempt Cat. Excluded
58.35(a)(ii)
Section 15314

New

Analysis of
Impediments to
Fair Housing
Choice
Arden-Arcade
Planning
Colonial Heights
Sidewalk
Improvements

RFP for consultant for HUD-required planning document to review
impediments to fair housing choice in the public and private sector.

$0

$15,000

$0

$0

Exempt
Section 15262

Planning activities associated with revitalizing Fulton Avenue and
Arden-Arcade area
Construction of pedestrian improvements in residential area,
including curbs, gutter, sidewalks, street pavement, and associated
minor drainage improvements. Location is 50th, 52nd, and 53rd
between 14th and 15th.
Issue Notice of Funding Availability for County park districts for
CDBG-eligible improvements to approximately 33 community
parks in low-moderate income areas. Per park funding based on
number of eligible parks within district.

$U

$200,000

$0

$0

$194,000

$0

$0

Exempt
Exempt
58.34(a)(1)
Section 15262
Exempt Cat. Excluded
$0
58.35(a)(1)
Section
15303(d)

$0

$400,000

$0

$0

Continuing

Continuing

New
New

New
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County Park
Districts Park
Improvement
NOFA

Exempt
Section
15303(d)

Exempt
58.34(a)(1)

Case by case
review
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New

New

New

New

New

New

New

(89)

$150,000

$0

$0

$0

Responsible Environmental
Assessment
Agency

$88,000

$0

$0

$0

Exempt Cat. Excluded
58.35(a)(1)
Section
15303(d)

$77,000

$0

$0

$0

Exempt Cat. Excluded
58.35(a)(ii)
Section 15301

$25,000

$25,000

$0

$0

Exempt
Section 15262

Exempt
58.34(a)(1)

To be determined

$0

$200,000

$0

$0

NA

NA

Acquisition of property at 1701 Creekside Drive to develop a 200
unit senior apartment home community for low income elderly,
whose income does not exceed 60 percent of median.

$0

$200,000

$0

$0

Exempt Environmental
Assessment
Section 15332

Improvements to neighborhood park at 240 Bowman Avenue,
including renovation of picnic area, field improvements, lighting,
and drinking fountain.

$67,000

$0

$0

$0

Exempt Cat. Excluded
Section
58.35(a)(1)
15303(d)

Implementation of Del Paso Blvd Streetscape master plan between
Highway 160 to Lampasas Avenue. Improvements include street
and pedestrian improvements, street lighting, landscaping
(sidewalks and medians), signage, and other beautification
elements. Work may include water and sewer upgrade or
replacement.
Dixieanne Lights Design and installation of approximately 25 post-top style
streetlights in residential neighborhood in North Sacramento.
(Phase III)
Boundaries are Del Paso Blvd, El Camino Ave, RR tracks, and
Arden Way.
Downtown SRO Continued funding for case manager, coordination and referral for
health and human services, crisis intervention, independent living
Supportive
skills, access to drug and alcohol recovery services and community
Services
building activities for an estimated 40 persons living in four
downtown hotels. New funding for leasing and office expenses of
storefront to be located downtown.
Set aside for consultants for early planning activities, (e.g.,
Early Planning
engineering, cost estimating, design) for CDBG-eligible projects.
For CDBG
Location and scope to be determined by internal process of requests
Projects
on first-come, first served. CDBG to determine eligibility of
activity, if implemented. Approximate size per request: $2,500.
Del Paso
Streetscape
Improvements

Elk Grove
Community
Development
Folsom
Community
Development Housing
Rehabilitation
Gardenland Park
Improvements
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Pilot literacy intervention program to be offered to 40-50
preschoolers and their families in four classes at state funded
preschool at Noralto Elementary school. Goal is to increase literacy
of low-income, non native speakers by offering classic storybooks
in native languages, providing guidance in family storybook
reading, and coordinating with preschool teachers for follow-up.
Program will offer literacy nights with coaching and modeling,
translated storybooks in native languages (Hmong, Spanish and Lao
in addition to English, and onsite follow up with families. Program
will use bilingual community representative and will conduct pre
and post testing of children. Subrecipient will be California State
University, Sacramento.
Healthy Start
Installation of modular for Healthy Start resource center at Charles
Modular- Goethe- Goethe Middle School located at 2250 68th Avenue. Services to
Hopkins
include tutoring and mentoring, mental health counseling, adult
education, dental screenings, and referral resources.

$25,000

$0

$0

$73,000

$0

$0

New

Hutson Estates
Park Master Plan

Master plan for facility at Huston Estates, including park features,
detailed cost estimate, and phasing (Park staff)

$10,000

$0

$0

$0

Exempt
Section 15262

New

Intel Kids Club

First of three proposed payments for Center for Fathers and Families
for lease payments for 1,500 square feet located at 2251 Florin Road
for computer classroom offered to children in area. The Intel
Computer Clubhouse creatively uses technology creatively to
promote computer and problem solving skills for under-served
youth

$17,000

$0

$0

$0

Exempt Cat. Excluded
Section 15301
58.35(b)(2)

New

Lerwick
/Clovermanor
White Rook/
Neighbor-hood
Service Request
for Proposals
Program

Staff will issue a Request For Proposals for nonprofit and public
subrecipients to carry out services for children and families in two
low-income areas: Lerwick Road and Morningstar/Clovermanor.
After completing a needs assessment and outreach to community
and providers, staff will return to the Board with the type of services
and selection criteria, including ranking and selection panel.

$0

$100,000

$0

$0

New

New

(90)

Hands on Books:
Connecting
Children,
Families and
Teachers through
Native Language
Storybooks

$0

Exempt
Section 15322

Exempt
58.34(a)(4)

Exempt Cat. Excluded
Section 15314
58.35(a)(ii)

Exempt
Section
15378(b)(2)

Exempt
58.34(a)(1)

Exempt
58.34(a)(4)
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Consultant will work with community to develop conceptual
document to identify specific projects on Meadowview Rd from
Freeport to Brookfield: fencing, streetscaping, and pedestrian
improvements
Renovation of historic structure located at 8383 Florin Road for
potential use by County Parks Adaptive Leisure Program.
Improvements include roofing, windows, paint, ADA
improvements, plumbing, HVAC, and Asbestos abatement

New

Meadowview
Urban Design
Plan

New

Old Florintown
School
Renovation

New

Consultant services associated with developing the County's
Planning for
Housing Element housing element due to the state on June 30, 2002.
of General Plan
Rancho Cordova Purchase and installation of 2,400 square foot modular for Healthy
Start after school and evening teen program offering tutoring,
Healthy Start
referral to health and human services, recreational activity and other
services to area teenagers. Program will be located at Cordova High
School at 2239 Chase Drive and will serve youth from the high
school and from Mills Middle School

New

Exempt
Section 15262

Exempt
58.34(a)(1)

$50,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$200,000

$0

$0

$0

$20,000

$0

$0

Exempt
Section 15262

$0

$150,000

$0

$0

Exempt Cat. Excluded
58.35(a)(ii)
Section 15314

Exempt
Section 15322

Responsible Cat. Excluded
58.35(a)(ii)
Agency

Exempt
58.34(a)(1)

Exempt
58.34(a)(4)

New

South White
Rock After
School Program

After school program for elementary school age children at
Cordova Villa Elementary at 10359 South White Rock Road in
Rancho Cordova. Activities to include supervised academic and
recreational activities during the school year.

$0

$50,000

$0

$0

New

White Rock Rd.
Speed bumps

Installation of speed bumps on the following streets: South White
Rock Road, Reymouth Avenue, Rockingham Drive and Laurelhurst
Drive. Two speed bumps will be installed on each street

$0

$30,000

$0

$0

Exempt Cat. Excluded
58.35(a)(1)
Section
15303(d)

$0 $100,000
$147,156
PI

$0

Exempt Cat. Excluded
58.35(b)(5)
Section 15310

New CDBG First-time
Homebuyer
Continuing Assistance
HOME

(91)

This program is available to first-time home buyers whose
maximum annual income is 80 percent of median. The first-time
home buyer cannot have owned a home within the-last three years.
Loans for four percent of the purchase price up to $5,000 are
available for down payment and closing costs. No Loan payments
are required until the home is sold. Loans are forgiven
proportionately over 10 years. If the client lives in the home 10
years or longer, the entire loan is forgiven.

$425,000
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Adoption of the application itself is not expected to result in physical changes to the environment.
However, implementation of the individual projects outlined in the document may result in physical
changes. The opportunity for further environmental review, focusing on specific potential
environmental impacts on a case-by-case basis, will present itself as specific projects are processed
through the City and County approval process. Approval of the application for HUD funds does not
commit the City or County to individual actions listed in the Program.

III.

DOCUMENTS INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE

This Initial Study has been complied from a variety of sources, including published and unpublished
studies, applicable maps, aerial photographs, and independent field investigations. The State CEQA
Guidelines recommend that previously completed environmental documents, public plans, and reports
directly relevant to a proposed project be used as background information to the greatest extent possible
and, where this information is relevant to findings and conclusions, that it be incorporated by reference
in the environmental document. The following documents are incorporated herein by reference:
1.

City of Sacramento General Plan, City of Sacramento, January 19, 1988.

2.

Draft and Final Environmental Impact Report, City of Sacramento General Plan, City of
Sacramento, Draft EIR is dated March 2, 1987 and Final EIR is dated September 30, 1987.

3.

City of Sacramento Zoning Ordinance, City of Sacramento.

4.

Sacramento County General Plan, Sacramento County, December 1993.

5.

Sacramento County General Plan Update Environmental Impact Report, February 1992 and
Sacramento County General Plan Update Subsequent Environmental Impact Report, June 1992,
Sacramento County.

6.

The Zoning Code of Sacramento County. Amended to September 1987.

7.

Sacramento Central City Housing Strategy, Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
and Department of Planning and Development, City of Sacramento, May, 1991.

8.

Draft Environmental Impact Report, Land Use Planning Policy Within The 100-Year Flood
Plain In The City And County Of Sacramento, City of Sacramento, September 18, 1989.

9.

Air Quality Thresholds of Significance, Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management
District, 1994, First Edition.

10.

Official Listing of Structures and Preservation Areas with Architectural or Historical
Significance, City of Sacramento, October 1998.

The documents incorporated by reference are available for review at the Sacramento Housing and
Redevelopment Agency, 630 I Street, Sacramento, California 95814.
(92)
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ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
A. Environmental Factors Potentially Affected
The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, involving at least one
impact that is a "Potentially Significant Impact" or "Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated," as indicated
by the checklist on the following pages.

_

Aesthetics
Agricultural Resources
Air Quality
Biological Resources
Cultural Resources
Geology and Soils
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Hydrology and Water Quality
Mandatory Findings of Significance

B.

CEQA Determination

_
_

_
_
_

Land Use and Planning
Mineral Resources
Noise
Population and Housing
Public Services
_
Recreation
Transportation/Traffic
Utilities and Service Systems

On the basis of the initial evaluation:
/
-

I find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment, and a
NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment, there will not
be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the project have been made by or agreed to by the
project proponent. A MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.

-

I find the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required.

-

I find that the proposed project MAY have a "potentially significant impact" or "potentially significant
impact unless mitigated" impact on the environment, but at least one effect 1) has been adequately
analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and 2) has been addressed by
mitigation measures based on the earlier analysis as described on attached sheets.
An
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required, but it must analyze only the effects that remain to
be addressed.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment, because all
potentially significant effects (a) have been analyzed adequately in an earlier EIR or NEGATIVE
DECLARATION pursuant to applicable standards, and (b) have been avoided or mitigated pursuant to
that earlier EIR OR NEGATIVE DECLARATION, including revisions or mitigation measures that are
imposed upon the proposed project, nothing further is required.

-

Gail M. Ervin, Consultant for the

October 9, 2001
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DATE

Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency

C.

CEQA INITIAL STUDY CHECKLIST

1.

AESTHETICS -- Would the project:

a)

Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?

b)

Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to,
trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state
scenic highway?

c)

Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and
its surroundings?

q

q

q

d)

Create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely affect
day or nighttime views in the area?

q

q

X
q

q

II.

AGRICULTURE RESOURCES: In determining whether impacts to
agricultural resources are significant environmental effects, lead agencies may
refer to the California Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Model
(1997) prepared by the California Dept. of Conservation as an optional model to
use in assessing impacts on agriculture and farmland. Would the project:

a)

Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance (Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources
Agency, to non-agricultural use?

q

q

q

q
X

b)

Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act contract?

q

0

c)

Involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their location or q
nature, could result in conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use?

0

III.

AIR QUALITY -- Where available, the significance criteria established by the
applicable air quality management or air pollution control district may be relied
upon to make the following determinations. Would the project:

a)

Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan?

q

q

X
q

q

b)

Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation?

q

q

0

q

c)

Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for
which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state
ambient air quality standard (including releasing emissions which exceed
quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors)?

q

q

0

q

d)

Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?

q

0

q

e)

Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?

q

q

q

q
X

IV.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES -- Would the project:

a)

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat

q

q

q
x

q

q

q

q
X

q
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

modifications, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special
status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the
California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?
b)

Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive
q
natural community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or
by the California Department of Fish and Game or US Fish and Wildlife Service?

q

q

X
q

c)

Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as
defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited
to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means?

q

q

q

q
x

Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory

q

q

q

0

d)

fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory
wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites?

e)

Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance?

q

q

q
X

q

f)

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state
habitat conservation plan?

q

q

q

q
X

V.

CULTURAL RESOURCES -- Would the project:

a)

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical
resource as defined in I 5064.5?

0

q

b)

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an
archaeological resource pursuant to I 5064.5?

0

q

c)

Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site
or unique geologic feature?

0

q

d)

Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal
cemeteries?

®

q

VI.

GEOLOGY AND SOILS -- Would the project:

a)

Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury, or death involving:

q

1) Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist
for the area or based on other substantial evidence of a known fault?
Refer to Division of Mines and Geology Special Publication 42.

q

q

0

2) Strong seismic ground shaking?

q

q

0

3) Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction?

q

q

0

q
q

4) Landslides?

q

q

q

0

b)

Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?

q

q

0

c)

Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become

q

q

0
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unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in on- or off-site
landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
d)

Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform
Building Code (1994), creating substantial risks to life or property?

e)

Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks
or alternative waste water disposal systems where sewers are not
available for the disposal of waste water?

VII.

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS -- Would the project:

q
X

q

q

®

0

q

a)

Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials?

q

b)

Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment?

E]

q

0

q

c)

Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous
materials, substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing
or proposed school?

q

q

0

q

d)

Be located on a site that is included on a list of hazardous materials sites
compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result,
would it create a significant hazard to the public or the environment?

q

0

q

e)

For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan
has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport,
would the project result in a safety hazard for people residing or working
in the project area?

q

q

q

q
X

f)

For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area?

q

g)

Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation plan?

q

q

q

h)

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving q
wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or
where residences are intermixed with wildlands?

q

q

q
q
X

VIII. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY - Would the project:
a)

Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements?

q

q

q
X

q

b)

Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with
groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume
or a lowering of the local groundwater table level (e.g., the production rate of
pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a level which would not support
existing land uses or planned uses for which permits have been granted)?

q

q

q

q
X

c)

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which
would result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or off-site?

q

q

q

0

d)

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially

q
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increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner which would result
in flooding on- or off-site?
e)

Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or q
planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources
of polluted runoff?

q

q
X

q

f)

Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?

q

q

0

g)

Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a federal

q

q

q
X

q
q

Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard
delineation map?
h)

Place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures which would impede or
redirect flood flows?

q

q

0

q

t)

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving q
flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam?

q

0

q

j)

Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?

q

q

q

q
X

IX.

LAND USE AND PLANNING - Would the project:

a)

Physically divide an established community?

q

q

q

0

b)

Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency
with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan,
specific plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the
purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect?

q

q

c)

Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan?

q

q

q

q
X

X.

MINERAL RESOURCES -- Would the project:

a)

Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be of
value to the region and the residents of the state?

q

q

q

0

b)

Result in the loss of availability of a locally-important mineral resource recovery
site delineated on a local general plan, specific plan or other land use plan?

q

q

q

XI.

NOISE -- Would the project result in:

a)

Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of standards
established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies?

q

q

X
q

b)

Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels?

q

q

191

q

c)

A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without the project?

q

q

0

q

d)

A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the
project vicinity above levels existing without the project?

q

q

0

q

e)

For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan
has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport,

q
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would the project expose people residing or working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?
f)

For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project expose
people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels?

q

q

q
X

X
q

q

0

q

0

q

XII. POPULATION AND HOUSING - Would the project:
a)

Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example,
by proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through
extension of roads or other infrastructure)?

b)

Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere?

c)

Displace substantial number's of people, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere?

XIII.
a)

q

q

q

PUBLIC SERVICES
Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or
physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios,
response times or other performance objectives for any of the public services:
X
q

1) Fire protection?

XIV.

2) Police protection?

q

q

3) Schools?

q

q

4) Parks?

q

q

5) Other public facilities?

q

q

0

RECREATION --

a)

Would the project increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional
parks or other recreational facilities such that substantial physical
deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated?

q

q

0

q

b)

Does the project include recreational facilities or require the construction or
expansion of recreational facilities which might have an adverse physical
effect on the environment?

q

q

q

x
q

XV. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC- -- Would the project:
a)

Cause an increase in traffic that is substantial in relation to the existing traffic
load and capacity of the street system (i.e., result in a substantial increase in
either the number of vehicle trips, the volume to capacity ratio on roads, or
congestion at intersections)?

q

q

q q

b)

Exceed, either individually or cumulatively, a level of service standard
established by the county congestion management agency for designated

q

q

q
X
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roads or highways?

q

q
X

q

q

q
x

q

q

q
X

Result in inadequate parking capacity?

q

q

q
X

Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs supporting alternative
transportation ( e.g., bus turnouts, bicycle racks)?

q

q

0

q
q
q

c)

Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic
levels or a change in location that results in substantial safety risks?

q

d)

Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)?

q

e)

Result in inadequate emergency access?

f)
g)

XVI.

UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS -- Would the project:

a)

Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water
Quality Control Board?

q

0

q

b)

Require or result in the construction of new water or wastewater treatment
q
facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects?

q

q
X

c)

Require or result in the construction of new storm water drainage facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects?

q

q
X

d)

Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing
entitlements and resources, or are new or expanded entitlements needed?

q

q
x

e)

Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider that serves
or may serve the project that it has adequate capacity to serve the project's
projected demand in addition to the provider's existing commitments?

q

q
X

f)

Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the
project's solid waste disposal needs?

q

q

q
X

g)

Comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to
solid waste?

q

q

0

q

q

^

q

q
x

q

0

q

q

XVII. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE -a)

Does the project have the potential to degrade the quality of the environment,
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or
wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate
a plant or animal community, reduce the number or restrict the range of a
rare or endangered plant or animal or eliminate important examples of the
major periods of California history or prehistory?

q

b)

Does the project have impacts that are individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable? ("Cumulatively considerable" means that the incremental
effects of a project are considerable when viewed in connection with the
effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects, and the effects
of probable future projects)?

q

c)

Does the project have environmental effects which will cause substantial
adverse effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly?

q
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DISCUSSION
Section I: Aesthetics
a, b) The objectives of the Consolidated Plan activities include the elimination of blight and
blighting influences that contribute to the disjointed and degraded visual quality of an area. This
is considered a beneficial impact of the projects.
c) Development encouraged by One-Year Action Plan activities could result in some increases
in light and glare from domestic, commercial, and public lighting. Because the CDBG target
areas are already urbanized, the incremental increase in lighting associated with new,development
will be less-than-significant.
Section II: Agriculture Resources
a-c) Agricultural resources are not located within or adjacent to CDBG target area, thus the
proposed project would have no effect on agricultural resources or operations.
Section III: Air Quality
a-d) The One-Year Action Plan activities are located within the Sacramento metropolitan area
which is considered a non-attainment area for selected pollutants. The 1986-2006 SGPU DEIR
identified urban emission sources as the primary source for existing air quality problems (SGPU
DEIR, Z-6). The federal air quality standards for ozone and particulate matter (PMIp) are being
exceeded several times per year in Sacramento City and County.
Ozone is a secondary pollutant produced over time by a complicated series of chemical reactions
involving nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, carious organic compounds, ultraviolet light, and normal
components of the atmosphere. Ozone problems have been identified as the cumulative result
of regional development patterns, rather than the result of a few incremental significant emissions
sources.
The One-Year Action Plan activities could result in additional emissions relating to both
construction and operations. The Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Maintenance District
(SMAQMD) considers construction and operation impacts potentially significant if the project
would result in a net increase of 85 pounds per day (lbs/day) of ROGs, 85 lbs/day of NOX, 275
lbs/day of PM,o or 150 lbs/day of SO2 (Air Quality Thresholds of Significance). Operational
impacts for CO are considered potentially significant if CO "hot spots" exceeding state 1-hour
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and 8-hour SAAQS are generated near major thoroughfares and congested surface streets. Table
A-4 of the Air Quality Thresholds of Significance identifies the approximate size of 'some typical
development types that may have emissions that exceed the quantitative threshold criteria. The
trigger level for residential development is 340 single family units, or 500 apartment units.
Therefore, the potential CDBG projects outlined in the One-Year Action Plan would have a less
than significant impact on air quality.

e) The One-Year Action Plan activities would not generate objectionable odors.
Section IV: Biological Resources
a-f) None of the One-Year Action Plan projects or improvements are proposed for known areas of rare,
threatened, or endangered sensitive plant populations. The One-Year Action Plan projects are located
in substantially developed urban settings. Animals currently found within these areas are predominant
domesticated or those capable of living within close proximity to man. Activities are not expected to
change the diversity of animals found within the project areas. Native vegetation has been largely
replaced by imported species. Lawns, street trees and ornamental plants and shrubs typify the areas.
Implementation of the One-Year Action Plan improvements may result in the removal of some trees
and ornamental landscaping. Except for the age and size of some of these specimens, such vegetation
does not possess significant biological value. Further site specific review may be' conducted for the
projects identified in Section III (B) of this Initial Study.
Although some special status species exist in areas of the City and County, the proposed One-Year
Action Plan activities are not expected to directly result in the reduction of threatened, rare or
endangered species. New construction sites will be surveyed for special status species, in particular the
elderberry beetle and burrowing owl, species that have been regularly found in urbanized areas. Further
site specific review will be conducted for the projects identified in Section III (B) of this Initial Study.
Section V: Cultural Resources
a-d) The physical environment of the City and County has been greatly altered by human modification
over the past 150 years. Specifically, urbanization has greatly altered the pre-1850 environment. On
a larger scale, the deposition of deep alluvial soils over the past 10,000 years has buried any early
archaeological resources.
The Consolidate Plan activities are located in existing urbanized areas, which have been developed with
both commercial and residential uses. The City and County have standard construction requirements
that should any cultural resources, such as structural features, unusual amounts of bone or shell,
artifacts, human remains, or architectural remains be encountered during any development activities,
work shall be suspended and a qualified archaeologist shall be consulted to develop, if necessary,
further mitigation measures to reduce any archaeological impact to a less than significant level before
construction continues. Such measures could include, but are not limited to, researching and identifying
the history of the resource(s), mapping the locations, and photographing the resource. In addition,
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Section 5097.98 of the State Public Resources Code, and Section 7050.5 of the State Health and Safety
Code requires that in the event of the discovery of any human remains, all work is to stop and the
County Coroner shall be immediately notified. If the remains are determined to be Native American,
guidelines of the Native American Heritage Commission shall be adhered to in, the treatment and
disposition of the remains. The proposed One-Year Action Plan activities are therefore not anticipated
to have an impact on prehistoric resources.

All One-Year Action Plan activities are subject to federal Historic Preservation Act review, and the
Programmatic Agreement between the State Office of Historic Preservation, the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation and the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency: Any projectwith the
potential to impact historic or prehistoric resources will be subject to review and consultation with the
State Office of Historic Preservation under Part 800 requirements.
Section VI: Geology and Soils
a) Development encouraged by CDBG activities could be exposed to potentially damaging seismicallyinduced groundshaking. However, no known active faults occur in or adjacent to the City of
Sacramento. During the past 150 years, there has been no documented movement on faults within
Sacramento County. However, the region has experienced numerous instances of ground shakinQ
originating from faults located to the west and east. According to the Preliminary Map of Maximum
Expectable Earthquake Intensity in California, prepared by the California Department of Mines and
Geology, Sacramento is located near the border between the "low" and "moderate" severity zones,
representing a probable maximum earthquake intensity of VII on the Modified Mercalli Scale. In
Sacramento, the greatest intensity earthquake effects would come from the Dunnigan Hills fault,
Midland fault, and the Foothill Fault System. The maximum credible earthquake for those faults is
estimated at 6.5 on the Richter-scale. Currently, the City and County require that all new structures be
designed to withstand this intensity level.
The City and County have adopted policies as a part of their General Plan Health and Safety Elements
that consider seismic related hazards, including liquefaction. The policies listed above are required
for new construction projects and reduce potential seismic impacts to less than significant levels.
b-e) Soils affected by One-Year Action Plan activities are categorized as Urban Land and consists of
areas covered by up to 70 percent impervious surfaces. Topography is generally flat in the affected
areas, and there are no outstanding topographic or ground surface relief features which would be
disturbed as a result of the proposed One-Year Action Plan activities.
Soils that have limitations for structural loading, i.e. weak or expansive soils, are scattered throughout
the City and County. These limitations can usually be overcome through soil importation or specially
engineered design for specific project construction. Adequate engineering studies will be required at
the project level. The proposed One-Year Action Plan activities would not result in impacts relative
to landslides or mudflows, erosion or changes in topography, expansive soils, or unique geologic or
physical features.
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New development encouraged by the One-Year Action Plan activities could result in the excavation,
displacement, backfill and compaction of a minor amount of soil. One-Year Action Plan activities may
also result in the removal of dilapidated structures to accommodate new development on currently
vacant land, which will result in additional grading, compaction, and overcovering of exposed soils.
Minor increases in the volume and rate of water runoff from development encouraged by One-Year
Action Plan activities may increase offsite soil erosion during future construction periods. Adequate
on-site drainage facilities will be required at the project level. Soil erosion would be limited to the
construction period of any future development or improvement. This impact would be temporary and..
would be controlled by standard grading practices.
Section VII: Hazards and Hazardous Materials
a-d) The One-Year Action Plan activities would not be expected to store or utilize toxic or flammable
materials on site. Recycling of household hazardous waste is provided for city residents and storm
drains are stenciled to warn against illegal dumping. The potential risk of accidental explosion or
release of hazardous substances is considered less than significant.
e,f) The One-Year Action Plan activities are not located within safety hazard areas of either private or
public airports.
g) The One-Year Action Plan activities would not interfere with either an adopted emergency response
plan or an emergency evacuation plan. No routes used for emergency access and response would be
adversely affected by the One-Year Action Plan activities.
h) The proposed project would not create an increased fire hazard in areas with flammable brush, grass
or trees.

Section VIII: Hydrology and Water Quality
a,c-f) Marine or fresh water features in the Sacramento area would not be directly affected by proposed
One-Year Action Plan activities. All One-Year Action Plan activities are located ,within developed,
urbanized areas with some existing infrastructure to accommodate existing drainage patterns. One-Year
Action Plan activities may alter drainage patterns on individual project sites. Drainage improvements
are included as part of the One-Year Action Plan activities in some areas. Mitigation measures will be
identified at the individual project level to accommodate any changes in drainage patterns, per City and
County drainage ordinances.
All One-Year Action Plan projects and improvements are small scale and would have no effect on the
course of flow of flood waters. Any increase in runoff due to new construction projects would be minor
and would not be expected to change the amount of surface water in any water body. Construction
activities may contribute organic pollutants during the construction of infrastructure and improvements.
This impact is considered to be less-than-significant because of the temporary nature of construction
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activities and the ability to mitigate its effects through local grading ordinances.
b) Proposed One-Year Action Plan activities would not affect the direction or rate of flow of
groundwater. The proposed activities will not require direct withdrawals from groundwater sources or
affect aquifers by cuts or excavations. Proposed One-Year Action Plan activities will create minimal
new demand on public water supplies. This impact is less-than-significant.
g-I) Some parts of the City and County that may be affected by One-Year Action Plan activities may
be located within the A99 Flood Zone established by the Federal Emergency Management
Administration (FEMA). This zone is applied to areas which have less than 100-year flood protection,
but which are subject to on-going flood protection restoration activities, such as levee system repair.
The A99 Zone is temporary and will expire when certification of 100-year protection is obtained.
The City and County of Sacramento evaluated the risks of allowing development to occur in the A-99
Flood Zone in the Program EIR for the Land Use Planning Policy within the 100=Year Flood Plain,
certified in 1990. In 1998, the City and County certified the Addendum III to this EIR, evaluating the
risks of allowing development to continue within the new AR Flood Zone. These documents serve as
the program EIR addressing the flood-related risks of development within the 100-year flood plain. The
Program EIR and Addendums thereto are available at the City of Sacramento, Planning Division, 1231
I Street, Room 300, Sacramento. This One-Year Action Plan activities fall within the scope of the
Program EIR and the findings adopted for the flood zone land use policy. The project will not result
in any significant impacts not analyzed in the prior EIR and Addendum.
j) The proposed project is not in a coastal zone and the topography is flat, therefore there is no hazard
from seiche, tsunami or mudflow.
Section IX: Land Use and Planning
a) The One-Year Action Plan area includes a broad mix of land uses, including commercial, industrial
and residential. Proposed activities include commercial and housing rehabilitation and new
construction, economic incentives, community infrastructure and beautification, and neighborhood
center projects. These projects must be consistent with the local general plan and zoning requirements
prior to construction, which are designed to ensure compatibility of projects with existing land uses.
The proposed One-Year Action Plan would provide for activities that would be compatible with
existing land uses in the vicinity, and would not impact the physical arrangement of the community.
b) Generally, development encouraged by CDBG activities will not result in a substantial alteration of
the present or planned use of an area. On sites that are currently vacant, development in accordance
with existing land use regulations will alter the undeveloped nature of that given site. Some
intensification of existing land uses may also occur, especially adjacent to areas opened up by improved
circulation. Any intensification that may occur must be consistent with adopted land use policy in place
at the time of project approval.
The City and County general plans are twenty-year policy guides for physical, economic, and
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environmental growth and renewal in the City and County of Sacramento. The general plans are
comprised of goals, policies, programs and actions that are based on an assessment of current and future
needs and available resources. The documents are the City's and County's principal, tool for evaluating
public and private projects and municipal service improvements. The City and County will from time
to time update and revise their general plans.
All construction activities must also comply with all applicable state and local laws in effect from time
to time, including zoning ordinances. The purpose of a zoning ordinance is to regulate the use of land,
building, or other structures for residences, commerce, industry, and other uses required by the
community. Additionally, it regulates the location, height, size of buildings or structures, yards, courts,
open spaces, amount of building coverage permitted in each zone, and population density. The
ordinance also divides the City and County into zones of such shape, size, and number best suited to
carry out these regulations, and to provide for their enforcement, and ensure the provision of adequate
open space for aesthetic and environmental amenities. All proposed activities generally conform to the
local zoning ordinances. The proposed One-Year Action Plan activities would be consistent with
general plan designations, zoning, and adopted plans and policies.
c) The proposed activities occur in blighted urban land habitat, and no habitat conservation or natural
communities conservation plans would be affected by development.
Section X: Mineral Resources
a-b) The One-Year Action Plan activities would not result in the loss of availability of a known mineral
resource or a locally-important mineral resource recovery site in the city or county.
Section XI: Noise
a,b) Increased vehicular traffic resulting from roadway improvements May incrementally increase
ambient noise levels on arterial streets. Noise impacts will be addressed on a project-by-project basis
for those projects listed in Section III B of this Initial Study. None of the proposed activities would
exposed persons to or cause a generation of noise levels in excess of standards established in the city
and county general plan or noise ordinances, or applicable standards of other agencies, or expose
persons to or generate excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels. The One-Year
Action Plan activities are not expected to expose people to severe noise or vibration levels greater than
incremental increases in traffic noise that were previously considered in the SGPU EIR and County
General Plan.

c,d) Construction related noise impacts could exceed acceptable levels at certain construction sites and
could have short-term impacts on adjacent residential development. Construction !noise represents a
temporary impact on ambient noise, which will terminate upon completion of an individual project.
The City of Sacramento and Sacramento County Noise Control Ordinances set limit's for exterior noise
levels on designated properties. Construction activities, including the erection, excavation, demolition,
alternation or repair of any building or structure, are conditionally exempt from the Noise Ordinances.
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Construction activities are exempt from the noise standard from 7:00 a.m. to i6:00 p.m. Monday
through Saturday, and from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Sunday. Internal combustion engines that are not
equipped with suitable exhaust and intake silencers that are in good working order are not exempt.
e,f) The One-Year Action Plan activities are not located within the overflight zones of private or public
airports.

Section VII: Population and Housing
a) CDBG activities have the potential to encourage localized daytime population growth in the
employment market area by encouraging additional jobs that would otherwise locate elsewhere.
Residential infill development and rehabilitation could incrementally increase the permanent
population. Increases in population are expected to occur gradually over time as public improvements
and development progresses, and be within the anticipated population levels identified in the City's and
County's general plans. There is no change in land use or zoning proposed as part of the One-Year
Action Plan activities, nor any major new infrastructure improvements/extensions. The proposed OneYear Action Plan activities would not result in changes in population beyond those identified in
regional and local population projections, nor induce substantial growth.
b-c) The proposed One-Year Action Plan activities are expected to have a beneficial impact on existing
housing by assisting in the reconstruction or rehabilitation of dilapidated structures. Providing housing
for persons of low- and moderate-incomes is an objective of the One-Year Action Plan. The proposed
One-Year Action Plan activities are not anticipated to alter the location, distribution, density or growth
rate of the human population or reduce the supply of low- and moderate-income housing. Therefore,
no significant impacts on population or housing would occur as a result of the proposed One-Year
Action Plan.
Section XIII: Public Services
a) Fire protection. Improved infrastructure and facilities/equipment projects will have a beneficial
impact on fire protection.
b) Police protection. Improved infrastructure and low income neighborhood improvements proposed
should have a beneficial impact on police services.
c) Schools. The proposed activities would have a beneficial impact on local schools through renovation
of existing facilities.
d) Parks. The proposed activities would have a beneficial impact on parks through renovation of
existing facilities.
f) Other public facilities. One of the purposes of the One-Year Action Plan is to provide improvements
to public facilities and roads. Public improvements are considered a beneficial impact of the proposed
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project.
Section XIV: Recreation
a,b) Parks and recreation services are affected by population increases. These services, however, are
not impacted by physical environmental effects created by the proposed One-Year Action Plan
activities. Section 15382 of the California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines defines a significant
effect on the environment as a substantial or a potentially substantial adverse change in any of flora,
fauna, ambient noise, and/or objects of historic or aesthetic significance. An economic or social change
is not by itself considered a significant effect on the environment: The Consolidate Plan includes
proposed park improvements and recreational services that will have a beneficial impact on park and
recreation facilities and services. The proposed One-Year Action Plan activities would not result in any
adverse impacts upon the quality or quantity of recreational facilities. Any population growth resulting
from One-Year Action Plan activities would be consistent with that anticipated in the City's and
County's general plans.

Section XV: Transportation/Circulation
a-b) One-Year Action Plan activities will encourage a general intensification of commercial, residential
and other development. This additional development will generate additional vehicular movements
throughout the City and County over existing conditions. However, such general intensification is
anticipated to be consistent with General Plan densities, and generate the same number of average daily
trips anticipated with the General Plan. The proposed improvements to the existing roadways are
considered a beneficial impact of the One-Year Action Plan Program.
c) The One-Year Action Plan activities do not affect air traffic patterns.
d-g) The proposed improvements to the existing roadways and parkingfacilities are considered :a.
beneficial impact of the One-Year Action Plan program that should help to minimize hazards and
barriers. Proposed street improvements should have a beneficial impact on safety concerns. None of
the proposed activities are anticipated to generate a demand for significant new parking. This impact
will be discussed on a project-by-project basis for those projects listed under Section III B of this Initial
Study. The One-Year Action Plan is expected to have a beneficial impact on parking, circulation,
alternative transportation modes, pedestrian and cyclist safety; and emergency access and
transportation hazards.
Section XVI: Utilities and Service Systems
a,b,e) The One-Year Action Plan activities are consistent with land use designations in the City and
County general plans, upon which projections for public services, energy and utilities are made. Since
the One-Year Action Plan activities proposed no change in land uses or densities developed therein, the
One- Year Action Plan activities will have a less-than-significant impact on these services.
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ATTACHMENT VI
CITY OF SACRAMENTO
2002 ANTICIPATED FUNDING SOURCES AVAILABLE
TO ADDRESS IDENTIFIED NEEDS
In addition to Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), HOME, Emergency Shelter
Grant (ESG), and Housing Opportunities for People with Aids (HOPWA) funds detailed in this
report, the following will also be used to address community infrastructure, housing,
commercial, and public service needs:
SOURCE OF FUNDS
Tax Increment (TI)

AMOUNT DESCRIPTION
$264,093
$408,610
$166,673
$128,733
$3,647,446
$45,270
$82,860

Del Paso Heights tax increment
Oak Park tax increment
Alkali Flat tax increment
North Sacramento tax increment
Downtown tax increment
Army Depot tax increment
Richards Boulevard tax increment
Tax increment (TI) is used in addition to CDBG
funds to fund project costs and debt service for
capital improvement and housing needs. State law
requires that a minimum of 20 percent tax
increment must be used for affordable housing.

Housing Trust Fund

Public Housing

Section 8 Program

Public Services

City of Sacramento

$700,000

$9,171,793

Development fees levied on non-residential
properties are used to provide low interest loans and
grants for affordable multi-family housing projects.
Subsidy and program income from public housing
is used to maintain and modernize public housing
units

$21,215,488

Rental vouchers for housing where rental assistance
is difference between rent and 30 percent of
adjusted income

$1,220,568

In addition to CDBG funds, to carry-out
programs which meet identified needs, private fund
raising, donations, and in-kind services
are also provided by partner agencies or non-profit
agencies. Program providers include: Christmas in
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April, HARPS, Neighborhood Housing Services,
Lutheran Social Services, InfoLine, Human
Rights/Fair Housing, Senior Nutrition, Transitional
Living and Community Support, Neighborhood
Paint Programs, and other non-profit entities
Housing Rehabilitation
and Development

CDBG funds provide low-interest rehabilitation
loans and grants to eligible residential and
commercial property owners. The property owners
must provide a percentage of matching funds to be
eligible for the programs.
Private sector funding in housing development
leverage HOME and to a le'sser extent CDBG
commitments by a factor of 11 to 1. Sources are
conventional first mortgage revenue bond proceeds
and loans from lending consortia. FHA and SBA
guarantees and secondary market purchases are
further enhancements making private loans possible
in both the commercial and housing sectors.
Foundation grants from Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac,
Neighborhood Reinvestment, and others often
provide matching funds for predevelopment. Inkind services and sweat equity contributions are
also significant, including neighborhood paint
programs, HARPS, Habitat for Humanity, and selfhelp housing.

City Funds

City Utility, Public Works, Lighting and
Landscaping funds are used in addition to CDBG to
undertake projects in the City of Sacramento.
The total City of Sacramento Capital Improvement
Budget (excluding CDBG funded projects) will be
$36.3 million.
The total CDBG funds allocated for Capital
Improvements is $1.25 million.

CDBG Carry-over from

CDBG Revolving Loan

$880,855

$1,566,581

These funds will be used for on-going SHRA
Programs: Homebuyer Assistance, Multi-Family
Housing Rehabilitation, Single-Family
Rehabilitation.
Revenue from commercial and housing
rehabilitation loan repayments for reuse on SHRA's
commercial and housing programs.

City of Sacramento
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HOME Revolving Loans

$147,156

Revenue from housing rehabilitation loan
repayments for reuse on Housing activities.

Emergency Shelter Grant

$224,070

This program is mentioned in the Action Plan. It is

being included again as a source that meets the need
of the homeless population. This grant program is
for the renovation, major rehabilitation, or
conversion of buildings for use as emergency
shelters for the homeless, and for payment of
certain operating and social services expenses in
connection with emergency shelters.
HOPWA

$706,160

California Housing
Finance Agency ( CHFA) $2,000,000

This program was authorized by the AIDS Housing
Opportunity Act to provide states and localities with
the resources and incentives to devise long-term
comprehensive strategies for meeting the housing
needs of persons with AIDS and related diseases.
The primary goals of this grant are to house
HIV/AIDS homeless and/or to prevent
homelessness.

Anticipated funding from CHFA through the
Housing Enabled by Local Partnerships (HELP)
program to fund revitalization efforts within
Franklin Villa Estates.

CITY AND COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
Supportive Housing

$3,567,865

County Department of Human Assistance uses these
funds for various homeless programs such as Vet
House-Safe Haven, Travelers Aid/St. John's shelter,
WIND Youth Center, Sacramento Children's
Home- Crisis Nursery, Quinn Cottages, etc.

County General Funds

$7,318,364

County Department of Human Assistance uses these
funds for various homeless programs such as
Lutheran Social Services, Salvation Army
programs, Winter Overflow, permanent and
transitional housing prografns, and child protective
services, etc.

$98,180

County Department of Human Assistance uses these
funds for NOVA House

State Permanent Housing

City of Sacramento
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Mather Tax Increment

Energy Conservation

$399,727

$40,000

Mortgage Revenue Bonds $525,000

City of Sacramento

County Department of Human Assistance uses these
funds for various homeless programs at the former
Mather Air Force Base such as Pride Industries,
Sacramento Area Emergency Housing, and
Volunteers of America programs.

Rebate for energy conservation used in housing
rehabilitation projects
Revenue from bonds used for studies and projects
which benefit low-moderate income communities
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APPROVED
RESOLUTION NO. ,?_P01 - 7:7,:^
ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL

OCT 3 0 2001
OFFICE OF THI' ^
CiT^

ON DATE OF

ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION AND NEGATIVE DECLARATION;
2002 ONE-YEAR ACTION PLAN, UPDATING THE CONSOLIDATED PLAN
FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT (CDBG),
HOME INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP (HOME),
EMERGENCY SHELTER GRANT (ESG), HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES FOR
PERSONS WITH AIDS (HOPWA); REPROGRAMMING OF PREVIOUSLY
APPROVED CDBG ACTIVITIES AND
AMENDMENT VARIOUS YEARS ONE-YEAR ACTION PLANS; AMENDMENT OF
THE CITIZEN PARTICIPATION PLAN;
AND AMENDMENT OF THE AGENCY BUDGET
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO:
Section 1.
The Negative Declaration, Attachment V of the Staff Report for
this Resolution, incorporated herein by this reference, regarding the 2002 One-Year Action Plan
for Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), Home Investment Partnership (HOME),
Emergency Shelter Grant (ESG) and Housing Opportunities for Persons with Aids (HOPWA),
together with all comments received, has been duly considered, and the City Council of the City
of Sacramento finds that the environmental documentation is adequate and complete and reflects
the independent judgment and analysis of the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
("Agency"), and is hereby adopted.
Section 2.
The 2002 One-Year Action Plan for Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG), Home Investment Partnership (HOME), and Emergency Shelter Grant
(ESG) and Housing Opportunities for Persons with Aids (HOPWA) is approved.
Section 3.
The Agency, through its Executive Director or her designee, is
authorized to submit the 2002 One-Year Action Plan to the Federal Department of Housing and
Urban Development ("HUD"), execute the subsequent grant agreement with HUD, and to amend
the Agency budget to receive CDBG and HOME grant funds in accordance with such Plan.
Section 4.
Executive Director of the Agency and the City Manager are
authorized to execute contracts with the appropriate entities to carry out the projects contained
within the 2002 One-Year Action Plan.
Section 5.
The Executive Director of the Agency and the City Manager are
authorized to execute Memorandum Of Understanding ("MOU") and Individual Project
Agreements ("IPA") between the City of Sacramento ("City") and the Agency, and establish
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appropriations for the projects as detailed in each MOU or IPA upon receipt of the CDBG and
HOME grant funds.
Section 6.
The Agency, through its Executive Director or her designee, is authorized
to allocate ESG funds to the County Department of Human Assistance, which is hereby directed
and authorized to execute contracts with the appropriate entities on behalf of the City to carry out
the projects contained within the One-Year Action Plan utilizing ESG funds.
Section 7.
The Executive Director of the Agency, or her designee, is hereby directed
to transfer $400,000 from the Multifamily Revolving Loan Fund to the First-Time Homebuyer
Program, thereby establishing a revolving loan fund for the First-Time Homebuyer Program to
collect future repayments.
Section 8.
The Agency, through its Executive Director or her designee, is authorized
to amend the 2002 CDBG Contingency and HOME budget in the event that the final 2002
federal entitlements exceed or are less than that estimated in the application.
Section 9.
The CDBG program is hereby amended to cancel the 2000 Max Baer
Club House Expansion project in the amount of $55,000 and reprogram the funds to 2001
contingency.
Section 10.
The CDBG program is hereby amended to cancel the 2001 Meadowview
Park Lighting project in the amount of $40,000 and reprogram the funds to 2001 contingency.
Section 11.
The HOME program is hereby amended to reprogram $1,157,508 from the
HOME Revolving Loan Fund and the 1999 and 2000 HOME entitlement program budget.
Section 12.
The Agency, through its Executive Director or her designee, is authorized
to amend the 2001 CDBG Contingency budget and appropriate funds for the Franklin Villa
Estates Security Gates project in the amount of $60,000.
Section 13.

The Agency, through its Executive Director or her designee, is authorized
to amend the 2001 CDBG Contingency budget and appropriate funds for Greenfair Development
Initial Planning in the amount of $30,000.
Section 14.
The Agency, through its Executive Director or her designee, is authorized
to amend the 2001 CDBG Contingency budget and appropriate funds for the George Sim
Expansion Project in the amount of $55,000.
Section 15.
The Agency, through its Executive Director or her designee, is authorized
to amend the 2001 CDBG Contingency budget and appropriate funds for the Parker
Homes/McClellen Heights Infrastructure Master Plan in the amount of $100,000.
Section 16.

The Agency, through its Executive Director or her designee, is authorized
to amend the 2001 CDBG Contingency budget and appropriate funds for the Analysis of
Impediments to Fair Housing Choice Request for Proposal for the amount of $15,000.
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Section 17.
The Agency, through its Executive Director or her designee, is authorized
to amend the 2001 CDBG Contingency budget and appropriate funds for the Downtown SRO
Supportive Services program in the amount of $43,000.
Section 18.
The Agency, through its Executive Director or her designee, is authorized
to amend a 2001 CDBG project name from Marshall School Lighting to Marshall Park Lighting.
The activity description remains the same.

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
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